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Background 

The country of the Netherlands can be characterized as a delta-estuary of the rivers Meuse, 
Rhine and Scheldt. Such deltas are very soil fertile. In temperate climate zones, such as 
present during the Holocene, deciduous forest often is the climax vegetation (Prins 1998, 
Mitchell 2005). Especially in the eastern part of the Netherlands, several village names bear 
the remembrance of this forest (for instance the extension –lo(o) or –wolde/–woude in several 
Dutch village names indicating the presence of forest or wood) (Gysseling 2013), while 
Holland, the other name for the Netherlands commonly used, is apparently derived from the 
word Holtland (meaning forested land) (Gysseling 2013). Absence of forest was more notable 
in the west, for instance at sites with a high salinity (salt marshes), with long periods of river 
flooding (flood plains) or with soils with a high infiltration capacity (Prins 1998). At such sites, 
open herbaceous vegetation types like fens, bogs and grasslands could develop (Londo 1984, 
Prins 1998). When travelling through the Netherlands in current era, it is hard to imagine that 
large parts of the country were once covered by forest (Prins 1998, Mitchell 2005). It has been 
shaped so relentlessly by man, that, nowadays, agricultural land, especially grassland, forms 
a major part of the countryside of the Netherlands (Prins 1998, CBS 2013a). 

In these man-made grasslands, a community of birds has developed. In the 
Netherlands, this community has become known as the ‘meadow bird’ community. A meadow 
bird is a bird species of which the population that occurs in the Netherlands is largely 
dependent on the agricultural used grasslands as a breeding site (Verstrael 1987). The group 
of meadow birds consists of 15-25 species (Timmerman 1973, Beintema et al. 1995, cf. 
Beintema et al. 1997). Obviously, because the agricultural grasslands are man-made, and 
therefore relatively recent in evolutionary terms, it is not the habitat in which these species 
have originally evolved (Voous 1965, cf. Beintema 1988). These original habitats include river 
shores and beaches for Eurasian Oystercatcher Haematopus ostralegus ostralegus, steppes 
for Northern Lapwing Vanellus vanellus, floodplains and bogs for Black-tailed Godwit Limosa 
limosa limosa and shores of steppe lakes for Common Redshank Tringa totanus brittanica 
(Voous 1965). Meadow birds have however well adapted to the Dutch grasslands: densities 
of many meadow bird species are higher there than in the habitats in which they have originally 
evolved (e.g. Groen & Yurlov 1999). Perhaps because of these adapting abilities, for instance 
40 % of the total European population of Black-tailed Godwit now breeds in the Netherlands 
(Teunissen & Soldaat 2006). Other species, like Eurasian Oystercatcher, Northern Lapwing 
and Common Redshank breed in substantial numbers in the Netherlands as well (van Dijk et 
al. 1989, Beintema 1991, Sovon Vogelonderzoek Nederland 2002, Teunissen & Soldaat 
2006;Table 1-1), making the Netherlands an important country for these species (Piersma 
1986, van Dijk et al. 1989, Hötker 1991, RIVM 2004, Teunissen & Soldaat 2006), at least in a 
European context. The Dutch populations of meadow birds, especially those of the four above-
mentioned, have received special attention through the years by researchers and policy 
makers alike, because of their international importance. 

It is thought that soil wetness of the meadows during spring primarily accounts for the 
suitability of the Dutch polder landscape for meadow birds (Beintema 1988, Beintema et al. 
1997). This wetness results in a retarded growth of the sward, which is aided by relatively low 
spring temperatures. The soil wetness furthermore hinders intensive agricultural work to a 
certain extent: no intensive agricultural activities can take place until later in spring, despite 
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the fact that the clayey or peaty soils are fertile. Thus, the availability of optimal grassland 
habitat for meadow birds corresponds well with the timing of their nest site selection. 
Furthermore, the delay of agricultural work in spring used to result in a high probability that the 
breeding stage of most individual birds was completed when the first intensive activities took 
place (Beintema 1988, Beintema et al. 1997). Another important environmental factor for 
meadow birds also resulted from the wetness of the meadows. Trees could not grow, roads 
could not be built and buildings not created (Beintema 1979). Therefore, the wetness resulted 
in an open landscape important for meadow birds. The openness of the landscape resulted in 
the landscapes with wide skies and large clouds painted by Rembrandt van Rijn, Jan van 
Goyen, Paulus Potter and Jacob van Ruisdael and their colleagues. Meadow birds are thus 
as much part of Dutch culture as are for instance wooden shoes, windmills and bulb fields. 

Table 1-1. Number of breeding pairs (in 2011), recent trend (since 1990) and threatened status of four species 
of meadow bird in the Netherlands. Number of breeding pairs and trend after Teunissen & van Paassen (2013). 
Threatened status after Osieck & Hustings (1994) for the Blue List and van Beusekom et al. (2005) for the Red 
List 

* reasons for inclusion on Blue list and/or Red list (Osieck & Hustings 1994, van Beusekom et al. 2005) 
1 at least 25 % of the northwest European population occurs in the Netherlands 
2 at least 25 % of all breeding pairs in northwestern Europe breed in the Netherlands 
3 number of breeding pairs in the Netherlands has strongly declined since the 1960s 

Problem analysis 

Being breeders in an agricultural habitat intensively used by man, meadow bird species should 
be able to adapt to the agricultural activities that take place. An example of such an adaptation 
is the, over the years, earlier arrival on their breeding grounds, and consequently the earlier 
laying of eggs, as a response to the earlier start of agricultural activities like mowing (e.g. 
Mulder 1972, Beintema et al. 1985, Musters et al. 2010, Schroeder et al. 2012), although this 
nowadays is more constrained in for instance Black-tailed Godwit (Kleijn et al. 2010, Musters 
et al. 2010). Despite their ability to adapt, breeding numbers of many meadow bird species 
are in decline in the Netherlands (Beintema 1991, den Boer 1995, Bijlsma et al. 2001, Sovon 
Vogelonderzoek Nederland 2002, RIVM 2004, Teunissen & van Paassen 2013) and Europe 
(Hötker 1991). Teunissen (2000) for instance estimated that, in the Netherlands, during the 
1990s 33 % of Black-tailed Godwit pairs were lost. The decline has been such that about half 
of the meadow bird species have been placed on the Dutch Red list of threatened bird species 
(van Beusekom et al. 2005), which includes Black-tailed Godwit and Common Redshank 
(Table 1-1). Because of the current declining trend, other species like Eurasian Oystercatcher 
and Northern Lapwing may at present qualify as well (but see cautionary remarks by Ens et 
al. (2011) for Eurasian Oystercatcher). 

 Population size Trend Threatened status * 

Eurasian Oystercatcher 51,000-83,000 Decrease Blue list 1 

Northern Lapwing 160,000-240,000 Decrease - 

Black-tailed Godwit 41,000-46,000 Decrease Blue & Red list 1,2,3 

Common Redshank 16,000-20,000 Stable Red list 3 
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This general decline of meadow bird species is reason for concern, and has prompted 
a thorough research into the environmental requirements of meadow birds. It has been 
ascribed to several factors, including egging, agricultural intensification, shooting outside the 
breeding season, alterations of habitat in winter, during migration, and in summer, as well as, 
locally, predation (e.g. Klomp 1951, Wymenga & Engelmoer 2001). Because most factors only 
exert an influence during part of the year, it is useful to review briefly the life cycle of a meadow 
bird to examine when and where meadow birds may face threats. I distinguish six phases in 
the life cycle of a meadow bird breeding in the Netherlands (Figure 1-1): three phases during 
the combined migration and wintering period and three during the breeding period 
(Schekkerman 1997). The migration and wintering period starts when a bird migrates from its 
breeding grounds to its wintering area. For instance, most Dutch Eurasian Oystercatchers stay 
close to their breeding grounds in the Wadden and Delta areas of western Europe, except 
during harsh winters when many of them move south (Hulscher et al. 1996). The other three 
meadow bird species migrate southwest to as far as the western Mediterranean (Northern 
Lapwing and Common Redshank: Kraak et al. 1940, Hale 1973, Bruinzeel 2010) and western 
Africa (Black-tailed Godwit: Beintema & Drost 1986, Bruinzeel 2010). In early spring, the 
meadow bird returns to the agricultural fields in the Netherlands: the breeding period of the 
bird’s life cycle starts. The first phase of the breeding period of a meadow bird starts when 
birds pair up and select an appropriate site to build their nest. After the nest site has been 
selected, birds will be breeding for three or four weeks (depending on the species; Box 1) until 
chicks hatch. The third and final phase of the breeding season begins when the chicks are 
reared to independent, grown-up birds. None of the meadow bird species stay on the breeding 
grounds for the whole year, and some individuals start leaving as early as June. In autumn, 
they have again arrived at their wintering grounds. 

Figure 1-1. The six phases in the life cycle of a meadow bird breeding in the Netherlands 
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Box 1: Demographic background of four meadow bird species 

General demographic characteristics of the four species have been summarized in table 1-2. It can be seen 
that Eurasian Oystercatcher is the most robust species compared to the other three: it for instance gets 
older and has lower annual adult mortality. This is also reflected in a lower clutch size (Table 1-3) and an 
older first age of breeding compared to the other three species. All species, especially adult individuals, are 
faithful to breeding sites (Kraak et al. 1940, Buker & Winkelman 1987, Thompson & Hale 1989, Groen 1993, 
Thompson et al. 1994, Hulscher et al. 1996), especially when breeding in the previous year was successful 
(Klomp 1954, Buker & Winkelman 1987, Thompson & Hale 1989). For Black-tailed Godwit, Groen (1992) 
found that 65 % of the birds even return to the same field. 

Table 1-2. Demographic parameters of four species of meadow bird (after Cramp & Simmons 1983 except 
where indicated otherwise) 

 Breeding site 
fidelity 

First age of 
breeding (year) 

Annual adult 
mortality (%) 

Oldest wild bird 
(year) 

Eurasian Oystercatcher yes1 4 16 36 
Northern Lapwing yes2 2 40 20 
Black-tailed Godwit yes3 2 37 16 
Common Redshank yes4 1 32 17 

Additional sources: 1: Hulscher et al. 1996; 2: Kraak et al. 1940, Thompson et al. 1994; 3: Buker & Winkelman 
1987, Groen 1993; 4: Thompson & Hale 1989 

Table 1-3. Reproductive characteristics of four species of meadow bird (after Buker & Reyrink 1989 and 
Visser & Beintema 1991) 

 Number of 
eggs 

Incubation period 
(days) 

First egg date in 50 % of 
nests  

   in 1983  in 1984 
Eurasian Oystercatcher 3 27 20 April  5 May 
Northern Lapwing 4 27 15 March  10 April 
Black-tailed Godwit 4 23 1 April  20 April 
Common Redshank 4 24 15 April  25 April 

 
For most species, lost clutches can be replaced up to five times a year (Northern Lapwing; Klomp 1954). 
For Black-tailed Godwit, replacement occurred frequently in the past (van Balen 1959) but nowadays 
depends on the date of first clutch loss (cf. Schekkerman & Müskens 2000). Generally stated, clutch 
replacement in meadow birds may take place especially within two weeks after losing the clutch (Klomp 
1954, Berg et al. 1992), especially early in the season (den Boer 1995). For all species, chicks are precocial 
and feed for themselves soon after they have hatched, except for those of Eurasian Oystercatcher which 
are being fed by the parents until fledging (Cramp & Simmons 1983). 

For Eurasian Oystercatcher, required recruitment (i.e. a recruitment large enough to sustain a 
stable population) has been calculated at 40 % (Ens et al. 2011). For Northern Lapwing, Black-tailed Godwit 
and Common Redshank, it has been estimated at 64 %, 63 % and 40 % respectively (Beintema & Müskens 
1981, cf. Kruk et al. 1996). For Northern Lapwing, den Boer (1995) calculated that in arable land, sufficient 
chicks are annually raised to compensate for mean annual mortality, but not in grassland habitat. Similarly, 
for Black-tailed Godwit, he calculated that in grassland reserves sufficient chicks are annually raised, but 
not in grasslands where nests are not actively protected. For Common Redshank, his calculations were 
inconclusive. However, other authors (Witt 1991, Roodbergen et al. 2012) concluded for Black-tailed Godwit 
that hatching and breeding success were insufficient to sustain the population. Therefore, as many breeding 
pairs of the Dutch population of most meadow bird species still breed outside reserves, these low values 
for required recruitment at least partly explain the observed decline in numbers. 

 
Conclusion: Eurasian Oystercatcher is the most robust species compared to the other 

three species. All four species are faithful to breeding sites, despite the fact that required 
recruitment is insufficient for at least three species. 
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The reason of the decline of most meadow birds is found in threats occurring during 
the breeding period of the meadow bird’s life cycle (Figure 1-2, based on e.g. Schekkerman & 
Müskens 2001 and Wymenga & Engelmoer 2001 for Black-tailed Godwit), except for Eurasian 
Oystercatcher, which can suffer badly from adverse foraging conditions during the wintering 
period (Hulscher 1989, Meininger et al. 1991, Ens et al. 2011) often caused by adverse 
weather conditions during that period (Beukema & Cadée 1996, Camphuysen et al. 1996, Smit 
et al. 1998, Ens 2006, Ens et al. 2011). The intensification of agricultural activities (like mowing 
more often with an earlier start in the year, as well as lowering of groundwater tables) is (and 
has probably always been) the most important factor for the decline during the nesting and 
chick-rearing phase of the breeding period (e.g. Beintema & Müskens 1987, Kruk 1993, 
Vickery et al. 2001, Wymenga & Engelmoer 2001, Newton 2004, Schekkerman et al. 2008, 
Kleijn et al. 2010). Therefore, research focus has up to now especially been on the threat of 
intensification of agriculture on meadow birds during the nesting and chick-rearing phases 
(Figure 1-2) (e.g. Jongsma & van Strien 1983, Verstrael 1986, Beintema & Müskens 1987, 
Beintema et al. 1995, den Boer 1995, Schekkerman et al. 2008, Kleijn et al. 2010). However, 
before any egg is laid, a bird has to select a nest site. Thus, when returning to their spring 
breeding grounds, it is important that the agricultural landscape, in a wider sense, is (still) 
suitable for meadow birds in order to select a nest site. This thesis contributes to the ecological 
knowledge of this nest site selection phase of the breeding period, and the threats a meadow 
bird may face. I use the theoretical framework of habitat selection order introduced by Johnson 
(1980) as leading concept in this thesis. This framework approaches the process of habitat 
selection in animals as a hierarchical ordering process. As Johnson (1980) states it: “a 
selection process will be of higher order than another if it is conditional upon the latter”. 
Johnson (1980) distinguishes four selection types. In his framework, first-order selection is the 
distribution of a species in the world; second-order selection is the home range of a species; 
third-order selection is the use of habitat types within the home range; and fourth-order 
selection is the local distribution of individuals within habitat types. Following this framework, 
focus on nest site selection upon arrival accords with the second-order selection type of home 
range selection, and to the third-order selection type of usage of habitat components within 
this home range. This thesis is not concerned with the first-order selection type of the species’ 

Figure 1-2. Examples of threats during the three phases of the breeding period of a meadow bird’s life cycle 
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distribution in the world, or the fourth-order selection type of the very local distributional 
patterns on for instance field level. 

A brief history of Dutch meadow bird policy 

The eggs of the large meadow bird population in the Netherlands have been harvested for a 
long time. Because this egging coincided with large voluntary nest protection schemes 
(Hendriksma 1964), this was not necessarily considered a threat. However, since 1956, egging 
has been permitted by law for Northern Lapwing only (van der Ploeg 1977). As such, this can 
be considered the first official protective measure for the Dutch meadow bird population. In 
1975, the Ministerie van Landbouw & Visserij issued the ‘Nota betreffende de relatie landbouw 
en natuur- en landschapsbehoud’ (translated as the ‘Bill on the relationship between 
agriculture and nature and landscape conservation’; or Relatienota in short) based on the 
notion that several populations of meadow bird species were in decline as a result of 
agricultural intensification, coupled with the large responsibility that the Netherlands carried 
for several of these populations. Agri-environmental schemes were developed through which, 
for the first time in Dutch history, farmers were offered subsidies if they took specific protection 
measures for natural values on the fields, including meadow birds. Especially nest protection 
of meadow birds was popular, while relatively few farmers opted for measures that were 
beneficial for the chick-rearing phase. In the Relatienota, several other measures were also 
suggested, including the realization of meadow bird reserves. In 2000, the subsidy system 
was restructured into the Programma Beheer (Program Management). This restructuring 
made it possible to also subsidize sustainable meadow bird management in nature reserves 
(through the subsidy nature management, SN, for nature areas) while, for agricultural areas, 
the subsidies for farmers were continued through the subsidy agricultural nature management, 
SAN. Although many nests and eggs were now protected through these subsidies, it became 
clear that this had not stopped the decline of meadow bird species. In the 1990s, research had 
therefore begun into the fate of meadow bird chicks (e.g. Schekkerman 1997). 

It is the publication by Kleijn et al. (2001) that seemed to have triggered a new thinking 
about meadow bird policy in the Netherlands. Kleijn et al. (2001) found that agri-environmental 
schemes were not really successful in conserving meadow birds. It could thus be concluded 
that much money had not been well spent. The publication by Kleijn et al. (2001), and several 
companion-papers (e.g. Kleijn & Sutherland 2003, Berendse et al. 2004, Kleijn & van Zuijlen 
2004, Kleijn et al. 2004) marked the start of several nationwide initiatives for alternative 
meadow bird management strategies, such as ‘Nederland-Gruttoland’ (Terwan et al. 2003, 
Gerritsen 2006, Schekkerman et al. 2008), and tools, such as ‘Beheer-op-Maat’ (Melman et 
al. 2009, 2010). The Black-tailed Godwit was especially targeted in these initiatives because 
of its continuing decline and the internationally large numbers that still bred in the Netherlands 
(Table 1-1). Also, Musters et al. (2010) made it plausible that especially Black-tailed Godwit 
may be in trouble because, as a long-distance migrant, it may adapt less well to changing local 
factors than a short-distance migrant like Northern Lapwing. The new nationwide meadow bird 
initiatives share the notion that meadow bird management should be implemented on a 
landscape scale rather than field scale. In all initiatives, it was suggested that a heterogeneous 
grassland landscape, resulting in several patches of different grass length, leads to better 
protection of a meadow bird population. In the end, these initiatives (as well as other, policy 
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and research, considerations) led to the implementation of a new management strategy 
termed mosaic management (Terwan et al. 2003, Schekkerman et al. 2008). It was thought 
that this management type would lead to a recruitment of sufficient chicks per species for a 
sustainable population (Box 1). In 2005, the Ministerie van LNV founded the 
Weidevogelverbond (meadow bird alliance) to facilitate both the development of the new 
meadow bird policy and new research into mosaic management (de Graaff & Laporte 2006). 
Mosaic management is now being implemented through the program Subsidiestelsel Natuur 
en Landschap SNL (Subsidy regulation Landscape and Nature management) that has 
replaced Programma Beheer (and SN and SAN) in 2010. 

In the end, even mosaic management did not result in a sustainable conservation of 
meadow bird populations. Schekkerman et al. (2008) found that required recruitment for a 
sustainable population of for instance Black-tailed Godwit was seldom achieved in areas with 
mosaic management. Furthermore, Melman et al. (2008) calculated that 43 % of all areas with 
meadow bird management were hampered by one or more constraints like road traffic noise, 
landscape closure and excessive drainage. Money spent on meadow bird conservation in 
constrained areas may not be effective because meadow bird densities may be inherently 
lowered due to these constraints (Melman et al. 2008). The newest strategy in the 
conservation policy of Black-tailed Godwit is a focus on the best meadow bird areas, called 
core areas (Melman et al. 2008, 2011, 2012, Teunissen et al. 2012). Briefly, this strategy puts 
the money to areas where the birds are and will most likely be in the future as well. Relatively 
little is known about the impact of several of the constraining factors in the nest site selection 
phase however. My thesis specifically contributes to a better understanding of one of these 
constraints, the openness of the landscape and the mechanisms by which it influences 
meadow bird densities, which I will further discuss below. 

Key ecological factors during nest site selection  

Meadow bird species are seen as a group of bird species sharing the same meadow habitat. 
It is therefore useful to examine why this habitat is ecologically so attractive for this varied 
group of species during the nest site selection phase. 
 On the species level, the most important ecological principle in nature is to produce 
sufficient offspring for the species to survive. For an individual, this boils down to the “struggle 
for life” (Darwin 1859). On the one hand, sufficient food, both in quantity and in quality, should 
be available for the individual to not die (‘richness of the habitat’; Box 2). On the other hand, 
the individual should not be killed by a predator. Most meadow bird species under study deal 
with potential predators by attacking them aggressively (rather than hiding for them). In this 
way, predators are driven off, and will not form a threat. For this, predators must be visible in 
time, and therefore the habitat should be open (‘openness of the habitat’). It is the principle of 
‘to eat’ and not ‘to be eaten’. Therefore, the struggle for life for an individual of any meadow 
bird species can be summarized by the factors ‘richness of the habitat’ and ‘openness of the 
habitat’. 

For a population to survive, the individuals constituting the population should produce 
offspring, and therefore attract a mate. In this “struggle for mates”, in most bird species the 
male advertises by sound (a song), or by an elaborate display, to attract a mate. Meadow birds 
find a mate by elaborately displaying on the breeding grounds (Northern Lapwing, partly in 
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Black-tailed Godwit; e.g. Cramp & Simmons 1983, Grønstøl 1996). In other cases, finding a 
mate has already occurred on the wintering grounds (Eurasian Oystercatcher, Common 
Redshank, partly in Black-tailed Godwit; Cramp & Simmons 1983, cf. Gunnarsson et al. 2004). 
Because an elaborate display can only be observed in an open landscape, it follows that, for 
Northern Lapwing and Black-tailed Godwit to find a mate, the factor ‘openness of the 
landscape (in which they breed)’ is again important. This is in contrast with for instance most 
songbirds, which do not have an elaborate display, and for which the absence of noise may 
thus be important (Reijnen & Foppen 1994). 

Apart from richness and openness, a third factor plays a role in establishing a nest 
site; Hildén (1965) called this factor “the requirements imposed by structural and functional 
characteristics of the species”. He stated that “the species-specific mode of locomotion and 

Box 2: Habitat requirements for earthworms and tipulid larvae 

Food availability (“richness”) is determined by both the presence of a sufficient number of food items, and 
the availability of these food items for a meadow bird. Adults of the species reviewed here predominantly 
prey on earthworms and tipulid larvae (Beintema et al. 1991, Brandsma 1992, Zwarts 1993, Zwarts & 
Blomert 1996, Sheldon 2002), while Common Redshanks also eat many insects that are picked from the 
ground, sward or surface water (Cramp & Simmons 1983). The diet of chicks differs from adult birds: species 
in which chicks have to feed for themselves (i.e. Northern Lapwing, Black-tailed Godwit and Common 
Redshank) take a wide range of above-ground invertebrates that are caught by sight (Beintema et al. 1991, 
1995). Earthworms become a more important food item in later chick stages especially for Northern 
Lapwing, but are only eaten by other species when the bird is full-grown (Beintema et al. 1991, 
Schekkerman 1997). Eurasian Oystercatcher chicks from inland breeding pairs are often fed earthworms 
and tipulid larvae by their parents (Beintema et al. 1991, 1995). 

Earthworms and tipulid larvae are found close to the surface during spring and summer, when 
temperatures are relatively high (Lee 1985, Brandsma 1992). According to van de Bund (1998), 70-80 % 
of the earthworms occur within 5 cm of soil surface during this period. However, earthworms and tipulid 
larvae do not occur if the soil is permanently dry (de Molenaar 1980, Lee 1985, van de Bund 1998). During 
drought, many tipulid larvae will die (Burges & Raw 1967) while earthworms tend to move to deeper layers 
(Gerard 1967, Edwards & Lofty 1977, Schekkerman 1997). Brandsma (1992, 1994) found highest densities 
of earthworms where groundwater levels were high (20-45 cm below soil surface), but, in this study, tipulid 
larvae seemed to be unaffected by groundwater level. In permanently wet conditions, earthworms and 
tipulid larvae do not occur due to a lack of oxygen (van de Bund 1998). Earthworm population remains 
relatively small in relatively wet conditions, although earthworm biomass is large (Siepel et al. 1990). 

Earthworms and tipulid larvae prefer meadows to arable fields (van Rhee 1970, Edwards & Lofty 
1977, Wilson 1978, Lee 1985, Brandsma 1994). Moreover, earthworms have a preference for fields that 
are annually fertilized and are not too acid (Edwards & Lofty 1977, Lee 1985, Brandsma 1992, 1993), while 
tipulid larvae especially seem to occur in heavily fertilized grasslands (Brandsma 1992). The optimum soil 
pH for earthworms lies between 5 and 7, and they hardly occur if values are lower than 4.5 (Satchell 1955, 
Edwards & Lofty 1977, Lee 1985, Wymenga & Alma 1998). Siepel et al. (1990) and Wymenga & Alma 
(1998) showed that, for insects (and a few other invertebrate groups), extensification of meadows led to an 
increase in both the number of species and the number of individuals of species, although earthworm 
numbers decreased. Evidently, earthworms and tipulid larvae predominantly occur at moderate levels of 
management intensity, while tipulid larvae may tolerate higher levels. 

Brandsma (1994) found that changes occurred over the years in meadow bird densities for fields 
where numbers of earthworms and tipulid larvae change. An increase in prey meant an increase in, or 
settlement of, meadow birds, a decrease in prey often resulted in the reverse (although stabilisation of 
numbers also happened). However, despite this, meadow birds do not occupy all available sites rich in food 
(e.g. Klomp 1954), perhaps due to semi-coloniality mentioned in the main text.  

Conclusion: moist conditions stimulate the occurrence of prey items for meadow birds, 
indicating the importance of groundwater levels as a key habitat requirement for the distribution of 
meadow bird species. 
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behaviour, determined by the body structure and innate activities, necessitate a certain kind 
of terrain.” In my thesis I will refer to this factor as body morphology for reasons of brevity, and 
translated it for meadow birds to a habitat requirement called vegetation structure, or, better, 
land use. To illustrate this for meadow birds, it is useful to point out that not all meadow bird 
species prefer the same type of agricultural land (see also below). Two of the species 
concerned are very conservative in their choice of habitat: both Black-tailed Godwit and 
Common Redshank breed in grassland only. The other two species, Eurasian Oystercatcher 
and Northern Lapwing, are more catholic in their choice, and breed in grassland as well as 
arable land. Klomp (1954), for Northern Lapwing and Black-tailed Godwit, and Bergman (1946) 
for Common Redshank, demonstrated the fit of structural characteristics of the skeleton of 
these species to their respective favourite habitats. Slender and long-legged species (with 
small pelvises) like Black-tailed Godwit and Common Redshank are better suited for walking 
through grasslands, while a heavy-chested and short-legged species (with wider pelvises) like 
Northern Lapwing will meet resistance moving through the grass sward, and therefore favours 
fields with short vegetation (see also Rylander 1980). 

Meadow bird species differ in their key habitat requirement preferences 

Although I identified the key ecological factors during the nest site selection phase for the 
whole group of four meadow bird species previously (Figure 1-3), they actually differ in their 
preferences when looking in more detail. In the next paragraphs, I will therefore describe the 
differences between the four species if relevant to the key ecological factors (for demographic 
differences between the four species, see Box). Inspired by Hildén (1965), I will also translate 
the key ecological factors into measurable key habitat requirements. 

Food availability as indicated by the variable groundwater table 

Groundwater table especially impacts the food availability for species that probe for their food 
(Eurasian Oystercatcher, Black-tailed Godwit), although eye-hunters (Northern Lapwing, 
Common Redshank) may also be influenced (for mechanism, see Box 2). Eurasian 
Oystercatcher and Black-tailed Godwit probe for food 5-10 cm below soil surface (Brandsma 
1993). Relatively low groundwater levels result in earthworms moving to deeper ground layers, 

Figure 1-3. Key ecological factors and the derived key habitat requirements during the nest site selection 
phase of a meadow bird 
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which makes them in turn unavailable for birds (see Box 2). Among the probers, Black-tailed 
Godwit responds most strongly to water levels. High water levels are essential for this species; 
levels should preferably be between 10-40 cm below soil surface (although Abrahams et al. 
(1979) reported largest numbers for levels of 40-60 cm below soil surface). For peaty soils, 
van ‘t Veer (2008) reported an optimal water level of 20-40 cm below soil level. Also for peaty 
soils, negative effects on the Black-tailed Godwit population have been reported for water 
levels below soil surface of 40-80 cm (Terwan et al. 1994) or 60 cm (den Boer 1995). In 
contrast, Eurasian Oystercatcher is almost indifferent to water levels due to its very strong bill 
(Hulscher 1972, Beintema & van den Bergh 1976): densities of this species do not differ for 
different surface water levels (e.g. Abrahams et al. 1979). Common Redshank prefers to feed 
on edges of ditches and other muddy sites. In the drier eastern part of the Netherlands, 
Common Redshank especially selects seepage areas (Heinen 1984). For Northern Lapwing, 
Klomp (1954) did not find a strong relationship between densities and groundwater levels 
below 10 cm below surface level, although others report a preference for moist meadows 
(Lister 1964, Holwerda 1980, Berg et al. 1992). It avoids very wet conditions. According to 
Abrahams et al. (1979), Northern Lapwing occurs in highest densities if water levels are at 40-
60 cm below surface level. In general, in a water level transect of 0-160 cm below soil surface, 
Beintema & van den Bergh (1976, 1977) noted the largest decrease in meadow bird densities 
between classes 20-40 and 40-60 cm below soil surface. It has been observed that lowering 
of water levels below a certain, often undefined, threshold value can locally result in strong 
declines of the number of breeding meadow bird pairs (de Gelder 1980, Hendrikse et al. 1984), 
although the concomitant increased intensification of agricultural activities may have played 
an (equally) important role too. Summarizing, high water levels are important for meadow birds 
(with, as a rule of thumb, water levels of 10-40 cm below soil surface). More precisely, for the 
four species presently under consideration, Timmerman (1973) advised for Dutch meadows 
to maintain water regimes at levels not lower than 50 cm below soil surface during March-
November. 

During the chick-rearing phase, habitat preferences are perhaps better described in 
terms of height of sward than in groundwater levels. During this phase, chick body morphology 
determines where species are foraging (see below). This change in habitat selection may 
result in an active migration of broods to suitable areas. Northern Lapwing families may cover 
distances up to 100s of m (Klomp 1954, Sheldon 2002). Exceptionally large movements of 
Northern Lapwing movements include 2000 m (Girard & Trolliet 1992) in France and even 
4225 m in the UK (Sheldon 2002). For Common Redshank, van Paassen (1981) also reports 
active migration of families. For Black-tailed Godwit the largest distances through the 
landscape have been reported. Movements of up to 2100 m in the Netherlands (Buker & 
Winkelman 1987, Groen 1987, Schekkerman et al. 1998, Schekkerman & Müskens 2000) and 
even 3600 m in Germany (Melter et al. 2009) and 4000-5000 m in Poland have been reported 
(Dyrcz et al. 1981), although half of the families with chicks never move more than 250-500 m 
away from the nest site (Buker & Winkelman 1987, Schekkerman & Müskens 2000). Minor 
roads, large ditches and lines of trees do not form obstacles for these wanderings 
(Schekkerman et al. 1998, Melter et al. 2009). 

Habitat preference during the chick-rearing phase is briefly discussed below (under 
the key morphological factor body morphology). 
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Predator visibility as indicated by the variable openness of the landscape 

Meadow birds use open habitats with a wide field of vision, because this enables them to see 
potential predators quickly and easily (Sheldon 2002, Sheldon et al. 2004, Whittingham & 
Evans 2004). However, the presence of landscape elements may block wide vision and 
therefore their ability to scan their surroundings for predators. Meadow birds respond to the 
presence of such landscape elements by avoiding that landscape element. In this way, they 
have the widest landscape view (Klomp 1954, Dyrcz et al. 1981). Several mechanisms have 
evolved that enable meadow birds to cope with the threat of predation. 

Relatively aggressive species like Eurasian Oystercatcher, Northern Lapwing and 
Black-tailed Godwit are able to drive off potential predators (Lind 1961, Dyrcz et al. 1981, Elliot 
1985, Green et al. 1990, Kirby & Green 1991, Wymenga & Alma 1998, Johansson 2001). 
Timid species, like Common Redshank, Eurasian Skylark Alauda arvensis and Meadow Pipit 
Anthus pratensis, can take advantage of the aggressiveness of other species by breeding 
close to pairs of the latter. This has for instance been documented for Common Redshank and 
for songbirds breeding near Northern Lapwing (Bub 1957, von Frisch 1957, Kværne 1973, 
Mayo 1974, Beintema & van den Bergh 1976, Dirksen 1981, Eriksson & Götmark 1982) and 
for Common Redshank near Black-tailed Godwit (Dyrcz et al. 1981). It has also been 
mentioned for Black-tailed Godwit breeding near Northern Lapwing, the latter of which is the 
most aggressive species of all (Lind 1961, Mulder 1972).  

Another adaptation to the threat of predation is to breed in (semi-)colonies (Larsen et 
al. 1996). The advantages of this adaptation are threefold. First, due to the effect of dilution, a 
predator will be less successful in singling out individual prey from larger groups (Kenward 
1978). Secondly, the more eyes are looking for a predator, the sooner it will be spotted (Powell 
1974, Siegfried & Underhill 1975, Hoogland & Sherman 1976), leaving more time to spend for 
feeding for individuals in a larger flock. Finally, flocks can deter a possible predator together. 
Obviously, the larger the flock, the more successful it will be in doing so (e.g. Hoogland & 
Sherman 1976). For meadow birds, both mixed semi-colonies of aggressive species and semi-
colonies consisting of one (aggressive) species have been reported (Lind 1961, Beintema & 
van den Bergh 1976, Manneveld & van Wetten 1984, Berg et al. 1992, de Molenaar et al. 
2000). In field experiments with meadow birds, it was demonstrated that predation rates of 
clustered nests were lower than of isolated nests (Göransson et al. 1975, Dyrcz et al. 1981, 
Elliot 1985, Berg et al. 1992, Johansson 2001, Seymour et al. 2003). Also, nests centrally 
situated in a colony experienced lower predation rates that those on the outside (Sálek & 
Smilauer 2002). In general, these differences in predation rates are attributed to nest defence 
by the aggressive species rather than to the effect of dilution due to clustering (Lind 1961, 
Göransson et al. 1975, Dyrcz et al. 1981, Elliot 1985, Berg et al. 1992, Johansson 2001, Sálek 
& Smilauer 2002). 

Due to the morphology of a bird species, certain land use types are more suitable for 
a certain species than they are for another species, as already described above for meadow 
bird species. Due to their morphology, Eurasian Oystercatcher and Northern Lapwing prefer 
low vegetation types, whereas Black-tailed Godwit and Common Redshank prefer rather taller 
vegetation. 

Two major land use types can be distinguished within agricultural fields: arable fields 
and grasslands. Two species, Eurasian Oystercatcher and Northern Lapwing, nowadays 
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predominantly breed in arable fields (Klomp 1954, Imboden 1970, Hulscher 1972, Berg et al. 
1982, Kooiker 1984, Galbraith 1989, Oosterveld 2000, Sheldon et al. 2004) and in grasslands 
with a short sward (Rinkel 1940, Klomp 1954, Voous 1960, Lister 1964, Hulscher 1972, 
Beintema & van den Bergh 1976, Holwerda 1980, Ens et al. 2011). Fields with a long sward 
are thus avoided (Lister 1964, Imboden 1970, Redfern 1982). For Northern Lapwing, length of 
the grass sward should be between four to seven cm with a closed sod, but may be higher 
(12-15 cm) when vegetation is less dense (Klomp 1954, Lister 1964). As breeding sites, arable 
fields should not be too large in size (Wilson 1978) and be close to grasslands (Klomp 1954, 
Imboden 1970, Galbraith & Furness 1983, Kooiker 1984, Galbraith 1989, Berg et al. 1992, 
Brandsma 1993, Sheldon et al. 2004). In this landscape ecological setting, meadows (where 
parent birds feed, and later also chicks), are still within easy reach of families with chicks 
(Klomp 1954, Galbraith 1989, Sheldon et al. 2004). During the chick-rearing phase, families 
of Eurasian Oystercatcher and Northern Lapwing actively migrate away from unmown 
grasslands (Klomp 1954, Holwerda 1980, van Paassen 1981) and arable fields (Klomp 1954, 
Wilson 1978, Galbraith 1989) to forage in mown grasslands. Food availability is presumably 
too low in arable fields, while chicks of Northern Lapwing furthermore need short grass 
meadows to hunt for food on sight low above ground (Klomp 1954, Beintema et al. 1991, 
Brandsma 1993). 
 The other two species, Black-tailed Godwit and Common Redshank, almost 
exclusively breed in grasslands with a higher sward (Klomp 1954, Mulder 1972, Timmerman 
1973, Beintema & van den Bergh 1976, Jeschke 1982, Brandsma 1993, den Boer 1995), 
including in salt marshes in the case of Common Redshank (e.g. Smith 1983, Esselink et al. 
2001). Both species avoid arable fields: Mulder (1972) reports that only 2 % of the Dutch 
population of Black-tailed Godwit is found outside grassland habitat (mostly in bogs and flood 
plains; Bijlsma et al. 2001). Both species like moist to wet meadows (Holwerda 1980, Galbraith 
& Furness 1983) with a tussocky structure (Mulder 1972, Galbraith & Furness 1983, Brandsma 
1993). Meadows amongst mostly arable fields are less favoured (Mulder 1972). For Black-
tailed Godwit, this preference for long-grass meadows continues during the chick-rearing 
phase (Klomp 1954, Mulder 1972, Buker & Groen 1989, Schekkerman et al. 1998): a grass 
length between 20-30 cm is favoured (Buker & Groen 1989, Schekkerman et al. 1998, 
Schekkerman & Müskens 2000) because chicks of Black-tailed Godwit take food items 
(insects) from higher positions in tall grass. In terms of preference, Common Redshank chicks 
have an intermediate position between those of Northern Lapwing and Black-tailed Godwit 
(Beintema et al. 1991). Brandsma (1993) concurs with this conclusion for Common Redshank 
(low to medium long sward), but Schekkerman et al. (1998) found that Common Redshank 
families prefer fields with a high sward (grass longer than 15-20 cm). 
 Differences in preferences between meadow bird species indicate the relevance of 
body morphology in explaining habitat selection among species. It also indicates that species 
may respond differently to different land use configurations (e.g. the ratio between mown and 
unmown fields). 

Aim and outline of the thesis 

The central aim of this thesis is the analysis of the relative importance of the habitat 
requirements that determine the nest site selection phase of four species of meadow bird. I 
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restrict myself to the three key ecological factors identified above, food availability, predator 
visibility and body morphology. I translated these to the habitat requirements groundwater 
level, openness of the landscape and land use (Figure 1-3).  
More specifically, this thesis answers the following research questions: 

1. Do elements in the landscape limit the breeding habitat of meadow birds? 
I will answer this first question in chapter 2 by reviewing the literature, both published 
in scientific journals and from more obscure sources. 

2. How does the presence of predators in the landscape influence the distribution of 
meadow birds? 
In chapter 3, I will elaborate on the findings in chapter 2 by testing if breeding predators 
in the landscape are seen as a threat by meadow birds. For this, a large empirical 
dataset containing meadow bird as well as avian predator distributional data for the 
province of Gelderland is analysed using GIS. 

3. What is the relative importance for meadow birds of the factor openness of the 
landscape, compared to the factors groundwater level and land use? 
Chapter 4 evaluates the importance of the openness of the landscape in relation to 
the other two key habitat requirements for meadow birds. To achieve this, I will make 
use of an Information-theoretic approach for both the Netherlands and for the province 
of Gelderland separately. 

4. What are the perspectives of a sustainable population of meadow birds, and especially 
Black-tailed Godwit, in the Netherlands? 
In chapter 5, I used the relationship between relative Black-tailed Godwit density and 
the three habitat requirements found in the previous chapter to model the species’ 
relative density in 2020 in order to identify future hotspots for the species in the 
Netherlands. I relate the location of these hotspots with the nationwide location of 
Special Protection Areas (SPAs), which are part of the Dutch Natura 2000-network, to 
evaluate their effectiveness for the species. 

5. What are the implications of the necessity of an open landscape for the conservation 
of the landscape as well as for policy-making? 
In the final chapter, I will discuss the findings of the previous chapters. The landscape 
setting of open meadows will be compared with that of other open habitats. I will also 
discuss the relevance of my findings for landscape management aiming at sustainable 
conservation of meadow birds in the Netherlands and Europe. 

Study area 

I studied the habitat requirements of meadow birds on two levels of scale in the Netherlands, 
namely on the scale of the whole country of the Netherlands, and on the scale of (parts of) the 
province of Gelderland. 

The Netherlands 

The Netherlands is situated in Western Europe (53º33’-50º45’ N, 3º21’-7º13’ E) along the 
North Sea coast. It has a maritime climate, resulting in relatively mild winters (mean January 
temperature of 3.1 ºC) and relatively cool summers (mean July temperature of 17.9 ºC), and 
has a mean annual rainfall of 832.5 mm (KNMI 2013). Although the Netherlands is densely 
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populated (circa 500 people per km²; Bijlsma et al. 2010), 67.5 % of the land was in use as 
agricultural land in 2008 (CBS 2013a). Grasslands make up 50.8 % of the agricultural land 
nowadays (CBS 2013b). 

Gelderland 

Gelderland is the largest of the 12 provinces of the Netherlands in total area, with 5137 km² 
(CBS 2013). Most area of Gelderland is part of the basins of Rhine and Meuse, but the 
northwest and east are pleistocene hill ridges (Veluwe and Achterhoek respectively). With 
regard to the landscape, Gelderland is a varied province with, roughly speaking, open areas 
in the far north along the former shores of Lake IJsselmeer, semi-open areas in the southwest 
along the two rivers as well as in the Achterhoek, and forests in the northwestern pleistocene 
part (Veluwe forest). 

For the number of meadow bird territories, Gelderland is the fifth largest province in 
the Netherlands, with, for instance, for Black-tailed Godwit an estimated 3850 pairs in 2000 
(6.6 % of Dutch population) (Teunissen 2000) and 4350 pairs in 2004 (7.0 %) (Teunissen et 
al. 2005c). The properties of Gelderland, including its substantial number of breeding meadow 
birds, thus justify its choice as a representative province for the country of Netherlands. 

Overview of approach 

Based on Hildén (1965) I identified above three key ecological factors for meadow birds during 
the phase of nest site selection, the main subject of this thesis. These three ecological factors 
are food availability, predator visibility, and body morphology, for which I used the three-habitat 
requirements groundwater table, openness of the landscape, and land use as proxies. These 
habitat requirements all relate to the single basic ecological principle: the struggle for life on 
both the individual and population level. 
 In this thesis, I quantify the specific importance in meadow bird habitat selection of 
each of the factors individually, as well as in relation to each other. Compared to the factor 
predator visibility, the factors food availability and bird morphology have up to now often been 
the focus in literature. However, with a decreasing openness of the landscape (RIVM 2004), 
due to for instance urbanisation and development of new nature (often in the form of forest or 
reed marshes), this factor will become more important in the future. At present, insufficient 
data are available though to quantify the effects of a decreasing openness on birds (den Boer 
1995). Therefore, especially the openness part of the habitat requirements of the nest site 
selection phase of meadow birds is in need of research. 

My modelling approach can be categorized as habitat suitability (minimal) modelling. 
In line with minimal modelling (e.g. Scheffer 1989, 1991), I use only three habitat requirements 
that I consider relevant to the system and which combined relate to only one specific part of 
the bird’s life cycle (namely the nest site selection phase). This is in contrast with a similar 
approach by Melman et al. (2008, 2011, 2012) who used a large number of explanatory 
variables in their model, relating to more than one phase in the life cycle. Another major 
difference between both approaches is that Melman et al. (2008, 2011, 2012) relate 
environmental variables to trends in numbers of birds while I focus on (relative) densities. The 
advantages of using a minimal modelling approach are that it avoids a cumbersome model 
that is difficult to run due to the many input datasets that would be needed and that results are 
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relatively easy to interpret. Habitat suitability (minimal) modelling has for instance been 
successfully applied to predict distribution and amount of suitable habitat of a North American 
grassland bird species (Lauver et al. 2002). Habitat suitability modelling has also been applied 
to assess land use change effects on an open-area breeding bird species in Spain (Seoane 
et al. 2005). My approach has thus successfully been applied for the habitat and its birds my 
thesis is concerned with. 
 In my thesis, I firstly review the literature to demonstrate the importance of openness 
of the landscape for meadow birds by showing that landscape elements limit their breeding 
habitat (chapter 2). I follow up by trying to reveal the mechanism behind this limitation through 
a study into the relationship between predator and meadow bird distribution in a series of plots 
with landscapes with a varying openness (chapter 3). Furthermore, because all three key 
habitat requirements can be considered to be landscape-ecological and thus spatially explicit, 
I employed a modelling approach to analyse the relative importance of these three key habitat 
requirements using a Geographical Information System (GIS). Only the three key habitat 
requirements were thus used as input (chapter 4). The model resulted in an output map of 
predicted densities for the Black-tailed Godwit, the most characteristic meadow bird species 
for the Netherlands. By producing this density map, not only distribution is made clear 
(presence-absence), but also the relative suitability for this species is given (chapter 5). 
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Chapter 2 
 

How different landscape elements limit the breeding 
habitat of meadow bird species 

 
Roland E. van der Vliet, Jerry van Dijk & Martin J. Wassen 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Abstract 

Meadow bird species in the Netherlands have shown a long-term decline in numbers. This has 
been generally attributed to agricultural intensification, but in addition an increase of disturbing 
elements may have played a role in the decline. In this review we compiled data from literature 
to explore to what extent breeding by meadow birds (Eurasian Oystercatcher Haematopus 
ostralegus, Northern Lapwing Vanellus vanellus, Black-tailed Godwit Limosa limosa) is limited 
by disturbing landscape elements. We considered elements that can be considered ‘view-
obstructing’ (like trees or houses), and those that can be considered ‘flat’ (canal, road or 
railway). Our review shows that breeding birds keep a distance to both types of landscape 
elements, with distances ranging over 1 km for highways and village edges. Roads with high 
traffic intensity caused the largest disturbance. Eurasian Oystercatcher was most tolerant to 
the presence of landscape elements, and Black-tailed Godwit least tolerant. 
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Introduction 

In recent decades, populations of almost all meadow bird species in the Netherlands have 
declined, resulting in most of them being placed on the Dutch red list of threatened bird 
species, including Black-tailed Godwit Limosa limosa and Common Redshank Tringa totanus 
(van Beusekom et al. 2005). This decline has been attributed to several factors, including 
collecting eggs, hunting and alterations of habitat (Klomp 1951, Wymenga & Engelmoer 2001). 
However, it is now generally accepted that the decline has been mostly caused by a continuing 
intensification of agriculture in the breeding areas impairing reproductive success, for instance 
by an increased intensity of farmers’ activities, increasing livestock densities, earlier and more 
frequent mowing, and lowering of groundwater levels (Beintema & Müskens 1987, Kruk 1993, 
Vickery et al. 2001, Newton 2004). 

Another reason for the decline that has gained much less attention is that opportunities 
for safe breeding by meadow birds are hampered by an increase of elements that obstruct 
visibility in the otherwise open habitat (Dyrcz et al. 1981, van der Vliet et al. 2008). Klomp 
(1954) showed that Northern Lapwings were most effective in deterring potential predators in 
a treeless landscape, and calculated that Lapwings needed a field of at least 5 ha in size if 
lined by trees with a height of 6-10 m. 

In this paper, we review effects of landscape elements on the breeding distribution of 
meadow birds, focusing on the species for which sufficient data have been published, Eurasian 
Oystercatcher Haematopus ostralegus, Northern Lapwing Vanellus vanellus, and Black-tailed 
Godwit. Meadow birds keep a distance to elements in the landscape, thus resulting locally in 
lowered meadow bird densities. The distance where the population density is depressed due 
to the presence of a disturbing source is called the disturbance distance (cf. Veen 1973, van 
der Zande et al. 1980, Gill et al. 1996, Reijnen et al. 1996). The maximum disturbance distance 
is defined as the largest distance where a negative effect is still measurable. We use this 
maximum disturbance distance as an indicator of the effect that a landscape element may 
have on suitable habitat and on the distribution of meadow birds. 

We aim to distinguish between two sources of disturbance, (1) elements that hamper 
visibility (view-obstructing elements), and (2) flat elements that cause disturbance by the 
presence of potential predators without impairing visibility (canals, roads and railways). By 
using data on traffic intensity we separate effects of the flat elements proper and the presence 
of ‘predators’. Thus, based on a literature review, this paper gives an indication to what extent 
different sources of disturbance limit the distribution of breeding meadow birds. Forman & 
Alexander (1998) reviewed the disturbance caused by roads on wildlife. We use their 
framework to discuss our findings. 

Methods 

To quantify the effects of elements in the landscape on meadow bird populations, we searched 
literature sources for quoted disturbance distances, using both widely available and grey 
literature. We assumed that distances to field borders were negligible compared to the 
distance to landscape elements. We aimed to find figures for the disturbance distance for the 
three species separately but unfortunately not all sources made this distinction. Many studies 
were carried out in western Netherlands, where most Dutch meadow birds breed (Bijlsma et 
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al. 2001). In most study sites, habitat was homogeneous, although some were heterogeneous 
with respect to meadow vegetation type. We only included studies that had considered this 
heterogeneity in their conclusions. Also, most studies distinguished between roads with or 
without a supporting view-obstructing element. If they did, we also made this distinction in our 
categories of elements. Studies calculated distances by either interpreting numbers of 
breeding meadow birds along a transect perpendicular to the disturbing source, or by 
interpreting field data afterwards. 

Effects by landscape elements on disturbance distances were statistically tested for 
each species separately and for the species pooled. View obstruction and traffic intensity were 
the independent variables. Based on the original publications, traffic intensity was scored as 
‘low’ (values 0 and 1), ‘intermediate’ (value 2), and ‘high’ (value 3). Note that both view-
obstructing and flat elements can have a high intensity of traffic. Unfortunately, inclusion of 
species as an independent variable led to strong deviations from normality, even after log-
transformation of the data. 

The effect of view obstruction and traffic intensity on the average disturbance distance 
was tested by ANOVAs. A Bonferroni post-hoc test was used to identify significant differences 
between levels of traffic intensity. Data were log-transformed as data assumptions were not 
met, but for Eurasian Oystercatcher log-transformation did not lead to improvement. Non-
parametric tests were therefore used for this species to test main effects. Because these tests 
yielded similar results as the ANOVA, we only present the results of the latter. To test whether 
the presence of disturbing elements caused lower densities within 500 m from the element, 

Table 2-1a. Maximum disturbance distance (m) from landscape elements for three species of meadow birds 
in the Netherlands during the breeding season. References do not distinguish between species. Figures 
between parentheses indicate approximate car traffic density, in numbers per day. View obstructing: 0 = no, 
1 = yes. Traffic intensity: 0 and 1 = low, 2 = intermediate 

Landscape element View 
obstructing 

Traffic 
intensity 

Distance for three species 
combined 

Reference 

Forest edge 1 0 100 Altenburg & Wymenga 1987 

Tree line, hedge 1 0 50 Altenburg & Wymenga 1987 

Reed bed, reedy edge 1 0 50 Brandsma 1991 

´Group of trees´ 1 0 250-350 van ‘t Veer & Scharringa 2008 

High dam without tree line 1 0 50 Altenburg & Wymenga 1987 

Building 1 1 175 van ‘t Veer & Scharringa 2008 

Edge village/city 1 1 100 Altenburg & Wymenga 1987 

   >500 Wind 1977 

   1200 Veen 1973 

Canal without tree line 0 0 50 Altenburg & Wymenga 1987 

Cycle path without tree line 0 1 100 Altenburg & Wymenga 1987 

Minor/municipal road 0 1 800-900 Veen 1973 

Minor road with tree line 1 1 100 Altenburg & Wymenga 1987 

Highway (5000–10,000) 0 2 150 Altenburg & Wymenga 1987 

   1200 Veen 1973 

Railway 0 2 650 Veen 1973 
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we used a series of χ2-tests. As a preliminary log-linear analysis showed no significant 
interactions between variables, separate χ2-tests were made. This could only be performed 
for all species pooled due to the small amount of data for each species separately. To test for 
species-specific avoidance distances, we included species as a third independent variable. 

Results 

Visual inspection of table 2-1 shows a large variation in the distance that meadow birds keep 
from view-obstructing and flat elements. The largest disturbance distance (>1 km) was 
reported for the high-intensively used highways. However, flat elements with low traffic 
intensity like cycle paths also resulted in disturbance distances of 100 m or more. Among view-
obstructing elements, ‘edge of a village or city’ caused the largest disturbance distance. Forest 
edges, hedges or reed beds, – elements without traffic – showed disturbance distances of up 
to 350 m (Table 2-1). Traffic intensity was the only parameter that influenced breeding distance 
significantly (χ2 = 8.85, P = 0.012). At the lowest traffic intensity, disturbance distance was less 
than 500 m in 71 % of the cases, whereas at intermediate and high traffic intensities this value 
was as low as 30 % and 18 %, respectively.  

Table 2-1b. Maximum disturbance distance (m) from landscape elements for three species of meadow birds 
in the Netherlands during the breeding season. References distinguish between species. Figures between 
parentheses indicate approximate car traffic density, in numbers per day. Species abbreviations: Oys = 
Eurasian Oystercatcher, Lap = Northern Lapwing, God = Black-tailed Godwit. View obstructing: 0 = no, 1 = 
yes. Traffic intensity: 0 and 1 = low, 2 = intermediate, 3 = high. - = no data available 

Landscape element View 
obstructing 

Traffic 
intensity 

Distance for three species separately Reference 
Oys Lap God 

Plantation 1 0 - 300 250 van der Zande et al. 1980 

Single farm house 1 1 150-250 250-350 350-450 Wind 1978 

   630 470-630 470-875 van der Zande et al. 1980 

Minor/municipal road 0 1 0 480 720 van der Zande et al. 1980 

   200-300 350-450 250-350 Wind 1978 

Provincial road (5000) 0 2 0 750 750 van der Zande 1975 

Provincial road 
(10,000) 

0 2 550-650 600-700 >1000 Wind 1978 

Provincial road (5000; 
with ribbon-
development) 

1 2 550-650 600-700 >1000 Wind 1978 

Provincial road (5000; 
with scattered farms) 

1 2 100-200 450-550 750-850 Wind 1978 

Highway (5000–
10,000) 

0 2 0 625 625 van der Zande et al. 1980 

   >625 625 625 Verstrael et al. 1983 

   1700 120 230 Reijnen et al. 1996 

Highway (50,000) 0 3 0 2000 1000 van der Zande 1975, van 
der Zande et al. 1980 

   3530 560 930 Reijnen et al. 1996 

   - 1800-2100 1800-2100 Verstrael et al. 1983 

Railway 0 2 - 250 375 Grontmij 1981 
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Eurasian Oystercatcher showed the smallest disturbance distance in nine between-
species comparisons, Northern Lapwing in three comparisons, and Black-tailed Godwit in 
none of the comparisons (Table 2-1b).  

ANOVA-tests confirmed that Northern Lapwing and Black-tailed Godwit were 
significantly affected by traffic intensity, but Eurasian Oystercatcher was not (Table 2-1b). In 
Northern Lapwing, post-hoc tests showed significant differences in disturbance distance 
between the three categories, with shorter distances at low intensities and larger distances at 
high intensities. In Black-tailed Godwit, distances were longer at high traffic intensities in 
comparison to intermediate and low traffic intensity. Disturbance distances were not affected 
by view-obstructing elements (Table 2-2). When all species were pooled, no significant effect 
of any of the landscape element characteristics were found (Table 2-2). 

Table 2-2. Effects of view obstruction and traffic intensity of landscape elements on breeding distances of 
Eurasian Oystercatcher (Oys), Northern Lapwing (Lap), Black-tailed Godwit (God) and all species pooled 
(tested by ANOVAs). Significant effects are highlighted in bold. *Data assumptions violated; ** log-
transformed 

 Oys* (n=13) Lap** (n=16) God (n=16) All species 
pooled** (n=45) 

 F P F P F P F P 

Obstruction 0.003 0.956 0.058 0.813 0.329 0.577 1.172 0.285 

Traffic intensity 0.579 0.580 5.067 0.025 5.212 0.023 0.432 0.652 

Obstruction × 
Traffic intensity 

0.127 0.730 0.326 0.579 0.845 0.376 0.018 0.894 

 

Discussion 

Possible ecological explanations 

Our review supports the notion that Northern Lapwing and Black-tailed Godwit keep distances 
from elements with elevated traffic intensity. Forman & Alexander (1998) list several factors 
that can cause disturbance by roads for breeding birds: pollutants, noise, direct human 
presence, and loss of visibility. Below we discuss the relevance of these four factors for the 
disturbance distances that we found. (1) Pollutants like lead have an effect over distances that 
are much smaller than the disturbance distances than we compiled from literature (cf. Reijnen 
et al. 1996; Table 2-1). Furthermore, an effect of pollutants does not explain distances as 
observed for natural elements like forests. This factor does not seem to have much weight in 
explaining the distribution of meadow birds. (2) Reijnen et al. (1996) postulated that noise, 
rather than visual stimuli, explained disturbance distances by roads. Indeed, we found the 
largest disturbance distance for highways, which can be considered the noisiest landscape 
element (Table 2-1). Despite this, noise may not be the only explanation for meadow bird 
species as they use visual cues as well as sounds in e.g. their display behaviour. (3) Similarly, 
disturbance by man is an important cause of disturbance given that the largest disturbance 
distances were associated with highest traffic intensity (Table 2-1). Also, objects with the 
lowest traffic intensity, like minor roads and cycle paths, have smaller disturbance distances 
than for instance highways (Table 2-1). However, as human disturbance is often a combination 
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of noise and traffic it is difficult to distinguish between the most important underlying reason. 
(4) Because meadow birds give priority to detect predators (van der Vliet et al. 2008), lack of 
visibility to scan for predators, must also partially explain disturbance distances for meadow 
birds – in line with the fourth explanation given by Forman & Alexander (1998). Indeed, 
elements not used by man equally had large disturbance distances.  

In landscapes with view-obstructing elements, meadow birds prefer breeding further 
away from perches used by avian predators, resulting in decreased predation rates (Berg et 
al. 1992, Johansson 2001, contra Ottvall et al. 2005, Wallander et al. 2006). For predators, a 
landscape with elements is attractive due to availability of suitable nesting sites and, for avian 
predators, perching opportunities (Preston 1957, Galbraith 1989, Andrén 1992, Brandsma 
1992). Furthermore, predators may use landscape elements as a hiding place when attacked 
by meadow birds (Elliot 1985). Finally, an open landscape may make avian predators more 
susceptible to stronger wind blows, which reduces the success rate of their attacks on potential 
prey (Quinn & Cresswell 2004). It is therefore not surprising that predation rates for meadow 
birds have been found to be especially high in a landscape with scattered trees, tree lines or 
other elements (Wymenga & Engelmoer 2001). More research is needed to elucidate the 
ecological understanding of disturbance distances caused by landscape elements to meadow 
birds, e.g. the differences between element types, and also the influence of elements for each 
species separately. 

Data variability and uncertainty 

There are several weaknesses in the data sets we used (Table 2-1; also van der Zande et al. 
1980, Altenburg & Wymenga 1987). Most importantly, in most studies meadow birds were 
studied as one group for which the response by an element was considered the same for all 
species (e.g. Veen 1973, Altenburg & Wymenga 1987, Brandsma 1991). However, in reality 
the impact of the element is likely to be species specific (e.g. van der Zande et al. 1980, 
Reijnen et al. 1996). Another point of concern is a very high variability in disturbance distances. 
This effect is most obvious for the disturbance caused by roads. For instance for Eurasian 
Oystercatcher, estimates for disturbance distance from highways with 5000 to 10,000 cars a 
day vary from 0 to 1700 meters (Table 2-1b). Furthermore, it should be noted that several 
studies did not take into account effects by direct human disturbance. Finally, in some studies, 
data have been collected in relatively small areas, where other factors, not quantified or 
perhaps overlooked, may have played a role.  

Implications for conservation of the landscape 

Our review shows that still little is known how elements in the landscape influence the breeding 
distribution of meadow birds. Highways resulted in the highest reported disturbance distances 
(Table 2-1). For the western part of the Netherlands, 16 % less pairs of Black-tailed Godwit 
were present because of the disturbance distance along highways (Reijnen et al. 1997). We 
presume that with the ongoing alteration of the landscape even fewer pairs are breeding as 
other elements add to unsuitable habitat. Larsen & Madsen (2000) similarly demonstrated the 
influence of view-obstructing elements in open grassland habitats for wintering Pink-footed 
Goose Anser brachyrhynchus. They calculated an effective loss of 68 % of the total field area 
due to the presence of view-obstructing elements. 
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In this respect, the extreme site fidelity shown by meadow birds to the previous year’s 
breeding site, especially when a breeding attempt has been successful (Klomp 1954, 
Thompson & Hale 1989, Groen 1993, Johansson 2001), may be a disadvantageous trait in a 
changing landscape. It may lead to a higher extinction risk of local meadow bird populations 
(Kruk et al. 1998). In contrast, in an unchanged landscape, extreme site fidelity may be 
beneficiary from an evolutionary point-of-view, as the birds are familiar with local 
environmental factors and, possibly, conspecifics (Johansson 2001). Because of site fidelity, 
not only continuity of the management of agricultural fields (Beintema & Rijk 1988, Beintema 
et al. 1995) but also the conservation of an open landscape appears to be essential for the 
conservation of meadow birds (van der Vliet et al. 2008). We consider that the adverse effect 
of development on openness, leading to a reduced predator visibility, may become a more 
important factor for meadow birds in the near future. 

On the positive side, meadow birds are known to have adapted to changes in their 
breeding habitat. Mulder (1972) and Beintema et al. (1985) showed that meadow birds were 
able to respond to the intensification of agricultural management by breeding earlier in 
response to an earlier start of agricultural activities. Likewise, many pairs of Eurasian 
Oystercatcher and Northern Lapwing breed in arable fields nowadays (Klomp 1954, Imboden 
1970, Kooiker 1984, Galbraith 1989, Berg et al. 1992), although these are still shunned by 
grassland specialists like Black-tailed Godwit (Mulder 1972). Incidentally, Eurasian 
Oystercatcher and Northern Lapwing are generally also the least affected by the presence of 
landscape elements, whereas Black-tailed Godwit seems to be most affected. It seems that 
meadow birds may also be able to cope with the loss of predator visibility. De Molenaar et al. 
(2000), for instance, found that birds that arrived later at their breeding area chose their 
breeding sites close to road illumination, because the earlier birds already bred at sites the 
farthest from this object. In this way, the later birds, having the choice between no breeding or 
breeding at a less favourable site, showed to have adapted to a certain extent to the presence 
of the disturbing object. 

Many policy measures have been taken by the Dutch government to preserve 
meadow bird species, and their habitat, because they are internationally important. Such 
measures have often been directed to the improvement of nesting and recruitment success, 
and include for instance creation of reserves, facilitation of nest protection schemes by 
volunteers, payment to farmers for successfully protecting nests while carrying out agricultural 
activities, and payment for delay of agricultural activities during the breeding season. However, 
up to now such measures did not stop the decline of meadow bird species (e.g. Kleijn et al. 
2001, Berendse et al. 2004, Schekkerman 2008). One of the reasons might be that the 
landscape context has so far not been taken into account, making an effort to improve the 
suitability of breeding sites less successful. For meadow bird conservation, priority should be 
given to the protection of open and quiet landscapes (without much human disturbance). If 
such landscapes are to be disclosed, sources of disturbance of the landscape, stemming from 
a loss of openness or from the presence of human beings, should perhaps be concentrated. 
It would make one edge of the meadow bird habitat disturbed but would leave the remainder 
open and undisturbed. We argue that, before taking measures directed to the benefit of 
breeding meadow birds, the already present human disturbance in and the openness of the 
landscape should be considered. 
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Abstract 

We examined the occurrence of six species of meadow birds (four wader species and two 
songbird species) in relation to the distance to the nest location of an avian predator (three 
species). We related our findings to the degree of openness of the landscape in which this 
avian predator nest was located. The degree of openness varied from very open to very 
closed, depending on the number of view-obstructing landscape elements in the landscape 
(none or very few in open ones, but completely covered with forest or built-up area in very 
closed landscapes). We used a dataset containing nesting locations of meadow birds and 
predators in the province of Gelderland, the Netherlands, allowing us to perform the analysis 
on three grid cell sizes (100x100m, 250x250m and 500x500m). Our results show that, for each 
grid cell size, all meadow bird species showed highest nesting densities in open landscapes. 
Lowered densities were found around occupied nests of avian predators, irrespective whether 
the predator’s nest was situated in an open or closed landscape. The preference of meadow 
birds for open landscapes away from predator’s nests suggests that a large visibility, that 
allows them to scan for predators to be able to chase them away in time, is an important habitat 
requirement for meadow birds to select a nest site. It also suggests that openness of the 
landscape, independent from the presence of occupied predator’s nests, is a factor in selecting 
a nest site. In contrast, for two out of three species of avian predator, we found that they chose 
more closed landscapes to nest because these species nest in landscape elements like wood 
lots and lone trees which make the landscape more closed by definition. For the third avian 
predator species, the grid cell size was probably too small to find a consistent result, as that 
species has territories larger than even the largest grid cell size we used. 
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Introduction 

In the Netherlands, the open meadow landscape is occupied by a group of bird species called 
‘meadow birds’. Meadow birds are species of which the population that occurs in the 
Netherlands is largely dependent on agriculturally used grasslands as a breeding site 
(Verstrael 1987). Several species of meadow bird are aggressive species that are able to 
actively drive off potential predators from their territories (Lind 1961, Dyrcz et al. 1981, Elliot 
1985, Green et al. 1990, Kirby & Green 1991, Wymenga & Alma 1998, Johansson 2001). As 
such, they want to have a large predator visibility (Klomp 1954, Dyrcz et al. 1981). The 
presence of landscape elements may however block their ability to scan the surroundings for 
predators. It is thus profitable for these meadow bird species to select a nest site as far as 
possible from landscape elements. Avian predator species prefer closer habitats than do 
meadow birds, but also breed in the meadow landscape, using for instance wood lots, lone 
trees or pylons (Cramp & Simmons 1980, Cramp & Perrins 1994). Yet, the autocorrelation 
between a closed landscape and predator presence hinders drawing conclusions on the 
independent effect of both factors on the nest site selection of meadow birds. 

 However, in this paper, we were able to examine the influence of degree of 
openness and presence of avian predators, and the combination of these two factors, on the 
nest site selection of meadow birds. For this purpose, we had large datasets available of both 
meadow birds and avian predators, and the calculated openness in their landscape. Meadow 
birds for which we present results include four species of wader Charadriiformes (namely 
Eurasian Oystercatcher Haematopus ostralegus, Northern Lapwing Vanellus vanellus, Black-
tailed Godwit Limosa limosa and Common Redshank Tringa totanus), and two species of 
songbird Passeriformes (namely Eurasian Skylark Alauda arvensis and Meadow Pipit Anthus 
pratensis) (cf. Beintema et al. 1995). Avian predators included in our study are Common 
Buzzard Buteo buteo, Common Magpie Pica pica and Carrion Crow Corvus corone (cf. 
Beintema et al. 1995, Larsen et al. 1996, Evans 2004), the only three avian predator species 
that were common enough to obtain a sufficiently large sample size in our study area. All three 
species are considered a threat by the parent meadow birds, as evidenced by the fierce 
attempts of parent birds to drive individuals of these three predator species away from the 
surroundings of the nests or chicks during the whole breeding season (e.g. Elliot 1985, Green 
et al. 1990, Kirby & Green 1991). 

The breeding seasons of both predators and their potential prey start more or less 
synchronously. Predators build a new nest each year, and start breeding in late March-early 
April (Cramp & Simmons 1980, Cramp & Perrins 1994), whereas almost all meadow bird 
species start their breeding season from half March (Northern Lapwing) to at least half April. 
Activities around a potential predator’s nest site will therefore be obvious when meadow birds 
are settling. They can thus select a nest site away from nest sites of potential predators. In 
this study we hypothesise that, in the Dutch meadows, densities of nesting prey (i.e. meadow 
birds) are lowered near nests of their potential predators. 

In this study, we will only examine the influence of avian predators although several 
species of mammal have been identified as predators of meadow birds as well, notably Red 
Fox Vulpes vulpes, several species of mustelid and feral cats and dogs (Iversen 1986, 
Beintema et al. 1995, Bellebaum & Boschert 2003, Evans 2004). Mustelids for instance may 
predate at least 40 % of all eggs (Iversen 1986). Likewise, Beintema & Müskens (1987) 
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suggested that mustelids may be important predators of eggs of meadow birds as predation 
pressure on such eggs was larger in years with low numbers of Common Vole Microtus arvalis. 
Mustelids, as predators of this small rodent, will then have to switch to alternative food sources, 
including meadow bird eggs. Despite this, Red Fox is generally seen as the most important 
mammalian predator of nests of meadow birds (e.g. Olsen 2002, Seymour et al. 2003). 
Seymour et al. (2003) concluded though that a Red Fox is an inefficient, only locally important 
predator of bird nests as its search effort of 57 s/ha per night resulted in at most a 30 % 
predation rate of nests over 28 days (which is the approximate incubation period for Northern 
Lapwing according to Seymour et al. 2003). Considering this low success rate, we assume 
avian predators to play the most important role in nest predation. Mammals may however be 
more important in the chick-rearing phase as discovery by smell becomes important then 
(Byrkjedal 1987). 

Meadow birds generally have rather small territories, whereas predators need much 
larger territories. To accurately assess the influence of predator visibility and the openness of 
the landscape on the nest site selection by meadow birds on a landscape level, it is therefore 
necessary to examine the hypothesis at different scales. The word ‘scale’ is often used for 
three different aspects: extent, support and coverage. We define these three aspects as 
follows (after Bierkens et al. 2000). Extent is the area over which observations are made and 
model outcomes are calculated. Support is the largest area for which the property of interest 
is considered homogeneous. For these areas only the average value of the property 
considered is known, and not its variation within. Coverage then is the ratio of the sum of areas 
of all support units for which the average values are known, and the extent. In this study, we 
analyse for different supports the strength of correlations between openness of the landscape 
and occurrence of both meadow bird nests as well as predator nests. 

To determine whether the presence of an occupied nest of one of the predators 
determines the nest site selection of any of the meadow bird species, we will answer the 
following questions: 

1. Do meadow birds choose their nest sites dependent on the nest sites of avian 
predators? 

2. a)   Do meadow birds preferably nest in open terrain? 
b) Do avian predators preferably nest in open terrain? 
c) Is the nesting pattern of the examined bird species in relation to openness similar 

for each support? 
3. Do the factors, openness of the landscape and presence of occupied nests of avian 

predators, act independently during the nest site selection by meadow birds? 

Methods 

Study area 

In the province of Gelderland, data was collected for 61 plots, mostly ranging in size between 
30.7 and 257.5 ha (but with the largest two being 707.0 and 1464.9 ha, respectively). They 
were distributed over the whole province, including most major landscape types and physical 
characteristics of the province.  
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Data description 

Bird distribution data 

Point data of six species of meadow bird and three species of avian predator have been used 
in this study. Number of point data used for meadow bird species were, respectively: Eurasian 
Oystercatcher (1088), Northern Lapwing (7802), Black-tailed Godwit (5337), Common 
Redshank (2499), Eurasian Skylark (1463) and Meadow Pipit (1944), and for avian predators, 
respectively: Common Buzzard (99), Common Magpie (217), and Carrion Crow (405). For 
each plot, bird distributional data was available for at least 2 out of 12 years (period 1992-
2004). Numbers of each species were counted for each plot three times during each year by 
trained observers. For each species, this resulted in a set of data points, where each data 
point represents one territory (and often a nest). Nests found outside plots were excluded from 
our analysis. As the distribution of predators and their prey is only dependent in the same year, 
data were analysed per year (see below). 

Openness data 

The openness map was calculated following the procedure described by Dijkstra & van Lith-
Kranendonk (2000), for three supports (500x500m, 250x250m, 100x100m). First, for each grid 
cell, percentage of built-up area (man-made buildings) and of vegetation higher than 2 m within 
the cell is determined. Then, for each grid cell, combining these two values gives the class of 
openness, of which nine were distinguished, with class 1 being the most open. 

Data analysis 

Data was analysed with GIS-software ArcView 3.3 (with its extensions Network Analyst, 
Spatial Analyst and Geoprocessing) (www.esri.com). To answer question 1, buffers with a 
radius of 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600 up to 700 m were created for each year, around 
each occupied predator nest. Buffers were clipped following the outline of the plots, therefore 
excluding the area outside the plots for which no data was available (hence buffers were not 
‘circle-shaped’ per se), and their surface area was calculated. An average density per year for 
each meadow bird species for the total area within each buffer was calculated as follows: we 
divided the number of territories of each species by the surface area (in ha) of that buffer as 
well as by the number of years for which data was available. To facilitate comparison of trends 
between species, we rescaled this average density of each species by dividing it by the total 
number of territories of that species in the dataset. We call this rescaled figure the relative 
density. To better interpret this result, we performed the same analysis for 616 randomly 
placed data points in our survey plots. These 616 data points function as fictional predator 
nests, i.e. control points. We calculated meadow bird densities in the buffer zones with a radius 
of 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600 and 700 m respectively, thus similar to our calculations for 
true predator nests. We performed this analysis for six years in the period 1998 to 2004, and 
hypothesized that the result of this analysis would be a straight horizontal line. In other words, 
we hypothesized that the meadow bird density is not influenced by the distribution of fictional 
predator nests over the landscape. 

For question 2, we selected all available territories (also those outside the buffers) for 
each openness class and for each meadow bird and predator species, to calculate the 
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breeding bird density for each openness class per ha per year. This procedure was carried 
out for all three supports separately. 

To answer question 3, we looked at the relative importance of both openness of the 
landscape and presence of an occupied avian predator nest. For each occupied avian predator 
nest, the average openness was calculated for an area within a radius of 400 m from the nest, 
weighted for the respective surface area of each class of openness inside this area. We plotted 
this average openness against the total (pooled) density of meadow bird territories (per ha per 
year) present within this area. 

Statistical analysis 

All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 12.0.1 (www.spss.com). We used an 
ANOVA to test whether meadow bird densities differ between buffer distances to predator 
nests. A Pearson correlation was used to evaluate whether bird densities and openness were 
correlated. 

Results 

Distance to nests of avian predators 

All meadow bird species keep a distance to a nest of an avian predator (ANOVA, P<0.01), 
especially obvious within 300 m. The relative density of all species shows a similar trend, with 
Eurasian Oystercatcher apparently the most tolerant, and Black-tailed Godwit the least (Figure 
3-1a). In contrast, for all six meadow bird species, the line for the fictional predator nests was 
only horizontal for a buffer radius larger than 300 m, contrary to our expectations. Within 300 
m of our fictional predator nests, the line deviated from the horizontal line. The difference in 
shape between the lines in figures 3-1a and 3-1b (thus for real and fictional predator nests 
respectively) within 300 m from the data points indicates that predator nests do impact the 
nest site selection by meadow birds. The reason that we did not find a horizontal line for our 
fictional predator nests is that a small circle-shaped surface area (resulting from a small radius) 
will not contain the whole territory of a meadow bird pair but rather part of it. Depending on 
where the data point is placed in the territory, it will be included in the surface area or not. This 
effect is especially pronounced for small radii. With larger radii this effect is much less 
pronounced because of the large sample size involved, resulting in a smaller deviation from 
the mean. Figure 3-1b demonstrates this, as the line levels off for radii larger than 400 m for 
all six meadow bird species to a comparable density of nests of meadow birds around real and 
fictional predator nests. 

Response to openness by meadow birds and avian predators 

For each support, meadow bird territories were mostly found in the widest open areas. This 
relation was highly significant for all three supports (P<0.01; n=54; Pearson’s r = -0.431; -
0.634 and -0.582 for 100x100m; 250x250m and 500x500m grid squares respectively; Figures 
3-2abc). There were no obvious differences in the response of species. In contrast, predators 
did not show any significantly consistent pattern for all three supports, (P>0.1; n=27; Pearson’s 
r = 0.182; 0.017 and 0.309 for 100x100m; 250x250m and 500x500m grid squares respectively) 
although for the largest support most territories of Common Magpie and Carrion Crow seem 
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to be found in the closest landscapes (Figures 3-3abc). Common Buzzard however still did not 
show a consistent pattern for this support (Figure 3-3c). 

Relation between openness and distance to nests of avian predators 

All meadow bird species responded in a similar way to both presence of the nest of an avian 
predator and openness of the landscape (Figure 3-1a and Figures 3-2abc respectively). 
Furthermore, meadow bird species respond similarly to the presence of individuals of the three 
predator species by fiercely attacking them to drive them away from the nest site of chicks, or 
by profiting from this behaviour. Therefore, for this analysis, data was pooled for the six species 
of meadow bird. Within 400 m of an occupied avian predator nest, the total density of meadow 
bird territories in an open landscape hardly differs from that in a closed landscape for each 
predator species. 

Figure 3-1a. Relative density distribution (number of territories ha-1 year-1 104) of six bird species in relation
to presence of occupied nest of an avian predator (predator nest at 0 m). Figure rescaled for absolute number
of nests per species to obtain similar trends for each species. Figure 3-1b. Relative density distribution
(number of territories ha-1 year-1 104) of six bird species in relation to a fictional nest of an avian predator
(fictional predator nest at 0 m). Figure rescaled for absolute number of nests per species to obtain similar
trends for each species 
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Discussion 

Distance to nests of avian predators 

Our results show that meadow bird species keep a distance to an occupied nest of an avian 
predator (Figure 3-1a). It has been shown previously that predators catch prey near their nests, 

Figure 3-2. Average density (number of territories ha-1 year-1) of six meadow bird species in relation to the 
openness of the landscape for a grid at different supports (cell size: a = 100x100m; b = 250x250m; c = 
500x500m). Openness class 1 is very open, openness class 9 is very closed 
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which would make avoiding breeding near predator nests a profitable strategy (Eng & Gullion 
1962, Geer 1978, Forsman et al. 2001). However, research into the relationship between 
nesting predators and nesting of their (potential) prey appears to have been mainly focused 
on the occurrence of associations of predators and their potential prey, as well as on the 
pattern of these associations (Table 3-1; Eng & Gullion 1962, Geer 1978, Forsman et al. 2001; 

Figure 3-3. Average density (number of territories ha-1 year-1) of three predator species in relation to the 
openness of the landscape for a grid at different supports (cell size: a = 100x100m; b = 250x250m; c = 
500x500m). Openness class 1 is very open, openness class 9 is very closed 
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see also Haemig (2001) for a review). These associations can best be explained by the 
predator protection hypothesis (e.g. Koskimies 1957), which states that nesting in close 
proximity to a predator nest is profitable for (potential) prey, as this predator will drive away 
other potential predators. Our results contradict this predator protection hypothesis however, 
and appear to raise evidence for a strategy perhaps best called the predator avoidance 
strategy: potential prey will be less susceptible to get predated (be it as an adult, nestling or 
egg) when avoiding breeding near predator nests. It is interesting to note that the predator 
avoidance strategy has so far only been documented for species associated with breeding in 
an open landscape (among which we include habitat such as agricultural fields, tundra, rolling 
deserts and edges of ponds) (Table 3-1). Our findings for bird species breeding in open habitat 
are in line with the latter strategy. Suhonen et al. (1994), Norrdahl & Korpimäki (1998) and 
Tryjanowski et al. (2002) found similar results as ours for birds of open habitats. For instance, 
Norrdahl & Korpimäki (1998) and Tryjanowski et al. (2002) found that Eurasian Skylark kept a 
distance to, respectively, occupied nests of Common Kestrel Falco tinnunculus and an 
occupied den of Red Fox. However, Norrdahl & Korpimäki (1998) also found that species more 
aggressive than the skylark, like Northern Lapwing and Eurasian Curlew Numenius arquata, 
did not avoid breeding near an occupied predator nest. This difference in behaviour may be 

Table 3-1. Summary of studies in which relationship between nesting predators and their potential prey is 
described. Note that predators mentioned comprise two different categories: predators that are avoided can 
be considered actual predators that are to be feared, but predators that protect do so against other potential 
predators (latter type of predator not mentioned here) 

Strategy of prey towards predator Habitat of (potential) prey (bird) 
species 

Reference 

Protection by Avoidance from Open Closed  

Sparrowhawk   Pigeon Wittenberg 1958 

Sparrowhawk   Magpie Ueta 1994, 1998 

Falcon  Curlew  Norrdahl et al. 1995 

Falcon   Pigeon Bijlsma 1984, Bogliani et al. 
1999, Bang et al. 2005 

Falcon   Thrush Wiklund 1982 

 Falcon Several bird 
species 

 Suhonen et al. 1994, Norrdahl 
& Korpimäki 1998 

Several predator 
species 

 Goose  Quinn et al. 2003 

Several gull species  Several duck 
species 

 Vermeer 1968 

Gull  Duck  Väänänen 2000 

Owl  Goose  Tremblay et al. 1997 

Magpie   Oriole Richardson & Bolen 1999 

Raven   Several bird 
species 

Tryjanowski 2001 

 Falcon Several bird 
species 

 Tryjanowski et al. 2002 
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related to the type of predator involved. The predator in the study by Norrdahl & Korpimäki 
(1998) was Common Kestrel, which cannot really be seen as a predator of adult Northern 
Lapwing and Eurasian Curlew (it does however predate on their chicks), but is capable of 
predating adult Eurasian Skylark. Therefore, the former two species have little to fear from a 
Common Kestrel when nesting. Instead, they may even profit from the aggressiveness of the 
kestrel towards other potential predators like crows. In this respect therefore, it is interesting 
to note that in our study meadow birds respond in a similar way to Common Buzzard (Figure 
3-4a) and both corvid species (Figures 3-4bc). A difference between these two groups may 
have been expected as corvids predate on eggs and chicks (but not adults), while buzzards 
take chicks and adults (but not eggs). It may well be that the adult (meadow) bird finds all 
predators a threat to the eventual outcome of the nest. We thus reason that the adult (meadow) 
bird will perceive the buzzard and the corvids as equal threats to the eventual outcome of the 
nesting attempt: therefore, when selecting a nest site, the parent meadow birds will behave 
the same way towards buzzards and corvids. 

Response to openness by meadow birds and avian predators 

Not unexpectedly, meadow birds prefer an open landscape, while the avian predators 
Common Magpie and Carrion Crow mostly nest in closed landscapes. Common Buzzard does 
not seem to prefer a certain openness of the landscape.  

A minimal support size will be required to accurately examine the response of a bird 
to a certain relevant landscape-ecological setting (for instance the degree of openness) (cf. 
Betts et al. 2006). We illustrate this for the Black-tailed Godwit, assuming that its territory is 
more or less circular, with the nest site in the centre. For this species, territories with a radius 
as small as 50 m from the nest site have been reported (Groen 1987, own data), resulting in 
a territory size of 7854 m2 (= π x 502). Our smallest support of 100x100m results in an area of 
10,000 m2, which is thus c. 1.5 times the smallest territory size reported for Black-tailed Godwit. 
If we had tried to examine the response of the Black-tailed Godwit to openness on an even 
smaller support, then the support would have been smaller than the species’ minimum territory 
size. We would have introduced a factor of coincidence or randomness, and we thus could not 
have related the occurrence of Black-tailed Godwit to the degree of openness. Our support 
size of 100x100m is thus the smallest support for which analysing the relation between 
territories and openness makes sense. It follows that, for the response of Black-tailed Godwit 
(and the other meadow bird species) to the degree of openness, we found for the larger 
supports a trend similar to the smallest support (Figures 3-2abc). 
 In contrast, predators have much larger territories than meadow birds. Minimum 
territory sizes of 2.5-3 ha for Common Magpie (e.g. Baeyens 1981), 9 ha for Carrion Crow 
(e.g. Yom-Tov 1974), and 50 ha for Common Buzzard (Cramp & Simmons 1980) have been 
reported, although, for all three species, they are often larger. Therefore, a support lower than 
500x500m will be too small to determine a relationship between preferred openness of a 
Common Magpie and Carrion Crow. Obviously, for Common Buzzard, even a support of 
500x500m is too small to establish a pattern of its response to openness (Figure 3-3c). These 
results show that the support of the research should be given careful consideration before 
starting. It depends on the species to be investigated which support to choose. 
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Relation between openness and distance to nests of avian predators 

Although we found a slight trend with higher meadow bird densities in open landscapes within 
400 m of occupied predator nests (Figures 3-4abc), total densities around the predator nest 
did not markedly differ between open and closed landscapes. This may be considered a 
surprising result considering the preference of meadow birds for an open landscape away from 

Figure 3-4. Relation between average openness and total density of six meadow bird species (number of 
territories ha-1 year-1 104) within 400 m radius from occupied nests of avian predators (avian predator species: 
a = Common Buzzard Buteo buteo; b = Common Magpie Pica pica; c = Carrion Crow Corvus corone). 
Openness class 1 is very open, openness class 9 is very closed 
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predator nests (Figures 3-2abc). This result is not an artefact of our data as the predator 
species show different trends than meadow birds (Figures 3-3abc). Thus, the degree of 
openness of the landscape does not explain densities of meadow birds around predator nests. 
However, the general preference for open areas, if not confronted by an occupied predator 
nest, indicates that predator visibility (as a result of openness of the landscape) is an important 
requirement for meadow birds to select a nest site. Herewith, we showed an independent 
preference of meadow birds for open landscapes, which we interpret ecologically as the result 
of meadow bird behaviour towards a predator. 

It may well be that in an open landscape aggressive species like Northern Lapwing 
only nest if it concerns a site where the predator can be seen in time after which it can 
aggressively be driven away. For this, the landscape should be as open as possible. Timid 
species, like Eurasian Skylark, may also breed in such areas, as they use the aggressive 
species as a ‘protective umbrella’ against predators (sensu Dyrcz et al. 1981, Eriksson & 
Götmark 1982). 
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Abstract 

This study quantifies the relative importance of three explanatory habitat requirements for 
relative breeding densities of four meadow bird species (Eurasian Oystercatcher Haematopus 
ostralegus, Northern Lapwing Vanellus vanellus, Black-tailed Godwit Limosa limosa and 
Common Redshank Tringa totanus). Using an information-theoretic approach, the relative 
contribution of groundwater level, land use and landscape openness to the variance in relative 
densities of breeding meadow birds was calculated for two differently sized study areas (the 
Netherlands versus Dutch province of Gelderland) and, for the province, two grid cell sizes 
(500 m and 250 m squares). For all but one species at all scales, a single best model fitted 
data best which always contained all three habitat requirements. The exception was Eurasian 
Oystercatcher on the provincial scale, for which openness was included in all alternative 
models. For the nationwide dataset, land use contributed most for Northern Lapwing and 
Black-tailed Godwit, while openness did for Eurasian Oystercatcher. For the provincial dataset, 
openness was most often important except for Black-tailed Godwit for the 500 m grid (where 
groundwater level contributed most). The importance of openness shows that habitat 
requirements which act on a large landscape level should be taken into account during 
landscape planning and policy making for meadow birds. In addition, preservation of 
favourable conditions on a field level (such as high groundwater levels) is equally necessary. 
We suggest that openness of the landscape is a mechanism that explains the sensitivity to 
small habitat patches (‘area sensitivity’) by especially larger grassland bird species across the 
world.
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Introduction 

Temperate grasslands are now considered the most threatened, yet least protected, biome in 
the world (Hoekstra et al. 2005, Peart 2008, Henwood 2010). About half of the world’s 
grassland area has been converted to cropland, urban areas and other land use categories 
(White et al. 2000, Henwood 2010). It may thus be no surprise that plant and animal species 
characteristic of this habitat are also in decline (White et al. 2000, Henwood 2010), including 
many bird species such as the nominate subspecies of Black-tailed Godwit Limosa limosa. It 
is a characteristic species of lowland agricultural grasslands (‘meadows’) in Europe, and was 
categorized as a near-threatened species on a world-scale already in 2006 (Anonymous 
2006). The declining trend among meadow birds stimulated extensive research into their 
ecology, mainly focusing on a lowered breeding success as a result of nest, egg and chick 
loss due to agricultural activities (Herkert et al. 1996, Vickery et al. 2001, Teunissen & Willems 
2004, Smart et al. 2006, Schekkerman et al. 2008). Although these issues are being 
addressed in current conservation schemes, resulting locally in increased hatching success 
(Teunissen & Willems 2004, Teunissen et al. 2005b), most populations of meadow birds are 
still declining (Teunissen & van Paassen 2013). This suggests that a broader view than only 
local conservation measures is clearly needed. Specifically, changes at the landscape level 
that affect habitat selection by breeding waders deserve further scrutiny.  

Present-day landscape planning may strongly impact the habitat required by breeding 
waders, and thus the suitability of the landscape for meadow birds, as it often leads to a 
change in key landscape level factors (RIVM 2004, MNP 2006): groundwater level (indicating 
food availability), land use (indicating the suitability of a habitat to a bird’s body morphology), 
and expansion of built-up areas and construction of roads (indicating a loss of openness 
impacting predator visibility). Despite the fact that groundwater level, land use and openness 
of the landscape are known to be key factors for meadow birds, the relative importance of 
these factors for breeding densities of meadow birds is largely unknown (Klomp 1954, Milsom 
et al. 2000, Wilson et al. 2004, Herkert et al. 2006, Melman et al. 2008, van ‘t Veer et al. 2008). 
In this paper we evaluate the relative importance of the three landscape level ecological factors 
groundwater level, land use and openness of the landscape on the relative density of four 
breeding wader species of European agricultural grasslands, which are among the best 
studied ecosystems in the world.  

We will answer the following two questions in this paper: 
1. To what extent do the three habitat requirements explain the relative density of four 

meadow bird species during the breeding season? 
2. What is the relative importance of the three habitat requirements for the relative density of 

four meadow bird species during the breeding season? 
We discuss our results in the context of the current debate on the ways to prevent 

further declines of grassland and meadow birds. We chose to perform this study for Dutch 
grasslands because of the availability of high quality spatially explicit data on both landscape 
characteristics and breeding densities of meadow birds. Although Dutch grasslands are mostly 
man-made, and may differ in their degree of fragmentation from natural grasslands in other 
parts of the world, we postulate that bird species distribution in natural grasslands is governed 
by the same habitat requirements as in European meadows, despite their different origin. 
Ecological similarities in bird species composition between European meadows and North-
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American prairies have for instance previously been noted (Beintema 1986). Therefore, 
lessons learned from the impact of landscape change by for instance woody encroachment 
and urbanization on the extensively studied European meadow bird species may also aid the 
conservation of bird species of natural temperate grassland ecosystems in North-America and 
worldwide (Askins et al. 2007). 

Methods 

General approach 

We modelled the relative contribution of landscape openness, land use and groundwater level 
to relative densities of four breeding grassland waders using large spatially explicit datasets 
of bird densities and landscape characteristics. We did this both on the scale of the whole 
country of the Netherlands (with a landmass area of 35,054 km²) as well as on a regional level 
for the Dutch province of Gelderland (5137 km²), for which separate and more detailed 
datasets were available. Gelderland comprises almost all of the variation in landscape types 
present in the Netherlands, which enabled us to compare these results with those for the whole 
country. To enable comparison, data for the whole country had to be scaled down, while the 
regional data had to be scaled up. We performed this analysis at 500x500m grid cell size. 
Additionally, we performed the analysis at 250x250m grid cell size for the regional dataset to 
study information loss by using coarser scale datasets (which usually are more readily 
available). Meadow bird species may occupy territories as small as 10,000 m2 (Groen 1987, 
van der Vliet et al. 2008), so both grid cell sizes of our study should be sufficiently large to 
detect relevant effects of scale (a 250 m grid cell equalling an area of 62,500 m2).  

For the Netherlands, standardized high quality and spatially explicit datasets of abiotic 
and landscape characteristics as well as relative bird densities are available, which cover the 
whole country. Since scale levels of these datasets were not always similar, they had to be 
recalculated to match the size of available bird data. Table 4-1 summarizes the datasets we 
used and the recalculation processes we performed for our study. 
 

Table 4-1. Characteristics of input datasets. Grid cell size in meters. NL: the Netherlands; GL: province of 
Gelderland  

 

Scale Original input data Original grid 
square size (m) 

Reworked grid 
square size (m) 

Published source 

NL Relative bird density 1000 500 Sovon Vogelonderzoek Nederland 2002 

 Average spring 
groundwater level 

25 500 van der Gaast et al. 2006 

 Land use 25 500 Thunissen & de Wit 2000 

 Openness 1000 500 Dijkstra & van Lith-Kranendonk 2000 

     

GL Bird territories Point data 250/500 Unpublished data from province 

 Average spring 
groundwater level 

25 250/500 van der Gaast et al. 2006 

 Land use 25 250/500 Thunissen & de Wit 2000 

 Openness 250/500 250/500 Dijkstra & van Lith-Kranendonk 2000 
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Bird density data 

The ecologically best studied members among the meadows birds are four wader species 
Charadriiformes: Eurasian Oystercatcher Haematopus ostralegus, Northern Lapwing Vanellus 
vanellus, Black-tailed Godwit and Common Redshank Tringa totanus. During breeding season 
(spring), the four species are all bold and thus easy to survey for any observer. For the 
Netherlands, the only nationwide density map for all four species is a relative density map from 
the most recent breeding bird survey (Sovon Vogelonderzoek Nederland 2002). Relative 
density can be defined as the probability of recording a certain species within a certain period. 
Input data for these relative density maps were collected during the breeding seasons between 
1998 and 2000 on the level of a grid of 5-km squares, consisting of 25 1-km grid squares. 
Eight of these 25 1-km grid squares are situated in a fixed pattern (Figure 4-1) and were 
surveyed with a standardized protocol by volunteers for all bird species showing behaviour 
indicative of breeding twice during the breeding season for exactly one hour in the field (van 
Turnhout & Vogel 1997). For each species, Sovon Vogelonderzoek Nederland (2002) then 
calculated (by kriging) relative density for all non-surveyed 1-km squares by interpolating the 
field data from the 12 nearest surveyed 1-km squares in the fixed grid with the same land use 
(whether a species was found in those 12 surveyed squares or not). In most cases the 12 
squares had already been available within four km although the upper limit for this kriging 
distance was set at 25 km. For Black-tailed Godwit, the match between kriged and actual data 
is positive (box 3 in Foppen et al. 2002), indicating the validity of the kriging method. We 
downscaled relative density maps to a grid of 500 m squares for comparison with the regional 
data. Van Turnhout & Vogel (1997) and Sovon Vogelonderzoek Nederland (2002) provide 
more details on sampling and interpolating methods, respectively. Figure 4-2 shows the 
relative density map for Black-tailed Godwit as an example. 

For the province of Gelderland, a bird distribution dataset of point data was available, 
which was detailed to the level of actual territory of a breeding pair per species (and often 
concerned actual nest sites). The dataset comprised of field data from breeding bird surveys  

Figure 4-1. Grid cell of 5 x 5 kilometres, with, in grey, the eight 1-km grid squares situated in a fixed pattern 
(van Turnhout & Vogel 1997) 
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Figure 4-2. Relative density map of Black-tailed Godwit Limosa limosa in the Netherlands (Sovon 
Vogelonderzoek Nederland 2002). The outline of the province of Gelderland is highlighted in bold 
Figure 4-3. Map of the Netherlands showing distribution of a: groundwater level (in cm below soil level); b: 
land use; and c: openness of landscape. The outline of the province of Gelderland is highlighted in bold 
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of 61 homogeneous plots where at least one meadow bird territory had been recorded over 
the years (as our focal point of research was relative density rather than distribution). For each 
plot, bird distribution data had been collected for at least three years (between 1987-2004). 
Because of the presence of at least one meadow bird territory, we assumed that habitat was 
available in each of the selected plots (Johnson 1980, Jones 2001). Number of point data was 
1091 for Eurasian Oystercatcher, 7639 for Northern Lapwing, 5331 for Black-tailed Godwit 
and 2498 for Common Redshank. Plots mostly ranged in size between 30.7 and 257.5 ha 
(mean 112.8 ha ± 40.2, excluding the two largest plots of respectively 707.0 and 1,464.9 ha), 
and were distributed over the whole province. Density per species was calculated for both 500 
and 250 m grid squares, while taking into account that not all grid cells cover the erratic shapes 
of plots completely; for such cells, density was calculated for the part inside the cell only. 
Density over all years was then calculated for each plot, correcting for the number of years for 
which data were available. Densities were rounded to the nearest integer. 

Habitat input data 

To avoid excessive data mining we restricted ourselves beforehand to three habitat 
requirements as input for our model, based on ecological knowledge of the species (cf. Green 
1995, Anderson et al. 2001, Rushton et al. 2004). Specifics on the datasets, including input 
and output grid cell sizes, can be found in table 4-1. For the groundwater levels set (van der 
Gaast et al. 2006), we used the average spring groundwater level (ASG), defined as the annual 
average of three measurements of groundwater level (below soil surface) in the period 14 
March-14 April for a period of eight consecutive years (van der Gaast et al. 2006), rounded to 
the nearest centimetre (Figure 4-3a). Among several measures for groundwater level, ASG is 
the most relevant for our study because meadow bird species arrive and settle territories in 
March-April. Groundwater data were not available for urban areas and the hilly extreme south. 
For land use, we distinguished 10 categories of land use from the Dutch land-cover database 
(LGN) from 1997 (Figure 4-3b). For openness, the most detailed level available was a 
nationwide map as a grid of 1-km squares (Dijkstra & van Lith-Kranendonk 2000). Openness 
in each grid cell was calculated by first determining both the percentages of built-up areas 
(man-made buildings) and of vegetation higher than 2 m (following Milsom et al. 1985) in that 
cell. Then, for each grid cell, combination of these two values resulted in nine classes of 
openness (Dijkstra & van Lith-Kranendonk 2000), varying from 1 (very open) to 9 (very closed) 
(Figure 4-3c). 

Dependency between habitat datasets 

We used Generalized Linear Modelling to assess how much variation of one habitat dataset 
was explained by each of the two other habitat datasets (note that correlation coefficients could 
not be calculated due to the nominal (land use) or ordinal (openness) nature of the data). For 
the country of the Netherlands, dependency especially existed between land use and 
openness (Table 4-2), which can be explained by the fact that certain types of land use 
inherently result in a more closed landscape (for instance, the land use ‘forest/orchard’ is by 
definition a closed land use). Dependency between groundwater and openness was not large, 
despite the fact that, in historical times, due to high water levels, buildings could not be built 
resulting in an open landscape. At the regional level of the province, no strong dependency 
between any of the habitat input datasets was identified (Table 4-2). 
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Statistical analysis 

We used an information-theoretic (IT) approach (Burnham & Anderson 2002) to analyse 
relationships between bird density and the three landscape characteristics and to assess the 
relative importance of each landscape characteristic for habitat selection during the breeding 
season. The IT approach conducts a comparative model fit for a group of competing models, 
thereby avoiding the drawbacks of automated stepwise algorithms (Whittingham et al. 2006). 
This method also avoids problems of spatial autocorrelation in regression (i.e. overestimating 
significance by standard significance tests in parametric regression; Hawkins 2012). We used 
the Generalized Linear Models (GLMs) procedure with a Poisson error distribution and a log-
link function in PASW Statistics 18 to fit all models based on all possible combinations of the 
three explanatory variables land use, openness of the landscape and spring groundwater level 
to the relative bird density data. At the regional level, we removed land use classes with very 
little grid cells, containing only null observations, because they caused violation of the data 
assumptions for the GLMs. The largest percentage of number of grid cells removed for any 
species was 5.2 %. 

We used Akaike weights (wi) calculated from the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) to 
obtain information about the relative fit of each model to the data (Burnham & Anderson 2002, 
Diniz-Filho et al. 2008). When there was strong evidence of a single best model (wi > 0.9; 
Anderson et al. 2001), we only used this model for further analysis. If no single best model 
was identified, we used simple differences (∆i) as further model diagnostics. Only models with 
a reasonable level of support (i.e. ∆i < 10; Anderson et al. 2001) were included in further 
analysis. 

If a single best model was identified, we calculated MacFadden R2 to assess the 
relative importance of each landscape variable to the overall variance explained by the model. 
This approach is analogous to ordinary least squares. We refer to this MacFadden R2 as R2 
below. If no single best model was identified, we used the sum of the Akaike weights for each 

Table 4-2. Percentage of dependency between habitat input datasets. Row: independent habitat variable, 
column: dependent habitat variable 
 

The Netherlands (500 m grid square) 
 Groundwater Land use Openness 
Groundwater - 15.4 14.5 
Land use 11.0 - 28.0 
Openness 14.5 34.9 - 
    
Gelderland (500 m grid square) 
 Groundwater Land use Openness 
Groundwater - 6.2 0.9 
Land use 6.0 - 0.2 
Openness 8.6 5.2 - 
    
Gelderland (250 m grid square) 
 Groundwater Land use Openness 
Groundwater - 8.7 16.7 
Land use 5.6 - 7.5 
Openness 16.7 15.3 - 
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variable across models that include that variable to assess the relative importance of each 
variable to explain bird density (Anderson et al. 2001). 

Table 4-3. Summary of the IT analysis for four meadow bird species and three scale levels. Indicated are 
habitat requirements included in the model. For each model, the number of habitat requirements included 
(K), the number of observations (n), the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), the Akaike weight (wi) and the 
simple differences (∆i). Only models with wi > 0.9 or ∆i < 10 are listed. All other models were excluded from 
our analysis. NL: the Netherlands; GL: province of Gelderland 

Species with model(s)  Scale level 
  NL (500) GL (500) GL (250) 
 
Eurasian Oystercatcher 
Openness, land use, 
groundwater (K=3) 

N 104,909 412 1216 
AIC 501,552 503 1308 
wi 1.000 0.094 0.027 
∆i 0.000 3.320 7.136 
    

Openness, groundwater (K=2) N - 412 1216 
AIC - 500 1301 
wi - 0.494 0.973 
∆i - 0.000 0.000 

     
Openness, land use (K=2) N - 412 - 

AIC - 504 - 
wi - 0.058 - 
∆i - 4.270 - 

     
Openness (K=1) N - 412 - 

AIC - 501 - 
wi - 0.353 - 
∆i - 0.670 - 

 
Northern Lapwing 
Openness, land use, 
groundwater (K=3) 

N 104,909 426 1219 
AIC 468,708 2028 4565 
wi 1.000 1.000 1.000 
∆i 0.000 0.000 0.000 

     
Black-tailed Godwit 
Openness, land use, 
groundwater (K=3) 

N 104,909 412 1216 
AIC 496,258 1200 4209 
wi 1.000 1.000 1.000 
∆i 0.000 0.000 0.000 

     
Common Redshank 
Openness, land use, 
groundwater (K=3) 

N 104,909 412 1159 
AIC 469,944 683 3464 
wi 1.000 0.090 1.000 
∆i 0.000 0.000 0.000 
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Results 

Model performance in general 

At all scales, and for all species except Eurasian Oystercatcher, the difference in AIC between 
the model including all three landscape variables and all other possible models was so large, 
that all alternative models had an Akaike weight approaching 0, indicating a negligible 
explanatory power compared to the model including all three landscape variables. Following 
Anderson et al. (2001), we therefore only present the results of these single best models (Table 
4-3), except for Eurasian Oystercatcher at the provincial scale. For this species, no single best 
model was identified. We therefore present all alternative models with ∆i < 10 (Table 4-3) and 
base our assessment of the relative importance of landscape variables for breeding densities 
on the summed Akaike weights for these variables. 

Contribution of specific habitat requirements to bird density 

For the nationwide dataset, our analysis identified the model including all three landscape 
variables (groundwater level, land use and openness) as the single best model for all species, 
indicating that all three landscape variables were important to explain relative bird density data. 
The relative contribution of specific landscape characteristics to relative bird density, however, 
differed between species (Table 4-4). Although in many cases the differences in R2 values 
between landscape variables were small, groundwater levels consistently contributed least to 
relative bird density for all species. Land use contributed most to the explained variance of 

Table 4-4. Partial and model MacFadden R2 values for single best models of meadow bird densities, or 
cumulative Akaike weights (indicated with *) for Eurasian Oystercatcher at Gelderland scale (calculated 
because no single best model was identified). All relations between explanatory habitat requirement and 
relative bird density were positive. Bird species abbreviations: oys = Eurasian Oystercatcher, lap = Northern 
Lapwing, god = Black-tailed Godwit, red = Common Redshank 
 

The Netherlands (500 m grid square) 
 groundwater land use openness model 
oys 0.03 0.05 0.10 0.30 
lap 0.04 0.08 0.07 0.32 
god 0.05 0.12 0.08 0.32 
red 0.05 0.06 0.13 0.30 
     
Gelderland (500 m grid square) 
 groundwater land use openness model 
oys 0.59* 0.15* 1.00*  
lap 0.03 0.01 0.04 0.11 
god 0.17 0.03 0.16 0.46 
red 0.04 0.03 0.15 0.30 
     
Gelderland (250 m grid square) 
 groundwater land use openness model 
oys 1.00* 0.03* 1.00*  
lap 0.08 0.01 0.15 0.33 
god 0.13 0.03 0.18 0.45 
red 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.18 
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Northern Lapwing and Black-tailed Godwit density, while for Eurasian Oystercatcher and 
Common Redshank, openness contributed most to the explained variance by the model.  

In contrast with the nationwide dataset, land use consistently contributed least to the 
explained variance for all species for the regional dataset at the 500 m grid scale. Openness 
contributed most to the explained variance for all species except Black-tailed Godwit. For 
Black-tailed Godwit, groundwater had the largest contribution to the explained variance, 
although it did not differ much from the contribution of openness (Table 4-4). For Eurasian 
Oystercatcher, four models fitted the data equally well according to the IT criteria. The summed 
Akaike weights for these models showed that openness had the highest relative contribution 
to the model, and, in concordance with the other species, land use contributed least. 

For the regional dataset at the 250 m grid scale, openness contributed most to the 
explained variance for all species. For Eurasian Oystercatcher, two models fitted the data 
equally well according to the IT criteria. The summed Akaike weights for these models showed 
that both groundwater level and openness had the highest relative contribution to the model. 
For all four species, land use contributed least to the explained variance (Table 4-4). For 
Common Redshank, however, land use and groundwater level had the same R2 value, 
indicating no difference in relative importance to the model. 

Discussion 

Model evaluation 

Studies that try to assign importance of environmental variables to birds commonly focus on 
explaining the occurrence of bird species, i.e. their mere presence or absence. Occurrence is 
often robustly explained with regression models (e.g. Bakker et al. 2002, Seoane et al. 2003, 
2004, Grant et al. 2004, Camprodon & Brotons 2006). Such studies regularly use more than 
ten explanatory environmental variables, which may not necessarily create insight into these 
variables' importance. It is not surprising that, for several species, the variance explained in 
such studies is high. In contrast with such studies, we studied relative densities instead of 
presence or absence and restricted ourselves to three explanatory variables that we deemed 
most important beforehand, based on the ecology of the species and their requirements during 
the breeding stage. To avoid the problems with stepwise multiple regression approaches 
regarding parameter selection and selection of one single best model (while other models may 
fit the data equally well), we used an information-theoretic approach to analyse the relative 
contribution of each landscape variable to the explained variance in relative bird density (cf. 
Whittingham et al. 2006). For the nationwide database, however, the results supported the 
existence of a single best model, which included all three landscape variables, for all species. 
At the regional scale, this was also the case for Northern Lapwing, Black-tailed Godwit and 
Common Redshank. At the regional level, we did not find evidence for the existence of a single 
best model to explain Eurasian Oystercatcher density. These differences in model 
performance may be related to the level of specialization of the different species. 

The consistently high level of explained variance (up to 0.46) in the density of Black-
tailed Godwit for instance may be due to it being the most specialized species of the four 
because of its (relatively) small habitat range. Specialized species can sometimes be modelled 
quite accurately (Petit et al. 2003, Brotons et al. 2004). The lack of evidence for a single best 
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model for Eurasian Oystercatcher may be due to the fact that in the Netherlands, this species 
uses the widest range of habitats of all four species, including gravelled rooftops (Ens et al. 
2011). Several authors showed that such generalist species were less accurately modelled 
than specialists (e.g. Petit et al. 2003 for arable land bird species; Brotons et al. 2004 for forest 
bird species). In a comparable study, Teunissen et al. (2012) found these three habitat 
requirements to be among the most important variables explaining trends of Black-tailed 
Godwit densities in the Netherlands as well (but note that these authors used a stepwise GLM-
method). For Eurasian Oystercatcher, Ens et al. (2011) found land use and openness among 
the important factors explaining this species’ densities but not groundwater level. All in all, we 
suggest that the relative densities of breeding meadow bird species can be modelled rather 
well with only a few key factors of which, coincidentally, coarse but good-quality datasets exist. 

Contribution of specific habitat requirements to bird density 

The fewer landscape elements are present, the opener a landscape and thus the larger 
visibility. Grasslands share this characteristic of ‘openness’ with habitats such as deserts, 
tundras and coasts that is often caused by frequent grazing or fire or extreme environmental 
conditions (Axelrod 1985, Herkert et al. 1996, Anderson 2006, Askins et al. 2007). Openness 
of a landscape indicates the degree of being able to see over distances in that landscape. 
Buildings and trees, as well as high-rising relief, obstruct this visibility and thus affect 
openness. Openness has often been identified as an important habitat requirement for 
breeding bird species (e.g. Pampush & Anthony 1993, Sullivan Blanken & Nol 1998, Le Cuziat 
et al. 2005, Magaña et al. 2010), as it provides them an opportunity to see approaching 
predators (Dyrcz et al. 1981, van der Vliet et al. 2008) and identifying the whereabouts of 
conspecifics (Le Cuziat et al. 2005). The importance of openness is confirmed by our models. 
For most models across the two different databases and grid cell sizes, openness was 
identified as the variable contributing most to the explained variance in bird distribution 
(indicated by having the highest partial R2, or the highest cumulative wi; Table 4-4). For those 
models where openness did not have the highest relative contribution to the model, it was 
always the second most important variable and showed little difference in R2 value with the 
variable with the highest relative contribution. 

Groundwater, indicating whether or not food is available in the area of the nest site 
(e.g. Gerard 1967, Peach et al. 2004, Rhymer et al. 2010), had the highest relative contribution 
to the model only for Black-tailed Godwit for the regional database at 500 m grid cell size and 
for Eurasian Oystercatcher at the 250 m grid cell size (although in the latter species, it had the 
same relative contribution as openness). For the national database, however, it was 
consistently identified as having the least relative contribution to the relative densities for all 
species. A high groundwater level has been found especially relevant for increasing Black-
tailed Godwit settlement densities (Kleijn & van Zuijlen 2004). This species’ preference for 
wetter areas may be explained by the fact that this species needs a top soil with high 
penetrability for probing for food with its delicate bill (Schekkerman 1997). Furthermore, it likes 
to hide its nest, and wetter areas often contain more tussocks created by certain grasses. 
Such circumstances are also created when wet soils are trampled by cattle (Durant et al. 
2008). For Eurasian Oystercatcher, this preference for groundwater level is less easily 
explained. However, this may be related to the species’ original breeding habitat of coasts and 
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saltmarshes, where water levels are high (Ens et al. 2011). Many pairs still breed in that 
habitat, with concomitant high water levels, explaining the importance of groundwater level. 

We included land use as an indicator of the suitability of the habitat for a bird species’ 
body morphology: the way a bird species’ body is shaped may limit this species from occurring 
in certain habitat types (Bergman 1946, Klomp 1954, Rylander 1980, Winkler & Leisler 1985, 
Zeffer et al. 2003). Land use had the highest relative contribution to the models for Northern 
Lapwing and Black-tailed Godwit for the national database. For the regional database, 
however, it was identified as having the lowest relative contribution to the models for all species 
and grid cell sizes. The limited importance of land use, even for a small grid cell size, was in 
contrast with our expectations. An explanation for this low explanatory power may be found in 
its two properties. Following the concept of habitat selection order (Johnson 1980), land use 
may act both as a second-order requirement (or home range selection) and a third-order 
requirement (usage of habitat components within the home range). The first-order selection 
type identifies the species’ distribution in the world and is not an issue in this paper. Initially, 
land use may act as a second-order requirement for meadow birds: within the general 
landscape they first scan for nesting areas in a broader sense (in this case a large cluster of 
grassland) based on several habitat requirements that act on a landscape level (second-order 
habitat selection) including openness (Buchanan & Pearce-Higgins 2002). Within this general 
open area, the birds may subsequently select specific nest sites (third-order habitat selection) 
within this generally accepted grassland area on more local factors, for instance fields offering 
sufficient wetness or with a specific management (land use as a third-order requirement). Van 
‘t Veer et al. (2008) calculated that within such a large open grassland landscape of 500-3000 
ha, the size of a small pocket of very good meadow bird habitat should be at least 30-70 ha. 
In such pockets, meadow bird territories are as small as 1 ha (Groen 1987, van der Vliet et al. 
2008). Our definition of land use may have resulted however in a loss of differentiation of local 
factors that work as a third-order requirement. Input of field management characteristics rather 
than land use itself may therefore increase the contribution of land use (Fisher & Davis 2010, 
Groen et al. 2012, Laursen & Hald 2012), but such detailed data are hard to come by for the 
scales of this study. In fact, our study shows that land use may be the most important habitat 
requirement for the nationwide dataset but never for the local dataset. This indicates the 
importance of land use as a second-order habitat selection type (rather than as a third-order 
selection type). 

The fact that combinations of habitat requirements acting on landscape and field levels 
differ for the four species under study indicate that each species seeks out its preferred nesting 
area, despite the fact that all four species breed in the same open meadow habitat. We link 
these species-specific responses to the evolutionary different history of these four species: 
because they evolved in different habitats (Voous 1960), they may have acquired a (slightly) 
differing search image (defined, after Allen (1989) as “a perceptual change in the ability of 
individuals to detect a familiar feature”). 

Lessons learned: conservational issues 

Our findings of an important effect of openness on nest-site selection by wader species in 
meadows is of conservational relevance because it may provide a mechanism for observed 
area sensitivity in grassland birds (Ribic et al. 2009 for a review). Area sensitivity occurs when 
a species is absent or occurs in lower densities in smaller habitat patches as compared to 
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larger habitat patches, even when the small patches are large enough to support a species' 
territory (Horn & Koford 2004, Keyel et al. 2012). The concept thus implies that a minimal patch 
size exists below which threshold a species cannot occur. Too small patches limit the 
occurrence of individuals because one or more essential resources (food, cover or nest sites) 
become limiting. The size of an area can thus be considered a second-order selection criterion. 
Many North-American studies report area sensitivity in grassland birds (Ribic et al. 2009 and 
references therein). It is however less clear which mechanism causes area sensitivity in 
grassland birds (Ribic et al. 2009). One proposed mechanism is the edge effect because 
edges may at least locally lead to increased predation levels of nests and chicks (reviewed by 
Martin 1993, Paton 1994), and/or (in North-America) increased levels of brood parasitism by 
Brown-headed Cowbird Molothrus ater (Paton 1994, Shaffer et al. 2003). This mechanism is 
a suitable explanation for the smaller passerines within the grassland bird community as they 
typically lack an adequate anti-predator system to drive potential predators away. For the 
larger wader species within the meadow and grassland bird communities, which in contrast 
act aggressively to potential predators (Dyrcz et al. 1981, Sordahl 1981, van der Vliet et al. 
2008), we suggest that a lack of visibility as a result of woody encroachment or urbanization 
more satisfactory explains their area sensitivity. A lack of openness results in less suitable 
breeding sites, because these species do not see potential predators approaching, and has 
been shown to reduce densities of breeding waders at considerable distances of obstructing 
landscape elements (van der Vliet et al. 2008, 2010, Ribic et al. 2009). As far as we are aware, 
a minimal patch size for one pair of an aggressive meadow bird species has only been 
calculated by Klomp (1954) for Northern Lapwing in the Netherlands. To most effectively deter 
potential predators, one pair of this species needs a field of at least 5 ha in size if lined by 
trees with a height of 6-10 m. It would be interesting to do a similar calculation for a North-
American obligate grassland species like Upland Sandpiper Bartramia longicauda as this 
species is aggressive (Sordahl 1981), area sensitive (Bollinger 1995) and woodland sensitive 
(Grant et al. 2004). Indicating that the mechanism of openness may be important also for 
certain non-aggressive species, Keyel et al. (2012) proposed this mechanism to explain the 
density of Bobolink Dolichonyx oryzivorus, a non-aggressive but grassland obligate passerine 
bird. However, among obligate grassland North-American passerines, Bobolink is known for 
choosing the largest fields for breeding (Herkert 1994). In summary, especially for the larger 
and/or more aggressive bird species of the open landscape (including grasslands and 
meadows), the lack of the essential resource openness (resulting in a reduced predator 
visibility) may be a mechanism behind their observed area sensitivity. Because aggressive 
species often drive potential predators away together (Dyrcz et al. 1981, Elliot 1985, Green et 
al. 1990, Kirby & Green 1991) and therefore nest semi-colonially (Lind 1961, Berg et al. 1992), 
the mechanism may be more significant for such species. In our study, the importance of 
openness for the two most aggressive species, Eurasian Oystercatcher and Northern 
Lapwing, has at least been demonstrated (Table 4-4). 

In addition to high groundwater levels and suitable land use types, we thus 
recommend that maintenance of openness should be taken into consideration as an important 
factor for conservation of grassland bird communities in both natural and man-made habitats. 
Because it is a second-order habitat selection type, thus operating at larger scales, this factor 
should be addressed in spatial planning policy rather than in conservation management policy, 
because the latter generally has a more local focus. Creating forest patches, scrub or reed 
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beds and expansion of built-up areas in open grassland areas should therefore be restricted 
if grassland bird conservation is of prime concern (Melman et al. 2008). 
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Abstract 

This study analyses whether sustainable conservation of Black-tailed Godwit Limosa limosa 
breeding populations in the Netherlands can be achieved by EU Special Protection Areas 
(SPAs). An internationally important number of pairs of Black-tailed Godwit breeds in the 
Netherlands but the population is in a steep decline. It is surprising therefore that the 22 SPAs 
designated under the EU Bird Directive for this species only qualify for the period outside the 
breeding season in the Netherlands, because of their functioning as post-breeding staging 
areas. No SPAs have been designated for the breeding population which thus remains 
unprotected under the EU Bird Directive. For 2020, we identified five core breeding areas in 
lowland Netherlands for the species based on an optimal combination of three main habitat 
requirements (groundwater level, land use and openness of the landscape). These five core 
areas are Zuidwest Friesland, Waterland, IJssel Delta, Arkemheen and Eempolders, and 
Groene Hart. Our analysis shows that in 2020, the core areas Arkemheen and Eempolders 
and Groene Hart both are not firmly connected with any SPAs. Reaching SPAs from the 
breeding grounds takes energy that is better spent on moulting and fattening up. The 
malfunctioning of the network may thus provide a bottleneck in the protection of this flagship 
species of the Dutch meadows. Furthermore, several SPAs will not be connected with any 
core breeding areas in the future which may compromise their importance for this species. If 
this forecasting scenario comes true, the Black-tailed Godwit population will continue to 
decline and the Netherlands will breach several policy agreements for the conservation of this 
species.
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Introduction 

In 2006, Birdlife International categorized Black-tailed Godwit Limosa limosa as near-
threatened on a world scale (Anonymous 2006). This was prompted by the notion that strong 
declines for the nominate subspecies were reported from all over Europe since the 1990s, 
including the Netherlands where an estimated 50 % of the European population of this 
subspecies breeds (Beintema et al. 1995, RIVM 2004). The trend for the subspecies L l 
melanuroides, breeding in eastern Asia, is not clear but only (the small population of) the 
subspecies L l islandica, breeding mainly in Iceland, is on the increase (Prater 1975, Gill et al. 
2001, 2007). The Black-tailed Godwits breeding in the Netherlands belong to the flyway 
population of western Europe and western Africa which is among the four most threatened 
shorebird flyway populations in the Palearctic (Stroud et al. 2006). Interestingly, this flyway 
population has adapted to breeding in man-made meadows, alongside several other meadow 
bird species. Its decline is (mainly) the result of changes in the management of these man-
made meadows, including a loss of the open landscape, groundwater level lowering and 
conversion of its preferred grasslands into other land uses (Beintema et al. 1995, Melman et 
al. 2008, van der Vliet et al. 2008). Modern agricultural management thus compromises the 
sustainability of this flyway population, because it resulted in a recruitment level that is too low 
for a sustainable population (Kruk et al. 1997, Schekkerman & Müskens 2000, Schekkerman 
et al. 2008, Roodbergen et al. 2012). In their review on this subject, Roodbergen et al. (2012) 
concluded that each breeding godwit pair should fledge between 0.6 and 1.6 birds for a stable 
population. They showed however that, nowadays, only between 0.36 and 0.4 birds fledge. 
These figures do not even match the lowest calculated threshold of 0.6. 
 In 2011, the European Union adapted a strategy for “halting the loss of biodiversity 
and the degradation of ecosystem services in the EU by 2020, and restoring them in so far as 
feasible, while stepping up the EU contribution to averting global biodiversity loss” as part of 
the Europe 2020 strategy. Furthermore, the EU adapted a vision for 2050 that “European 
Union biodiversity and the ecosystem services it provides – its natural capital – are protected, 
valued and appropriately restored for biodiversity's intrinsic value and for their essential 
contribution to human well-being and economic prosperity, and so that catastrophic changes 
caused by the loss of biodiversity are avoided". Through ‘the Bird Directive’ (latest revision: 
EU-directive 2009/147/EC), native bird species in the European Union are protected, amongst 
others through the designation of a network of Special Protection Areas (SPAs) by each EU-
member. SPAs can be assigned for a species because of the relevance of the site for the 
species in the breeding season, outside the breeding season, or both. The network concept 
of SPAs should ensure the protection of the largest part of each (flyway) population of each 
species. In the Netherlands, SPAs form part of the Natura 2000-network of protected sites. If 
the spatial pattern of the protected landscape elements supports the ecological conditions 
relevant for species, protection of this species through this network may be achieved (Opdam 
et al. 2003, 2006). 
 Because the Netherlands carries a large responsibility for the continuing survival of 
the nominate subspecies of Black-tailed Godwit in Europe and the world, it has become the 
flagship species of Dutch research into this meadow bird group (Teunissen et al. 2005a). In 
the Netherlands, 79 SPAs have been appointed in total of which 22 are designated for Black-
tailed Godwit (Table 5-1) because of their importance outside the breeding season. This is 
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only a fraction of the estimated circa 450 staging areas of Black-tailed Godwit in the 
Netherlands (van den Bremer et al. 2008). Most of the SPAs designated for Black-tailed 
Godwit have long been known as a staging area for that species (Mulder 1972, Gerritsen 
1990). This site fidelity shows that staging areas perform a very important role in the life cycle 
of the Black-tailed Godwit (van Dijk 1980, Gerritsen 1990). It is where godwits fatten up before 
the onset of the breeding period or before migration to the wintering areas in the Mediterranean 
or western Africa. Post-breeding staging areas also act as moulting sites (van Dijk 1980). 
Staging areas in the pre-breeding period are mostly near the breeding sites (Visbeen & 
Tempelman 2009) and are only visited for a short time (Mulder 1972). Most of these pre-
breeding staging areas dry up during the breeding season, and godwits will concentrate at 
fewer sites in the post-breeding period (Gerritsen 1990, Wymenga 1997). As a result, post-
breeding staging areas are farther away from the breeding sites than pre-breeding staging 
areas. It takes energy to reach these SPAs from the breeding sites. If the distance between 
breeding and staging areas becomes too large, an individual spends energy that is better used 

Table 5-1. Dutch Special Protection Areas (SPAs), with province abbreviations, assigned for Black-tailed 
Godwit Limosa limosa, either for sleeping and/or for foraging (Ministerie van Landbouw, Natuur & 
Voedselkwaliteit 2006). Sleeping and/or foraging conservation objectives expressed in either mean or 
maximum (max) number of individuals per year. x: conservation objective formulated but not expressed in 
number of individuals; -: no conservation objective formulated for Black-tailed Godwit. Core areas are those 
areas in the Netherlands where the highest numbers of breeding pairs may be found in 2020. Abbreviations 
for provinces: Gr: Groningen; Fr: Friesland; Ov: Overijssel; Gl: Gelderland; U: Utrecht; Fl: Flevoland; NH: 
Noord-Holland; ZH: Zuid-Holland; Ze: Zeeland; NB: Noord-Brabant (no SPAs were assigned for the species 
in the provinces of Drenthe and Limburg). Abbreviations for core areas: ZF: Zuidwest Friesland; Wa: 
Waterland; IJ: IJssel Delta-area; AE: Arkemheen and Eempolders; GH: Groene Hart 
 
Name SPA Conservation objective 

sleeping number 
Conservation objective 
foraging number 

Connection with 
core breeding area 

Alde Feanen Fr 880 (max) 90 Yes: ZF 
Biesbosch NB/ZH 60 60 Yes: GH 
Eilandspolder NH 170 (max) - Yes: Wa 
Gelderse Poort Gl - 70 No 
Groote Wielen Fr 670 (max) - Yes: ZF 
Haringvliet ZH 290 X No 
IJsselmeer Fr/NH/Fl 2200 (max) 290 Yes: ZF 
Ketelmeer & Vossemeer Fl/Ov x 20 Yes: IJ 
Krammer-Volkerak ZH/NB/Ze x 140 No 
Lauwersmeer Gr/Fr 260 260 No 
Lepelaarplassen Fl 5 5 Yes: Wa 
Oostvaardersplassen Fl 90 90 Yes: Wa, IJ, AE 
Polder Zeevang NH 790 (max) - Yes: Wa 
Sneekermeergebied Fr 970 (max) 110 Yes: ZF 
Uiterwaarden IJssel Ov/Gl 490 490 Yes: IJ 
Uiterwaarden Neder-Rijn Gl/U 60 60 No 
Uiterwaarden Waal Gl - 70 Yes: GH 
Uiterwaarden Zwarte Water en Vecht Ov 80 80 Yes: IJ 
Waddenzee Gr/Fr/NH 1100 1100 Yes: ZF 
Witte en Zwarte Brekken Fr 940 (max) - Yes: ZF 
Wormer- en Jisperveld & Kalverpolder NH x - Yes: Wa 
Zwarte Meer Ov/Fl x - Yes: IJ 
Total > 9055 ind > 2935 ind  
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for moulting and migration as these processes consume both much energy and time. SPAs 
and breeding sites should thus be well connected.  
 However, the Netherlands did not designate SPAs because of their importance for the 
breeding period of the Black-tailed Godwit. This creates the remarkable paradox that large 
areas of the species’ breeding meadow habitat in the Netherlands are not protected under EU-
legislation. Individuals of the relevant flyway population of the Black-tailed Godwit are thus 
strongly protected outside the breeding season (through the network of SPAs) while the same 
individuals are not protected during the breeding season when the species faces many threats. 
Only if other qualifying species also occur in large numbers in meadows, the Black-tailed 
Godwit’s breeding habitat may in the end have been designated. This paradox results from 
the Black-tailed Godwit being included in Annex II of the Bird Directive. This Annex contains 
species that may be hunted within the EU (rather than Annex I containing fully protected 
species); most waterbird species are included in Annex II. In the Netherlands, to formally 
qualify as an SPA for an Annex II species, a site should contain at least 1 % of the relevant 
flyway population of a particular colony-breeding species, or all SPAs combined should contain 
at least 25% of the total Dutch breeding population of a species of the national Red List. 
Although the Black-tailed Godwit qualifies for the Red List (van Beusekom et al. 2005), no site 
in the Netherlands fulfils one of the other criteria and thus the internationally important 
breeding population in the Netherlands has no formal protection through the network of SPAs. 
The crux in this conundrum is that, in practice and for any species listed on the Bird Directive, 
only sites were designated SPAs that already had a formal status of a protected nature reserve 
and that were at least as large as 100 hectares (Ministerie van Landbouw, Natuurbeheer & 
Visserij 2000). Thus, despite the option within the text of the EU-directive, no SPAs were 
appointed for the breeding population of the Black-tailed Godwit in the Netherlands outside 
nature reserves because the agricultural meadows where the species breeds are mostly 
privately owned.  
 This study aims at contributing to a firmer and more efficient protection of this flagship 
species. To achieve this, we first identify present and future breeding distribution, and its future 
core breeding areas. Core breeding areas were identified by use of previously developed 
regression model that relates relative breeding densities to three important habitat 
requirements for Black-tailed Godwit, namely groundwater level, land use and openness of 
the landscape (van der Vliet et al. in review). Together, these three habitat requirements 
impact overall survival rate of either parents and/or nests. We used this model to determine 
future core breeding areas (i.e. those areas where the highest numbers of breeding pairs may 
be expected in 2020) due to an optimal combination of these habitat requirements. We then 
study the connectivity of these future core breeding areas with the locations of present SPAs 
designated for the Black-tailed Godwit in order to evaluate the network functioning and 
sustainability of SPAs for this species. We finally make policy recommendations directed at 
the breeding areas of this species. 
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Methods  

Brief overview of the modelling approach 

In this paper, we analysed whether the conservation objectives set for Black-tailed Godwit in 
the Netherlands (through the Europe 2020 strategy) are feasible, given the current threats to 
the species’ habitat. We did this by, first, identifying core breeding areas in 2020, using a 
previously developed empirical regression model that relates breeding densities of Black-
tailed Godwit to its three main habitat requirements (van der Vliet et al. in review). We found 
that the three habitat requirements (groundwater level, land use and openness of the 
landscape) explained 8, 12 and 5 % of the variance, respectively (van der Vliet et al. in review). 

Figure 5-1. Flow diagram of process leading to calculated relative density map for Black-tailed Godwit Limosa
limosa in 2020. Each box indicates an input map, which were reworked to a derived input map. Derived input
maps were used to create the final habitat requirement maps. Figures right of the boxes indicate the grid cell 
size of the map. Figures with two decimals in and near the three arrows at the right hand side are the 
regression coefficients used to calculate the final relative godwit density map 

500 
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For the Netherlands in 2020, we used scenario studies by the Netherlands Environmental 
Outlook agency (MNP) of landscape changes due to continuing urbanization and other 
(agricultural) developments in the Netherlands up to 2020 (MNP 2007). Second, we related 
areas with the largest godwit densities to the locations of SPAs designated for this species to 
evaluate their potential contribution to conservation of the species. Figure 5-1 shows a brief 
overview of approach and input maps used (with their grid cell sizes). 

Habitat requirements maps for 2020 

For 2020, we created one map for each habitat requirement primarily based on soil properties 
(which are not considered to change until 2020) and land use scenarios (MNP 2007) with the 
software package ArcGIS 10 (www.esri.com). Previously, we showed that the three habitat 
datasets were not strongly dependent (van der Vliet et al. in review). Relative Black-tailed 
Godwit density in 2020 was then derived by multiplying each of the three maps with its 
regression coefficient from our empirical regression model in 2000 (van der Vliet et al. in 
review). We used a grid of 500 square metres for the country of the Netherlands (with a 
landmass area of 35,054 km²). We detail the construction of these three habitat requirement 
maps separately below. 

Groundwater level map 

For the groundwater level map of 2020, we averaged two independently derived maps for 
groundwater in 2020. We assumed that groundwater levels are a function of both soil texture 
and land use type, so we calculated one groundwater level map based on soil texture, and 
one on land use type. Soil texture determines soil pore size and thus the infiltration rate of 
water into the soil. Land use type influences the height of the water table as different vegetation 
types have different evapotranspiration and percolation rates. 
 We calculated the soil texture map using contents of both clay and organic matter in 
the topsoil. For clay content, criteria of US Soil Survey Staff (1998) were adopted: a soil with 
more than 50 % of clay was called clayey and one with less than 10 % sandy; those in between 
are loamy. Soils with over 50 % of organic matter were called peat (Inisheva 2006), while 
mineral soils contain less than 20 % organic matter. Soils in between are considered organic 
soils. Combining these two maps resulted in the soil texture map with seven different soil 
classes: sandy, sandy-loam, sandy-clay, loamy, clayey-loam, clayey and peat. The seven 
classes were assigned a groundwater level using present-day relations between these two 
soil properties. These relationships were derived by comparing the average spring 
groundwater level (ASG) in centimetres below soil level (rounded to the centimetre) from the 
2000 groundwater level map and the soil texture map. For each soil class, a mean groundwater 
level was calculated and assigned to that soil class (Table 5-2). The map was called the soil 
texture-groundwater map. 
 The second derived future groundwater level map was calculated for the land use map 
for 2020. We used the present-day relations between land use in 1997 (as grouped in van der 
Vliet et al. in review) and groundwater level at that location in 2000 as input (Table 5-3). This 
resulted in a list of groundwater levels per land use type. For arable fields, the average value 
for groundwater level could be assigned because groundwater levels were normally distributed 
for that land use type. For the other land use types, groundwater levels were not normally 
distributed. Five land use types (bulb fields, drift sand and open vegetation, roads and 
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railroads, forest and built up areas) had a log normal distribution so for these the median value 
was taken as the groundwater level. For meadows, two distinct peaks were found 
corresponding with wet and dry meadows. For both meadow types, the median in each peak 
was assigned the relevant groundwater level. Finally, for three categories of land use type, 
namely bare soil, heathland and marsh/reed/bog, no clear pattern in frequency distribution 
emerged. For these three land use types, we used the mode as the value for the relevant 
groundwater level because of this non-normal distribution. We finally used these relationships 
between groundwater levels and land use for the land use map for 2020 (see below). 

Land use map 

For 2020, MNP (2007) produced a map in which the effects of current and expected spatial 
planning were estimated for the Netherlands in 2020 (Netherlands Later map). This map was 
reclassified to conform to the 10 land use types that van der Vliet et al. (in review) 
distinguished. Because the land use type bulb field was not recognized in the Netherlands 
Later map, it was assumed that the location of bulb fields in 1997 had not changed in 2020. 
For 2020, no categories for different types of nature were distinguished. To correct for this, an 
unpublished map for nature in 2020 was used to fill in this gap (map made available by 
Planbureau van de Leefomgeving in 2009). The small minority of nature cells that remained 
without a value after this procedure was filled in using an inverse distance weighted 
interpolation (IDW). The interpolation was carried out within the software package ArcView 3.2 
(www.esri.com) using the program default settings (i.e. 12 sample points and a power of 2). 

Table 5-2. Groundwater level in relation to soil texture (in centimetres below ground surface) 
 
Soil texture Groundwater level (cm) Standard Deviation 
Clayey soil 59.5 18.5 
Clayey-loam 60.5 19.2 
Peat  65.5 24.1 
Loamy soil 61.2 19.9 
Sandy-clay 79.5 25.2 
Sandy-loam 91.2 28.5 
Sandy soil 110.6 56.1 
 

Table 5-3. Groundwater level in relation to land use category (in centimetres below ground surface). Within 
the meadow category, dry meadows and wet meadows were assigned different groundwater levels 
 
Land use legend Land use category Groundwater level (cm) 
0 Wet meadows 42 
10 Dry meadows 100  
1 Arable field 95  
2 Bulb fields 73  
3 Drift sand / open vegetation 114  
4 Bare soil 50  
5 Heath land 74  
6 Marsh / reed / bog 36  
7 Main roads and railroads 85  
8 Built-up area / greenhouses 85  
9 Forest / orchard 128  
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Openness map 

Taking the newly created land use map for 2020 as basis, we calculated the openness of the 
landscape for 2020 following the procedure described by Dijkstra & van Lith-Kranendonk 
(2000) and van der Vliet et al. (in review). Buildings and vegetation higher than 2 m were 
considered landscape elements that reduce openness. For buildings, the category built up 
area from the land use map for 2020 was taken, while the categories forest and orchard were 
taken for vegetation higher than 2 m. Both categories were combined to calculate the 
openness per grid cell square of 1 km, resulting in nine classes of openness varying from 1 
(very open) to 9 (very closed). 

Core breeding areas for Black-tailed Godwit in 2000 and 2020 

We used relative density of Black-tailed Godwit to perform as unit. Relative density can be 
defined as the probability of recording a certain species within a certain period at a certain site 
(Sovon Vogelonderzoek Nederland 2002, van der Vliet et al. in review). Relative density of the 
Black-tailed Godwit in 2020 was derived by multiplying the maps for the three different habitat 
requirements in 2020 by the regression coefficient for the respective habitat requirement in 
2000. For purposes of comparison, the relative density for Black-tailed Godwit in 2000 was 
(re-)calculated using the habitat input maps available for that year (see van der Vliet et al. in 
review). Taking into account the uncertainties associated with forecasting, we only identified 
core breeding areas for both 2000 and 2020 by selecting those cells with the highest value for 
the combination of the three habitat requirements (resulting in the highest relative density 
values). 

Special Protection Areas for Black-tailed Godwit 

From the most recent available GIS-dataset (from 30 September 2011), we selected all 22 
Dutch SPAs that were designated for the Black-tailed Godwit (Table 5-1). SPAs may have 
been designated for their function as staging area, as foraging area, or both. To examine their 
network functioning, we assumed that a network of SPAs and core breeding areas function 
well, and thus are part of a network for the species, when they are situated within a maximum 
distance of each other. Maximum distance between breeding sites and post-breeding staging 
areas is not well known so we follow Mulder (1972) who reports a distance of 15 km. We 
assumed that within this maximum distance of 15 km, 90 % of all flights between breeding site 
and post-breeding area take place (Opdam et al. 2003). The distance of 15 km for Black-tailed 
Godwit compares with a reported maximum distance of 7 km for Eurasian Oystercatcher 
Haematopus ostralegus, another typical species breeding in Dutch meadows (Ens et al. 2011). 
We assumed that core areas or SPAs are not part of the network when, within the maximum 
distance of 15 km, they do not connect with a SPA or core area respectively. Analysis of this 
network functioning was performed with ArcGIS 10 (www.esri.com).  

Results 

Identifying core areas and Special Protection Areas for Black-tailed Godwit 

From figure 5-2, showing (re-)calculated godwit density for the Netherlands for 2000 and 2020, 
five core areas with highest relative densities can be identified. Roughly, they do not change  
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Figure 5-2. Calculated relative density map of Black-tailed Godwit Limosa limosa in the Netherlands in 2000 
(a) and 2020 (b) with five derived core areas in circles. 1. Zuidwest Friesland; 2. Waterland; 3. IJssel Delta-
area; 4. Arkemheen and Eempolders; 5. Groene Hart 
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in location and size between years (Figure 5-2). The five core areas are: 1. Zuidwest Friesland, 
2. Waterland north of Amsterdam, 3. the IJssel Delta-area, 4. Arkemheen and Eempolders, 
and 5. Groene Hart. More spread out over the country are small pockets of suitable habitat. 
 All SPAs designated for the Black-tailed Godwit are located in the northern or western 
lowland part of the Netherlands or along the river Rhine (Figure 5-3). The conservation 
objective of only seven SPAs is higher than 500 individuals, while, on the other hand, two of 
them have conservation objectives of only up to 20 individuals. For the Black-tailed Godwit in 
the Netherlands, the overall Natura 2000 conservation objective is protection of a population 
of 6000 birds outside the breeding season (Ministerie van Landbouw, Natuur & 
Voedselkwaliteit 2006). This conservation objective is being fulfilled for the number of staging 
individuals but not for foraging individuals (Table 5-1).  

Connectivity between core areas and Special Protection Areas 

In general, SPAs seem to be adequately situated in lowland Netherlands where the major part 
of the Black-tailed Godwit population breeds (Figure 5-2). However, when focussing on the 
core breeding areas, not all of these are particularly well served by SPAs (Figure 5-3): there 
are only few (one or two) designated SPAs within a range of 15 km of both core areas 
Arkemheen and Eempolders (4), and Groene Hart (5). Thus, for Groene Hart, connectivity with 
SPAs is limited to the very south, despite its large size. 
 The five core breeding areas in the northwestern lowland part of the Netherlands are 
not or only partly connected with several SPAs designated for Black-tailed Godwit in both the 
southern and southeastern part of the Netherlands (namely the SPAs Haringvliet, Krammer-
Volkerak, Gelderse Poort and Uiterwaarden Neder-Rijn) (Table 5-1). Furthermore, in the upper 
north of the Netherlands, the SPA Lauwersmeer is not connected with its closest core area. 
Finally, the SPA Oostvaardersplassen, although centrally situated in the Netherlands between 
the core areas Waterland (2), IJssel Delta-area (3), and Arkemheen and Eempolders (4), is 
only slightly connected with them.  

Discussion 

Model performance to identify core areas 

Compared to the actual distribution of the species (Sovon Vogelonderzoek Nederland 2002), 
the reliability of our calculated maps outside the core areas is not very high due to for instance 
aggregated and therefore indiscriminating land use classes (in contrast to the dominating land 
use type meadow within the core areas). We also did not take into account undulations in the 
landscape. Undulations may make areas not sufficiently open and may result in such 
landscapes not being selected by the Black-tailed Godwit, even if such areas are suitable in 
other respects. In a similar landscape-ecological setting in the north Pennines, UK, European 
Golden Plover Pluvialis apricaria also shows a strong selection for nesting on flat ground rather 
than on slopes because nests on flat ground had significantly higher rates of survival than 
those on slopes (Whittingham et al. 2002). In both cases, breeding birds seem to require 
openness in order to see potential predators arriving in time. In the case of Black-tailed Godwit, 
they will then be able to drive those predators off (Dyrcz et al. 1981, Green et al. 1990, Kirby 
& Green 1991, Johansson 2001). 
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Figure 5-3. Designated Special Protection Areas (SPAs (red)) and calculated core areas (green) for Black-tailed 
Godwit Limosa limosa in the Netherlands in 2000 (a) and 2020 (b) (core areas as in Figure 5-2). SPAs drawn 
with buffer of 15 kilometres (in pale green) 
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 In the remainder of this discussion we therefore focus on the core areas, of which we 
identified five in the Netherlands for 2020: Zuidwest Friesland, Waterland, the IJssel Delta-
area, Arkemheen and Eempolders, and Groene Hart. They are all characterized as open 
landscapes in lowland Netherlands where grasslands with relatively high groundwater levels 
occur. They are not undulated. The location of core areas in 2020 compares well with the 
present-day core areas (Figure 5-2). The location is furthermore surprisingly similar to the core 
areas defined in a comparable study for Black-tailed Godwit (Melman et al. 2008, 2011, 2012, 
Teunissen et al. 2012). As both methods identify roughly the same areas, our method using 
only three habitat requirements seems sufficiently robust. Our findings indicate that only a few 
key habitat requirements can be used to adequately describe the general breeding habitat of 
Black-tailed Godwit. 

Connectivity of core areas and Special Protection Areas 

Our analysis shows that for both years, two of the five core breeding areas of the Black-tailed 
Godwit do not connect well with the network of SPAs designated for that species, namely 
Arkemheen and Eempolders, and Groene Hart (Figure 5-3). The bad match between the two 
core areas and the designated SPAs is reason for concern, because this means the network 
around the two core areas fails. Birds from these core areas may have to spend much more 
energy to reach post-breeding staging areas than elsewhere. Also, in case of a catastrophic 
event that reduces the population, these breeding areas may be less successfully recolonized. 
 Five of the 22 SPAs are not connected with the five core breeding areas of Black-
tailed Godwit (with a sixth only slightly). These five SPAs represent a combined conservation 
objective of at least 610 sleeping birds (out of a combined national conservation objective of 
at least 9055) and at least 530 foraging birds (out of a combined national conservation 
objective of at least 2935). A thought experiment may illustrate the impact of this loss of 
connectivity. A loss of 610 sleeping birds (out of 9055 birds) compares to a loss of 6.7 % 
(610/9055). If these birds are indeed lost due to a low connectivity between breeding area and 
SPAs, applying this percentage on an estimated Dutch population of maximally 46,000 pairs 
(Teunissen & van Paassen 2013), this means a loss of 3082 breeding pairs. The sixth SPA, 
Oostvaardersplassen, is an exception because it was appointed because of godwit numbers 
in the pre-breeding season rather than numbers in the post-breeding season (Ministerie van 
Landbouw, Visserij & Voedselkwaliteit 2009). This may explain why this centrally situated SPA 
is not connected well with core breeding areas, yet has still been designated for this species. 
 Furthermore, with the current decreasing trend of the breeding population of the Black-
tailed Godwit in the Netherlands, the population may withdraw the best sites within the core 
areas. In this way, more designated SPAs may become out of reach of the core areas and 
may fall outside the network. These SPAs are deemed to become less important for the 
species (although they may serve small breeding pockets that lie outside the five core areas). 
The SPAs in the southwest (Haringvliet, Krammer-Volkerak) however may play a role for the 
flyway population of the godwit subspecies islandica that increasingly winters in northwestern 
Europe (Marteijn & Swennen 1984, Gill et al. 2001, Gerritsen & Tijsen 2003). 

Network performance 

While the implementation of the Birds Directive and the designation of Natura 2000-sites met 
societal, legislative and procedural issues (Beunen 2006, Beunen & Hagens 2009), the 
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ecological network should eventually be evaluated on its ecological performance. Literature 
on the ecological performance of terrestrial nature networks is vast, and includes analyses on 
a global (Olson et al. 2001), continental (e.g. Africa: Brooks et al. 2001; North America: Scott 
et al. 2001), national (e.g. Canada: Wiersma & Nudds 2009; UK: Jackson et al. 2004, Baker 
& Stroud 2006) and regional level (e.g. Meghalaya state, India: Khan et al. 1997; Québec, 
Canada: Sarakinos et al. 2001). Jackson et al. (2004) reviewed this literature and concluded 
that most studies reported insufficient coverage, sub-optimal species/habitat representation 
and inadequate selection methods as the largest problems. For the Black-tailed Godwit in the 
Netherlands, selection of SPAs seems to have been inadequate for the important breeding 
population due to the criteria applied. Although the criteria resulted in a large selection of SPAs 
for the period outside the breeding season, the conservation objectives set for each SPA may 
ultimately not be met because the source of these birds is a declining breeding population. For 
a better selecting process of SPAs, Jackson et al. (2004) recommended to further develop 
site-selection criteria, to draft species-specific targets and, especially, to find ways in which 
the latter targets can be incorporated into the whole selection process. 

In the Netherlands few studies have been carried out to evaluate network 
performance. This paper is the first to focus on the connectivity between breeding area and 
post-breeding area of a wader species in the Netherlands. We conclude that this connectivity 
is not optimal and that the breeding population of Black-tailed Godwit is not adequately 
protected through the network. We are not the first to conclude that the functioning of the Dutch 
ecological network is not optimal. Bouwma et al. (2009) concluded that 50 % of the Dutch bird 
species need additional protection outside Natura 2000-sites to achieve the national 
conservation objective. Van Roomen et al. (2006) concluded that wintering goose populations 
are not completely covered by the Dutch SPA-network. In their case, staging areas for the 
night are protected within the network but the foraging sites that are linked to these staging 
areas often are not. Because wintering birds are less dependable on a site than are nesting 
birds, this may be less of a problem in the protection of geese. Indeed, most species of geese 
show an increasing trend of wintering individuals in the Netherlands. 

Policy recommendations for meadow bird core areas 

Given the limited financial resources for nature conservation, we recommend that conservation 
policy for Black-tailed Godwit in the Netherlands should focus on the five core areas identified 
in this paper (Zuidwest Friesland, Waterland, the IJssel Delta-area, Arkemheen and 
Eempolders, and Groene Hart). The properties of these core breeding areas of Black-tailed 
Godwit make these landscapes unique, even on a world scale. To maintain (or improve) 
conditions in these areas, focus should be on the main three habitat requirements for the 
species. Land use should be considered on a landscape level, with focus on mosaic 
management creating an optimal configuration of fields with high and low sward for the species 
(Terwan et al. 2003, Melman et al. 2008, Schekkerman et al. 2008). Groundwater levels should 
be sufficiently high (Kleijn & van Zuijlen 2004) to ensure optimal soil penetrability (Green 1988, 
Schekkerman 1997) in turn resulting in optimal availability of food resources (Burges & Raw 
1967, Gerard 1967, Schekkerman 1997, Peach et al. 2004, Rhymer et al. 2010). For Black-
tailed Godwit breeding in areas with a peaty soil for instance, optimal groundwater levels 
should be between 20 and 40 cm below soil level (van ‘t Veer et al. 2008). In the core areas 
identified in this paper, groundwater levels were always much shallower than average 
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groundwater levels elsewhere in the Netherlands. Openness may be the most difficult habitat 
requirement to maintain because this is a matter of spatial planning. Dedicated policy making 
should safeguard this particular landscape quality. Therefore, not only localised measures (for 
mosaic management and groundwater level) are needed to preserve the Black-tailed Godwit 
in the Netherlands, but also a firm policy for openness of the landscape. 
 Because landscape protection policy is developed on the level of provinces, the 
danger is that a consistent policy may not be developed for an area shared by several 
provinces, potentially resulting in a degradation of that landscape. A good example concerns 
one of the five core areas for breeding Black-tailed Godwit, namely the Groene Hart in the 
provinces of Noord-Holland, Utrecht and Zuid-Holland as well as several municipalities 
(Janssen et al. 2013). Although the Groene Hart is subject to various policy documents to 
protect its unique values, building along the edges of the small villages still results in meadow 
habitat disappearing. 

Outlook for the Black-tailed Godwit flyway population of western Europe and western Africa 

According to the EU biodiversity strategy, population levels of species should be stable by 
2020. However, the figures above show that this will be difficult to achieve for the Black-tailed 
Godwit flyway population of western Europe and western Africa due to several reasons. First, 
breeding areas of the species are currently not protected which means that agricultural use 
and encroachment may continue to lead to the high population decline. Secondly, for some 
areas there seems to be a mismatch between the present SPAs and the identified future core 
breeding areas, especially around the core areas of Arkemheen and Eempolders, and Groene 
Hart. Thirdly, it should be noted that the relevant flyway population estimate for the Black-
tailed Godwit in Rose & Scott (1997), on which the assignment of Dutch SPAs was based, has 
since been revised by Stroud et al. (2004). Whereas Rose & Scott (1997) estimated the 
population at 350,000 individuals (resulting in a 1 %-threshold of 3500 individuals), Stroud et 
al. (2004) arrived at an estimate of 170,000 individuals (equivalent to a 1 %-threshold of 1700 
individuals, or 850 breeding pairs). This revision should thus result in a selection of even more 
SPAs for the Black-tailed Godwit because other staging areas, that up to now remain 
unassigned, may be assumed to contain numbers that fall within this new threshold. These 
sites remain at present at least in part unprotected. If such relevant issues are not effectively 
addressed, the projected decline of the Dutch Black-tailed Godwit population by 34,000 
breeding pairs will have taken place. This figure translates to a 40 % loss of the western 
European/African flyway population, and to circa 10 % of the world population of the species 
(based on Stroud et al. 2004, Wetlands International 2013). Bouwma et al. (2009) reached the 
conclusion that even the Dutch non-breeding conservation objective for this species may not 
be achieved under current policy. They predict that the Black-tailed Godwit is one of only few 
priority species in the Netherlands for which the decline will continue. It may thus be concluded 
that the projected decline in breeding numbers of Black-tailed Godwit by Melman et al. (2012) 
will have occurred by 2020. If these scenarios become true, the Netherlands breaches several 
policy agreements, like the Agreement on the Conservation of African-Eurasian Migratory 
Waterbirds (AEWA) (Boere & Piersma 2012). It may also be reason to upgrade the species’ 
present worldwide threatened status of near-threatened to a higher threat category. 
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The main subject of this thesis are meadow birds. All meadow bird species breed in grasslands 
of an open and wet character. Meadow birds are suitable study objects for more than one 
reason. They are still relatively common breeders in the Netherlands, they are ecologically 
well-known, they have an interesting ecological history because in the Netherlands they almost 
exclusively breed in man-made habitat, and they may even be considered part of Dutch culture 
(chapter 1). For most species, the Netherlands is a stronghold in terms of numbers of breeding 
pairs in Europe (Piersma 1986, van Dijk et al. 1989, Hötker 1991, RIVM 2004): in 2000 40 % 
of the Black-tailed Godwits Limosa limosa, 30 % of the Eurasian Oystercatchers Haematopus 
ostralegus and 10 % of the Northern Lapwings Vanellus vanellus and 5 % of the Common 
Redshanks Tringa totanus bred in the Netherlands (Teunissen & Soldaat 2006). 

Meadow bird species are in decline (Teunissen & Soldaat 2006). The main driver of 
this decline takes place in the breeding season, due to agricultural intensification (e.g. 
Beintema & Müskens 1987, Schekkerman & Müskens 2000, Schekkerman et al. 2008, Kleijn 
et al. 2010). Agricultural intensification leads for instance to increasing livestock densities, 
earlier and more frequent and large-scale mowing and lowering of groundwater levels. 
Meadow bird research has so far especially focused on the importance of the local habitat 
requirements like groundwater level and land use (Klomp 1954, Beintema et al. 1995, 1997, 
Vickery et al. 2001, Newton 2004, Wilson et al. 2004, Melman et al. 2008, van ‘t Veer et al. 
2008). In this thesis I focused on the landscape-ecological meaning of openness for birds, and 
on the consequences of this importance for landscape policy. 

A meadow bird’s life cycle has six phases (chapter 1), and my thesis is in particular 
concerned with the nest site selection phase, which is the first of three phases in the breeding 
period. The other two phases in the breeding period are the egg phase and the chick-rearing 
phase which have already been extensively researched (Beintema & Müskens 1987, 
Schekkerman & Müskens 2000, Teunissen & Willems 2004, Smart et al. 2006, Schekkerman 
et al. 2008, Kleijn et al. 2010). Because of the focus of this thesis on the nest site selection 
phase, I will not discuss factors that are important in the other two phases of the breeding 
period, such as grassland management. The final three phases correspond with the combined 
migration and wintering period. These periods in the life of meadow birds have only more 
recently been researched (Stroud et al. 2004, Kuijper et al. 2006, Gill et al. 2007, Bruinzeel 
2010) but these are outside the scope of this thesis. 

This thesis is concerned with nest site selection of meadow birds, and then especially 
on a landscape scale. I try to understand the nest site selection on the basis of ‘autecological’ 
principles, thus principles from a bird’s perspective. Within the concept of habitat selection 
order (sensu Johnson 1980), I especially focused on both the home range selection (second-
order selection) and on the usage of habitat components within the home range (third-order 
selection). I did not focus on the species’ distribution in the world (first-order selection) which 
has already been nicely addressed through flyway research (e.g. Piersma & Lindström 2004, 
Boere & Stroud 2006, Piersma 2006, Gill et al. 2007). By choosing the landscape-scale, I also 
did not look at the very local distributional patterns (fourth-order selection) (Verhulst et al. 
2007a, Fisher & Davis 2010, Groen et al. 2012, Laursen & Hald 2012). In chapter 1, I 
recollected that, in the phase of nest site selection key ecological factors for meadow birds 
are: food availability, predator visibility, and body morphology (or the adaptation to vegetation 
structure by structure of bones and muscles). These three factors were approximated by the 
measurable habitat requirements groundwater level, openness of the landscape, and land use. 
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I studied four species that (slightly) differ in their ecology, namely Eurasian Oystercatcher, 
Northern Lapwing, Black-tailed Godwit and Common Redshank. 

In the introduction of my thesis, I formulated five research questions. These are: 
1. Do elements in the landscape limit the breeding habitat of meadow birds? 
2. How does the presence of predators in the landscape influence the distribution of meadow 

birds? 
3. What is the relative importance for meadow birds of the factor openness of the landscape, 

compared to the factors groundwater level and land use? 
4. What are the perspectives of a sustainable population of meadow birds, and especially 

Black-tailed Godwit, in the Netherlands? 
5. What are the implications of the necessity of an open landscape for the conservation of 

the landscape as well as for policy-making? 
In this final chapter, I will come back to these fundamental questions with a special 

focus on the last question. But before doing so, I like to add that, for me, the basic question 
underlying question 5 was the third question, because in answering question 3 I showed the 
importance of the factor openness of the landscape for the first time quantitatively (chapter 4). 
I found that, among the factors that I researched, openness was the most important factor for 
most species and on most scales in the nest site selection phase, followed by groundwater 
level. This indicates that in the struggle for life, the factor ‘not being eaten’ (as exemplified by 
openness of the landscape) prevails above ‘to eat’ (as exemplified by groundwater level) in 
meadow birds. As openness is a habitat requirement acting on a landscape scale (or a second-
order habitat selection level), it follows that preserving the overall landscape setting is very 
important to meadow birds. Openness as an important landscape-ecological factor for 
settlement of breeding meadow birds has previously been alluded to (Milsom et al. 1985, Kwak 
et al. 1988, Sheldon 2002, Whittingham & Evans 2004), but its high relative importance during 
the nest site selection phase provides a new insight for the fields of landscape planning and 
landscape policy. A discussion on the landscape-ecological factor openness is not only 
valuable in the context of meadow habitat in northwestern Europe, because many other 
habitats worldwide are also open. I will therefore extend the argument to similarly open 
landscapes like natural grasslands, deserts, tundras, coasts, bogs and marshes in this 
chapter. The ecological implications of the importance of openness, even worldwide, thus 
merits the following discussion. 

In the current synthesizing chapter I will focus on the Black-tailed Godwit because this 
species is a flagship species in Dutch meadow bird research and policy (Teunissen et al. 
2005a). A large proportion of the European population of the subspecies limosa still breeds in 
the Netherlands (chapter 1) which explains the scientific and policy focus on this species. 
Although focus is on the Black-tailed Godwit, I examined the importance of openness for other 
meadow bird species like Eurasian Oystercatcher, Northern Lapwing and Common Redshank 
throughout my thesis.  
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Openness as a major landscape-ecological factor for meadow bird 
species 

Most meadow bird species are now in decline, and identification of the main causes of decline 
is important. Gill et al. (2007) provides a review on the life histories of the two European 
subspecies of Black-tailed Godwit. The nominate subspecies limosa breeds in much of 
northwestern Europe (especially the Netherlands) and is declining while the subspecies 
islandica mainly breeding in Iceland is increasing. Islandica winters along the Atlantic coasts 
of Europe, mainly between the UK and Portugal (Prater 1975, Stroud et al. 2004, Gill et al. 
2007, Alves et al. 2013, Lopes et al. 2013) while the nominate winters generally from Iberia 
into western Africa (Beintema & Drost 1986). Gill et al. (2007) note that these two subspecies 
showed contrasting trends. To understand these contrasting trends between subspecies, Gill 
et al. (2007) look at possible causes for both subspecies separately for all phases in their life 
cycles. For limosa, they conclude that agricultural intensification (in a broad sense), resulting 
in lowered reproduction, is at present the most likely driver in the decline (Beintema & Müskens 
1987, Kruk et al. 1997, Schekkerman & Müskens 2000, Teunissen & Willems 2004, 
Schekkerman et al. 2008, Roodbergen et al. 2012). In contrast, the increase of islandica is 
more likely related to agricultural (more extensive grassland use in winter) and climatic 
changes (especially temperature increase and changing rainfall) resulting in larger availability 
of foraging habitat in winter (Prater 1975, Gill et al. 2001, 2007). Thus, whereas limosa declines 
due to factors during the breeding season, islandica increases due to factors in the winter. 
Considering that islandica and limosa are subspecies of the same species, it is interesting that 
Gill et al. (2007) recommend that, for islandica, impact of afforestation and building 
developments should be reduced (indicating the importance of openness for this subspecies), 
whereas they make no such recommendation for limosa. 

In chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis I showed that a lack of openness due to the presence 
of elements in the landscape limits the breeding habitat of meadow birds. This threat of a 
reduced openness is thus additional to well-known threats like agricultural intensification. The 
importance of an open landscape is directly linked to the ability of most meadow bird species 
to drive off predators in a sometimes fierce flight (Dyrcz et al. 1981, Sordahl 1981, Elliot 1985, 
Green et al. 1990, Kirby & Green 1991, Johansson 2001). A landscape that is not open 
deprives meadow birds from predators being seen in time. As a consequence, meadow birds 
view this landscape as unsafe and avoid it. As far as I am aware, the notion that the degree of 
predator visibility governs landscape usage in meadow birds has not been addressed before. 

In chapter 2, I showed that roads and other flat elements (which do not impair visibility) 
also limit the breeding habitat of meadow birds. Several factors have been proposed that can 
cause disturbance by roads in breeding birds, including pollutants, noise, visual stimuli, 
reverberations, and the occurrence of road kills (e.g. Forman & Alexander 1998, Spellerberg 
1998, Trombulak & Frissell 2000, Reijnen & Foppen 2006). Major effects of pollutants and 
reverberations on breeding grassland birds are quickly ruled out due to the short distance 
effect of both factors, and the long avoidance distance shown by birds (Reijnen & Foppen 
2006). It has often been hypothesised that the main driver is noise (e.g. Reijnen et al. 1996, 
Reijnen & Foppen 2006). However, Summers et al. (2011) recently do not confirm this 
hypothesis, and suggest that mortality (road kills) is the most important driver for lowered 
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densities. Although, again, an effect of road kills on lowered meadow bird densities cannot be 
ruled out, meadow birds are rarely attracted to roads and are thus seldom found as road kills 
(e.g. Hodson & Snow 1965, Erritzoe et al. 2003), rendering this hypothesis unlikely. 

I suggested in chapter 2 that for meadow birds (and perhaps other open habitat bird 
species) an effect of visibility may play a role especially in lower densities near roads. As 
mentioned in chapter 1, visibility is important for meadow birds because they use visual cues 
(rather than auditive ones) in for instance their display and also in chasing off predators. I thus 
offer two possible explanations for the importance of the factor visual stimuli: effects of artificial 
light (by lampposts or car lights) and predator visibility. Artificial light disrupts breeding by 
Black-tailed Godwit: de Molenaar et al. (2000) found that individual godwits arriving first at 
their breeding sites select nest sites at a larger distance from artificial light than birds arriving 
later. Yet, the latter birds rather chose to breed closer to artificial light than not to breed at all, 
showing that artificial lights will not fully hamper breeding. Secondly, roads and railways may 
create a restless background that confuses meadow birds because they cannot (sufficiently) 
distinguish between background movement and movements of predators approaching. 

In conclusion, my results indicate that a loss of openness may become an additional 
threat for the last open areas and populations of meadow birds in the Netherlands (Reijnen et 
al. 1997, Reijnen & Foppen 2006). A loss of openness may therefore become a negative factor 
for a sustainable meadow bird population. 

Openness as an internationally important habitat requirement 

Not only grassland and meadow habitats are characterized by openness: worldwide many 
other habitats are wide and open. These include climatologically extreme habitats like the dry 
deserts and the cold tundras, as well as very wet areas like coasts, bogs and marshes. In both 
cases the amount of water, whether it be the lack or rather the surplus of it, result in extreme 
conditions where trees do not grow. Also, such habitats are relatively hostile for man. 
Furthermore, natural grasslands, like the prairie in North-America, the pampa in South-
America, the steppe in Asia and locally in Europe, and the savannah in Africa are similarly 
open. In all such open habitats, breeding birds are visible to potential predators. Nevertheless, 
bird species are successfully breeding in open habitats which they can only achieve by either 
being aggressive themselves or by profiting from aggressive species (as described above), or 
in contrast by being crepuscular. Is the degree of openness also an important habitat 
requirement of birds when settling and selecting nest sites in these habitats? 

Several studies indicate that openness in landscapes like deserts, tundras and shores 
is in fact as important a habitat requirement for settlement for birds as it is for man-made 
meadows in northwestern Europe. An example from the rather similar natural grasslands in 
North-America includes the nest-site selection of Long-billed Curlew Numenius americanus: 
this species selects areas with short vegetation as an adaptation for predator detection and 
avoidance (Pampush & Anthony 1993, Saalfeld et al. 2010). Working in the desert of Morocco, 
Le Cuziat et al. (2005) report that the Houbara Bustand Chlamydotis undulata undulata was 
found “in open flat tracts allowing visibility over a long distance.” They relate this preference to 
the ability to locate potential predators quickly and easily, but also for breeding males to be 
seen by conspecifics. A related species in the steppes of central Spain, the Great Bustard Otis 
tarda tarda also selects nest sites with a good visibility (Magaña et al. 2010). Magaña et al. 
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(2010) similarly relate this preference to a reduced predation pressure. For a more northern 
habitat type, Maher (1959) remarks that American Golden Plovers Pluvialis dominica selected 
areas that “were tussock-heath tundra, the prerequisite seeming to be a lack of willow shrub 
and an openness of the vegetation.” Although this description is more or less anecdotal, it is 
indicative for a preference for open surroundings of the nest site. Burger (1987) reports the 
importance of flat places on beaches, rather than for instance slopes, for another plover 
species, Piping Plover Charadrius melodus and relate this to maximizing their ability to see 
approaching predators. A similar species, Wilson’s Plover C. wilsonia, has also been found to 
primarily use flat grounds with limited cover for this reason (Brown & Brindock 2011). The 
importance of openness for shore-breeding plovers is confirmed by Sullivan Blanken & Nol 
(1998) who compare breeding behaviour of Semipalmated Plovers C. semipalmatus in both 
coastal open and more inland closed habitats. They find that during the nesting phase inland 
birds are significantly more vigilant than coastal birds, and conclude that these behavioural 
differences between habitats are “consistent with the lower visibility at long distances caused 
by surrounding trees and the higher probability of surprise by terrestrial (and potentially aerial) 
predators at inland locations.” Species of rocky coasts, like the Australian species Sooty 
Oystercatcher H. fuliginosus, also prefer an open view when selecting their nest site with the 
purpose of detecting potential predators in time (Lauro & Nol 1995). Koivola & Rönkä (1998) 
go one step further in stating that “it is highly probable that ineffectiveness of antipredator 
strategy in less open habitats may have a significant role in explaining the low nesting success” 
[of Temminck’s Stint Calidris temminckii]. They thus relate openness directly to nesting 
success (rather than nest site selection). 

Outside the breeding season, a preference for open landscapes has been 
demonstrated for several other species groups like waterfowl. Foraging Pink-footed Geese 
Anser brachyrhynchus for instance show depressed densities until 150 m from windbreaks 
(Madsen 1985). Interestingly, these wintering geese use the same fields in which meadow 
birds breed. For an open water ecosystem, Marsden & Sullivan (2000) find that a higher 
proportion of males of wintering Common Pochard Aythya ferina feed in the most open parts. 
They predict that males achieve an optimal individual body mass when openness of the water 
body is larger. As far as I am aware, this prediction has however not yet been tested. 

Such studies show the importance of an open landscape in a variety of habitats and 
in both breeding and non-breeding season. In summary, the mechanism behind a preference 
for open habitat is especially predation pressure, with visibility by conspecifics as a secondary 
factor. In none of the studies referred to above, the relative importance of openness is 
discussed in relation to other landscape-ecological variables. 

The mechanism of habitat selection of sites with the most open view due to predation 
pressure is perhaps also demonstrated by Whittingham et al. (2002). Their research area is in 
the north Pennines, which is a low-rising mountain range in the UK. They found that European 
Golden Plovers P. apricaria breeding in the Pennines show a strong selection for nesting on 
flat ground rather than on the slopes. Nests on flat ground have significantly higher rates of 
survival than those on slopes (Whittingham et al. 2002). They suggest that birds nesting on 
slopes are less efficient at avoiding nest predation than those nesting on flat ground. These 
findings are somewhat in contrast with the findings of Maher (1959) for the related American 
Golden Plover in Alaska. Maher (1959) finds that for this species “all nesting pairs are located 
either on slopes above the river, on the breaks of the river bluffs, or on the edges of lesser 
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drainageways.” He furthermore speculates that the preference for slopes is related to the need 
of territorial males for a prominent position to observe the surroundings. It is unclear why these 
closely related species would differ in their choice of habitat. One reason may be that the 
Alaskan landscape is less sloping than that in the UK because hilltops are wider spread: the 
Alaskan landscape may in that respect be considered more open. Landscape-ecologically, the 
Alaskan tundra may thus offer more of an open view than the sites in the Pennines. The 
findings by Whittingham et al. (2002) are comparable with the complete absence, or the 
presence of only low densities, of meadow birds in the hilly parts in the Netherlands (Limburg, 
Twente, Achterhoek). In chapter 5 I speculate that this may at least partly due to the hilly and 
rather closed landscape where, due to all hilltops, predators cannot be seen in time by meadow 
birds (Teunissen et al. 2005b). Consequently, meadow birds do not prefer such landscapes 
for breeding. I acknowledge though that hilly areas in the Netherlands differ from flat areas 
also in another important habitat requirement (groundwater level) and that this may also 
explain the low densities of meadow birds in hilly landscapes. The fact however that in a 
natural hilly landscape like the Pennines, where groundwater levels are not artificially low, 
similar shorebird species show a preference for flat areas rather than slopes indicates that 
openness should play an important role because groundwater levels are not a limiting factor 
in a natural landscape. 

Predation is not included as a key ecological factor in this thesis 

Predation is the most important mortality factor in free-living animals (Ricklefs 1969, Sih et al. 
1985, MacDonald & Bolton 2008), and predation pressure has been shown to be high on for 
instance meadow bird nests (Langgemach & Bellebaum 2005, Teunissen et al. 2005b, 2008). 
For meadow birds, main predators of their eggs are mammals (Red Fox Vulpes vulpes and 
mustelids), while chicks are more often predated by birds (Grey Heron Ardea cinerea, raptors 
and corvids) (Iversen 1986, Olsen 2002, Seymour et al. 2003, Beintema et al. 1995, Bellebaum 
& Boschert 2003, Langgemach & Bellebaum 2005, Teunissen et al. 2005b, 2008, 
Schekkerman et al. 2009, Oosterveld 2011). Especially adult birds are taken by raptors. 
Locally, other species like feral cats may play a role as well (Lepczyk et al. 2003, Woods et al. 
2003, Dauphiné & Cooper 2009). Adaptation of meadow bird species to predation pressure is 
shown in their capability in (re-)laying several times during a breeding season (Klomp 1951, 
Beintema & Müskens 1987). 

In this thesis, I have not considered predation as a key ecological factor, but have 
approached it indirectly by linking it with the habitat requirement openness of the landscape. I 
thus consider predation to be the outcome, or result, of landscape composition (cf. Lima & 
Valone 1991, Evans 2004, Whittingham & Evans 2004). Three aspects of landscape 
composition justify this approach. First, most predator species need cover to settle, to move 
through the landscape and to be able to approach potential prey (chapter 3; Söderström et al. 
1998, Hinsley & Bellamy 2000, Winter et al. 2000, Seymour et al. 2003, Teunissen et al. 2005b, 
Andersson et al. 2009, Oosterveld 2011). Landscape elements thus not only deprive open-
area breeding birds, like meadow birds, from scanning for potential predators, but also provide 
predators a means to be present in a landscape where they would not have been without those 
elements. This leads me to postulate that fear for predation rather than predation itself 
determines the nest site selection of open-area breeding birds. As such, this ‘fear in farmland’ 
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(sensu Norrdahl & Korpimäki 1998) is a powerful selection mechanism for the selection of 
breeding habitat. It furthermore provides an explanation for the often observed area sensitivity 
in grassland bird species (chapter 4). Area sensitivity occurs when a species is absent or 
occurs in lower densities in smaller habitat patches as compared to larger habitat patches, 
assuming the small patches are large enough to support a species' territory (Horn & Koford 
2004, Keyel et al. 2012). The concept implies that a minimal patch size exists below which 
threshold a species cannot occur because one or more essential resources (food, cover or 
nest sites) become limiting for individuals of that species. A lack of visibility as a result of woody 
encroachment or urbanization may explain area sensitivity in aggressive species like meadow 
bird species. A lack of openness would thus result in less suitable breeding sites, because 
birds do not see potential predators approaching (chapter 3; Ribic et al. 2009). 

In chapter 3, I showed another aspect of landscape composition, namely that meadow 
birds avoid nesting near active nests of potential predators. This is less trivial as it sounds, 
because potential prey does sometimes breed in the vicinity of active predator nests. These 
predators then may act as a protective factor against other potential predators (Koskimies 
1957, Haemig 2001, Quinn & Ueta 2008). This protection may however only work when the 
predator does not pose a threat to the potential prey. A small predator like a falcon is no threat 
to an adult Northern Lapwing or Eurasian Curlew N. arquata due to their similarity in size, but 
it is for a Eurasian Skylark Alauda arvensis or chicks of meadow birds (Norrdahl et al. 1995). 
The other way to cope with predators is to avoid them. In my brief review in chapter 3, I found 
no examples of predator avoidance in closed habitats, perhaps because this is difficult to 
establish due to the nature of the habitat. It is therefore interesting that in the same brief review 
I found mixed results for open habitats, where predator avoidance does occur (chapter 3). This 
mixed result may again be explained by size differences between predator and potential prey. 
In the case of chapter 3, all three species (Common Buzzard Buteo buteo, Common Magpie 
Pica pica and Carrion Crow Corvus corone) are potential predators and thus a threat to either 
adults or chicks and are thus avoided by meadow birds. In other cases, predators may not be 
a potential threat to adults because predator and prey are similar in size. 

Furthermore, it is in fact the change in equilibrium in landscape composition that 
creates opportunities for predators to penetrate meadow bird breeding areas. In an open 
landscape, the change may be the introduction of landscape elements, which may lead to 
colonization of that landscape by predators. It is regrettable that we actually witness an 
increasing clutter of the landscape (landscape ‘closure’) due to encroachment of urbanization 
and woody vegetation (RIVM 2004, MNP 2006). Due to such cluttering elements, conditions 
are created for predators to occur in areas where they did not previously (due to the lack of 
this closed habitat): it may well result in higher numbers of most predator species. Elevated 
predator levels create more unrest to meadow birds because predators have to be chased 
away. On the other hand, it may also result in a more concentrated occurrence of meadow 
birds because they will avoid the same elements. 

The effects together may result in a larger loss of eggs and chicks and mortality in 
adults, because predation on the more concentrated meadow bird nests and chicks may 
become more efficient. Locally, this elevated pressure may lead to losses of clutches 
(Teunissen et al. 2005b) and even declines in meadow bird populations (Evans 2004, 
MacDonald & Bolton 2008). The combined argumentation justifies not to treat predation as a 
major explaining variable in my thesis. 
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Mosaic management and meadow bird core areas: solutions for 
ecological traps? 

Because agricultural intensification is considered the biggest threat for meadow birds in the 
Netherlands, solutions to stop the decline of meadow birds have so far especially been 
proposed on the (local) scale of fields (e.g. using devices for nest protection or development 
of agri-environmental schemes; Hendriksma 1964, Beintema & Müskens 1987, Schekkerman 
& Müskens 2000, Kleijn et al. 2001, 2010, Kragten et al. 2008, Schekkerman et al. 2008). 
Local measures have recently shown to be quite ineffective however (Kleijn et al. 2001, 2004, 
Verhulst et al. 2007b, Breeuwer et al. 2009), so a shift has occurred to finding solutions on a 
more landscape-ecological level (e.g. mosaic management; see below). My hope is that this 
thesis contributes to finding solutions on the latter, larger, landscape-ecological scale. 

In chapter 5, I identified five major core areas for the Black-tailed Godwit in the 
Netherlands in 2020 (namely 1. Zuidwest Friesland, 2. Waterland, 3. the IJssel Delta-area, 4. 
Arkemheen and Eempolder, and 5. Groene Hart). The five core areas have in common that 
they are open meadows with a management that will sustain a healthy population of meadow 
bird species. Because ecological conditions in these core areas are the best possible for this 
species, such areas may be considered to act as source-areas. In contrast, most other Dutch 
meadows act as a sink for most meadow bird species as for instance demonstrated by an 
overall too low required recruitment (chapter 1; Beintema & Müskens 1981, Kruk et al. 1996, 
Groen & Hemerik 2002, Roodbergen et al. 2012). In sink habitats, populations of a species 
occur for which within-habitat reproduction is insufficient to balance local mortality (Pulliam 
1988). Due to input from source areas nearby, populations may however persist in sink 
habitats (e.g. Sheldon 2002 for Northern Lapwing). 

The system of sources and sinks may however result in a danger, because species 
may be at risk of falling in an ecological trap (Dwernychuk & Boag 1972, Gates & Gysel 1978, 
Kokko & Sutherland 2001, Schlaepfer et al. 2002, Robertson & Hutto 2006), when conditions 
change for the worst. An ecological trap occurs when environmental change decouples the 
cues that individuals use to assess habitat quality from the true quality of the environment 
(Kokko & Sutherland 2001). 

Although several ecological traps have been identified for meadow bird species, it 
should be noted first that meadow birds breed in large numbers in the Netherlands in the first 
place due to their adaptability to changing environments. Until recently, they showed signs of 
coping well with changing practices in agriculture. For instance, Black-tailed Godwit returns 
earlier from their wintering grounds (Mulder 1972) and lays eggs earlier (Mulder 1972, 
Beintema et al. 1985, Musters et al. 2010, Schroeder et al. 2012) nowadays, as do other 
meadow bird species (Beintema et al. 1985, Musters et al. 2010). Although in the 1950s and 
1960s this was a profitable adaptation because the food availability of the Dutch meadows 
increased (due to intensification), nowadays this ever-increasing intensification has resulted 
in a time window too small between laying eggs and first mowing of the sward for eggs to 
hatch: nests containing eggs are destroyed in mowing machinery due to earlier mowing (den 
Boer 1995). As such, this is an ecological trap. 

More ecological traps have been identified for meadow bird species. For instance, 
absolute numbers of Black-tailed Godwits breeding in reserves where habitat is specifically 
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managed for meadow birds are low because the number of food items in reserves is often 
relatively low (due to low use of fertilizer) (Wymenga & Alma 1998). Due to the absence of 
agricultural activities, all or most breeding pairs however manage to raise most of their chicks 
in this habitat. Thus, despite the low number of breeding pairs, such areas are source-areas. 
In contrast, intensively managed areas outside reserves are preferred as nesting areas by the 
species because of the optimal food situation. Because virtually no chicks are raised in 
intensively managed areas (being killed during mowing), such areas should be considered 
sink-areas. Because the few pairs in source-areas cannot compensate for the large loss in 
sink-areas, the overall population is not sustainable. The Black-tailed Godwit has fallen in an 
ecological trap (Wymenga & Engelmoer 2001, Kleijn et al. 2004). This ecological trap works 
because meadow bird species, and especially Black-tailed Godwit, show a strong fidelity to 
breeding sites of previous years (Kraak et al. 1940, Buker & Winkelman 1987, Thompson & 
Hale 1989, Groen 1993, Thompson et al. 1994, Hulscher et al. 1996). This, combined with 
most meadow bird breeding habitat being not formally protected (chapter 5), results in the 
situation that individuals keep on selecting breeding grounds in which they fail to raise 
sufficient off-spring due to changes in agricultural management (like the trend of ongoing 
earlier mowing in spring). These changes result in almost all off-spring being killed (Kleijn et 
al. 2010). In the end, such populations will die out. It may be that this scenario is true for other 
meadow bird species as well (Kleijn et al. 2001).  

For Eurasian Oystercatcher and Northern Lapwing, Oosterveld (2000) similarly 
identified breeding in arable fields as an ecological trap. Both species find them very attractive 
to use as a nesting site, but due to agricultural activities later in the season, few nests survive 
and few chicks are raised (Galbraith 1988, Oosterveld 2000). Even if arable fields are left 
undisturbed, crops may be growing very quickly, making those fields unsuitable for foraging 
chicks and adults. Consequently, chicks may not survive in arable fields due to insufficient 
food (Galbraith 1988). 

Yet another ecological trap has in fact already been described in the predation 
discussion. Due to for instance changes in the landscape, numbers of predators may increase. 
If the same landscape changes result in more clustered breeding of meadow birds, predation 
rates may well increase too. In this case, meadow birds, being faithful to their previous years’ 
nest sites (see above), keep on selecting breeding grounds where few chicks will grow up 
(Evans 2004).  

Probably, more ecological traps regarding nesting of meadow birds exist (Evans 2004, 
Kentie et al. 2013). To prevent meadow birds for getting ecologically trapped, a solution is to 
create or retain a heterogeneous grassland landscape (Benton et al. 2003). In such 
circumstances, breeding pairs can make use of patches of different grass length during the 
separate phases of the breeding period. This grassland landscape can be achieved through 
the meadow bird management tool of mosaic management (Terwan et al. 2003, Schekkerman 
et al. 2008). In short, mosaic management combines the advantages of sink habitat during the 
nest site selection phase (short grass with high food availability for adults) with the advantages 
of source habitats during the later phases of the breeding period (a safe haven with high food 
availability for chicks). Schekkerman et al. (2006, 2008) has calculated the percentages of 
different components of mosaic management necessary for an optimal configuration. 
Schekkerman et al. (2006) suggest that at least an area of 200-300 hectares per mosaic 
management unit is needed. At present, sadly much effort is apparently directed towards sites 
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that are not optimal for meadow birds (Melman et al. 2008) where one (or more) of three main 
habitat requirements (groundwater level, land use and openness of landscape) is 
compromised. This has often not resulted in a sustainable required recruitment at such sites 
and thus a sustainable population. 

It has therefore been suggested that it would benefit Black-tailed Godwit better (and it 
is mostly assumed also other meadow bird species), when all attention and focus are directed 
to core areas. This would mean that in the future meadow birds would be focus of policy and 
management only in the five core areas I identified in chapter 5. Meadow bird policy in these 
areas should not only be directed to the local level of mosaic management aiming at sufficient 
recruitment but also to the agricultural landscape in a wider sense (or the home range 
selection; sensu Johnson 1980). Not only maintaining or reinstating high groundwater levels 
is necessary in these areas, but also maintaining or reinstating a sufficiently open landscape. 
When reed encroaches ditches, woodlots or tree-lines are erected, intended to make 
landscapes attractive or when new nature is being created (as happens for instance in the 
river-forelands), this is a detrimental development for meadow birds (Melman et al. 2008). A 
larger-scale meadow bird landscape should be safeguarded with targeted environmental 
policy (RLI 2013). This focus should perhaps be sufficient to safeguard a sufficiently large 
breeding population of the species (Melman et al. 2012). Unfortunately, the assumption that 
the core areas identified for Black-tailed Godwit are equally good for other meadow bird 
species is not true (Melman et al. 2012, Teunissen et al. 2012). Ens et al. (2011) for instance 
demonstrate that densities for Eurasian Oystercatcher in the Netherlands are highest along 
the coast. Melman et al. (2012) mention that their identified core areas for Black-tailed Godwit 
would harbour only 9 % of the Dutch breeding population of Eurasian Oystercatchers, 8 % of 
Northern Lapwing and 14 % of Common Redshank. A best match of 16 % among meadow 
birds was achieved for the Dutch breeding population of Northern Shoveler Anas clypeata, a 
species for which the Netherlands also carries a large international responsibility. So even 
though these species use a similar habitat as Black-tailed Godwit, they will only be marginally 
protected if conservation measures are only focused Black-tailed Godwit. Other species of 
agricultural fields with declining populations occur predominantly in arable landscapes that are 
not protected by measures aimed at conservation of Black-tailed Godwit at all (Kragten & de 
Snoo 2008, Kragten et al. 2008, Bos et al. 2010). For Eurasian Skylark for instance, only 5 % 
of the Dutch population is found in the core breeding areas of Black-tailed Godwit. It can thus 
be concluded that continued conservation efforts are needed outside core areas for Black-
tailed Godwit to protect other species. 

For Black-tailed Godwit, the problem remains that even the five core areas are not 
officially designated as reserves. With current policy especially directed to Natura 2000-sites 
rather than to nature values outside them, this may lead to the paradox already discussed in 
chapter 5: individuals are strongly protected outside the breeding season through the network 
of Natura 2000-sites (which are used to moult or to fatten up just after or before migration; 
chapter 5) while the same individuals are not protected during the breeding season when for 
instance agricultural intensification impacts the population stronger. Only in unprotected areas 
(outside Natura 2000-sites) do large numbers of meadow birds breed! Focus on the Natura 
2000-sites alone is thus not sufficient to preserve meadow birds: it is of equal importance for 
the preservation of meadow birds to focus on nature values outside Natura 2000-sites.  
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If a decision is made to focus on the five core areas, it is of utmost importance that 
these are strongly protected. However, two of the three largest core areas (in surface area) in 
2020 are located in the three western provinces Zuid-Holland, Noord-Holland and Utrecht 
where the largest pressure of clutter, especially due to urbanization, occurs (Dirkx & Roos-
Klein Lankhorst 2006, Bredenoord et al. 2008). For these two core areas, it is especially 
necessary to develop a policy that results in a strict landscape preservation. The other three 
core areas seem reasonably safe. Friesland, where the largest core area (in surface area) is 
situated, is the Dutch province with the largest number of meadow bird breeding pairs but with 
much less pressure by urbanization (Dirkx & Roos-Klein Lankhorst 2006, Bredenoord et al. 
2008). The remaining two core areas are smaller and seem also safely situated along the 
former border with lake IJsselmeer (chapter 5). 

At least one other reason makes it profitable to conserve the agricultural landscape in 
the five core areas: an agricultural landscape with meadow birds and ‘cattle in a pasture’ is 
highly valued by man (Buijs 2000, Buijs et al. 2006). Overbeek & Vader (2008) report that circa 
80 % of Dutch citizens think a certain openness of the landscape makes a landscape more 
attractive. Only if landscapes are too open and wide, citizens dislike the landscape 
(Crommentuijn et al. 2007): perhaps their preferred landscape is better described as a 
(nostalgic) arcadian landscape (sensu Buijs et al. 2006). Furthermore, for many European 
tourists, landscape is one of the main reasons to visit the Netherlands (Breman et al. 2009). 
Open and wide landscapes may also be highly valued because such landscapes are 
internationally the rarest (Farjon et al. 2002). For both ecological and economic reasons, it is 
therefore unfortunate that the clutter of the Dutch landscape increases (Bredenoord et al. 
2008, Nieuwenhuizen et al. 2008). Thus, a policy directed at conserving open landscapes will 
benefit both meadow birds and citizens although for different reasons. Meadow birds profit by 
having more nesting habitat available while citizens will enjoy their landscape better (and the 
meadow birds populating it). 

Implications for agricultural Europe 

From the above, it seems that I advocate maintenance of openness for the preservation of any 
grassland or meadow landscape in Europe. However, the discussion on the decline of 
agricultural bird species in Europe is often hampered by the lack of definition of the agricultural 
landscape involved. Although European agricultural landscapes are man-made, they still differ 
in farmed crops, associated scale and associated nature values (Stoate et al. 2009, 
Tryjanowski et al. 2011). This means that measures taken for nature values in one landscape 
may not be suitable for the other: the farmed crop, with the resulting landscape, will often 
dictate the nature type using the landscape (Herzon & O’Hara 2007, Reif et al. 2008). It should 
thus first be considered which nature values occur in the different European agricultural 
landscapes before measures are suggested. In that sense, several fields of research focus 
may be distinguished in Europe. For instance, my thesis focuses on wet grasslands of lowland 
northwestern Europe. Appropriate conservation measures for species of such meadows 
involve specific management regimes (mosaic management to create safe havens for chicks) 
with a focus on the preservation of the current open and wet landscape (Schekkerman et al. 
2008). In complete contrast, focus of much research elsewhere is laid on the decline of birds 
of agricultural small-scale habitats. Often, these habitats concern arable fields lined with 
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hedgerows and tree-lines where small songbirds breed (Baudry et al. 2000, Hinsley & Bellamy 
2000). Appropriate measures for the conservation of such bird species are the (re-)creation of 
hedgerows to breed in, and the creation of (arable) stubble fields where sufficient food can be 
found in winter. As such, conservation successes have been achieved with several of these 
bird species, like Cirl Bunting Emberiza cirlus (Aebischer et al. 2000, Peach et al. 2001, Gillings 
et al. 2005). In small-scale habitats, obviously, openness is not one of the issues. 

In eastern Europe, yet another situation exists, where on the one hand intensification 
takes place, while on the other hand many small farmers abandon farming altogether due to 
especially economic and sometimes other reasons (Young et al. 2007, Reif et al. 2008, Stoate 
et al. 2009, Tryjanowski et al. 2011). Here, due to abandonment, the open agricultural 
landscape is in danger of disappearing because taller growing vegetation encroaches 
grasslands with a high biodiversity (Báldi et al. 2005, Young et al. 2007, Nagy et al. 2009, 
Stoate et al. 2009), leaving them unsuitable for breeding meadow birds yet attracting a 
different range of species of small-scale landscapes (Reif et al. 2008, Tryjanowski et al. 2011). 
A parallel between eastern Europe and several locations in the Netherlands can be drawn. 
For instance, in Waterland, as identified in chapter 5, farmers cannot reach distant meadows 
due to economic restraints. Such meadows are similarly in danger of turning into fields with 
tall vegetation becoming unsuitable for meadow birds due to amongst others a disappearing 
openness (Nagy et al. 2009). 

The future of nature in grasslands within the European Union therefore faces an 
interesting paradox. On the one hand grassland biodiversity may completely disappear in 
eastern Europe because of intensification or, contrastingly, abandonment (resulting in taller 
vegetation encroaching) (Herzon & O’Hara 2007, Young et al. 2007, Herzon et al. 2008, Reif 
et al. 2008, Nagy et al. 2009, Stoate et al. 2009, Tryjanowski et al. 2011). This may even lead 
to an ecological trap on a European level: with a continuing trend in eastern Europe of 
grassland habitat becoming unavailable because of a lack of openness, meadow birds are 
forced to search for nesting habitat in northwestern Europe. There, the grasslands are too 
heavily managed for them however, resulting in a too low recruitment. Although this ecological 
trap has not yet properly been researched, ecological traps on such large scales have been 
documented before. Rotella & Ratti (1992) note that Mallards A. platyrhynchos preferably nest 
in the pothole prairie region of southwestern Manitoba, Canada, where contrastingly only poor 
fledgling survival is achieved due to too large overland travelling distances of broods between 
nests and wetlands. The Mallard population in this region is thus dependent of import of 
individuals from other regions of poorer habitat. Large-scale ecological traps may be 
detrimental for a species when research and policy focus is only on local trends of that species 
because any negative large-scale patterns may be masked by positive local trends. Hopefully 
this scenario does not become true for meadow birds in Europe. 
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A major part of the Netherlands consists of meadows used for dairy farming. These meadows 
are relatively wet, especially in the western part of the country. They are the main habitat for 
a group of bird species, known as ‘meadow birds’, defined as bird species of which the 
population that occurs in the Netherlands is largely dependent on agriculturally used 
grasslands as a breeding site. Meadow birds are a typical Dutch phenomenon because 
nowhere else in the world does this particular assemblage of species breed together in the 
same man-made habitat. The Netherlands is especially important for the Black-tailed Godwit 
Limosa limosa of which circa 50 % of the European breeding population occurs in Dutch 
meadows. 

Because of a recent decline of meadow bird species in northwestern Europe, 
especially of Black-tailed Godwit, various studies into many life characteristics have been 
started. Not only Black-tailed Godwit was object of study, but also for instance Eurasian 
Oystercatcher Haematopus ostralegus, Northern Lapwing Vanellus vanellus and Common 
Redshank Tringa totanus. The early studies determined that the decline must be attributed to 
changes during the breeding season, especially to agricultural intensification resulting in a 
lowered breeding success. The field scale stood central in this research. 

In this thesis, I took a landscape-ecological approach. My research focused on the 
nest site selection phase of meadow bird breeding pairs early in the breeding season. Both 
home range selection (breeding habitat) and usage of habitat components within the home 
range (nest site) in this early part of the breeding season were included in my study. Three 
ecological factors determine nest site selection: structure of vegetation, food availability and 
predator visibility. These three factors are in this study approximated by the habitat 
requirements land use, groundwater level and landscape openness respectively. I have not 
considered predation as a key ecological factor: instead I have approached it indirectly by 
linking it with landscape openness. I thus consider predation to be the outcome, or result, of 
landscape composition. My findings in chapter 3 demonstrated that indeed the fear for 
predators governs the distribution of breeding meadow birds in the landscape. Occupied 
predator nests resulted in a surrounding area with lowered densities of meadow birds, 
irrespective whether the predator’s nest was situated in an open or closed landscape. 
Furthermore, all meadow bird species showed highest nesting densities in open landscapes. 
It suggested that openness of the landscape, independent from the presence of occupied 
predator’s nests, is a factor in selecting a nest site. 

The importance of landscape openness is thus the main topic of this research. It is 
argued that, in order to deal with predation dangers, meadow birds want to visually locate their 
potential predators. This is only possible in an open landscape setting without, or with few, 
landscape elements. In such a landscape, they may see the predator approaching and can try 
to deter it from the breeding site. A wide and open landscape is thus an important habitat 
requirement for meadow bird species. This hypothesis was confirmed in chapter 2: meadow 
birds select nest sites at a distance away from landscape elements. Apart from view-
obstructing elements (like forest or buildings), also flat elements (like roads) resulted in 
disturbance distances. Furthermore, I found that human-used elements caused the largest 
disturbance distances but also elements not used by human beings still do. Meadow bird 
species differed in tolerance of landscape elements, Eurasian Oystercatcher being most 
tolerant to landscape elements, and Black-tailed Godwit least. 
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These findings are not only relevant for meadow bird species. Indeed, it can be applied 
to a wider range of habitats and bird species, because not only grassland and meadow habitats 
are characterized by openness. Examples of other habitats that may be wide and open include 
deserts, tundras, coasts, bogs and marshes. The importance of an open landscape has been 
shown for other bird species occurring in such habitats worldwide. It appeared that the 
mechanism behind a preference for open habitat is especially fear for predators, with visibility 
by conspecifics as a secondary factor. A preference for open areas may also lead to the 
observed sensitivity to small habitat patches (‘area sensitivity’) by especially larger grassland 
bird species across the world. Area sensitivity occurs when a species is absent or occurs in 
lower densities in smaller habitat patches as compared to larger habitat patches, assuming 
the small patches are large enough to support a species' territory. The hypothesis is that small 
habitat patches are not occupied because they lack openness. Predators are therefore noticed 
less easily. 

Building on these findings, chapter 4 presents results of a GIS-based modeling study 
quantifying the relative importance of the three habitat requirements groundwater level, land 
use and landscape openness on meadow bird breeding distribution. Landscape openness 
appeared to be the most important habitat requirement for meadow bird species, followed by 
land use and groundwater level. These results were used in chapter 5 to forecast where in 
2020 the Black-tailed Godwit (which is a near-threatened species at a world scale) will breed 
in the Netherlands. Based on an optimal combination of the three main habitat requirements 
(groundwater level, land use and landscape openness), five core breeding areas in lowland 
Netherlands were identified for this species: Zuidwest Friesland, Waterland, IJssel Delta-area, 
Arkemheen and Eempolders, and Groene Hart. The five core areas have in common that they 
are open meadow landscapes with high water levels, resulting in an agricultural management 
that can sustain a healthy godwit population. This population may then act as a source 
population for the remainder of the Netherlands. In these core areas, a targeted environmental 
policy should safeguard the larger-scale landscape and its meadow birds. However, the five 
core areas are not officially designated as Natura 2000-sites for Black-tailed Godwit, meaning 
that these areas lack the strongest conservation focus for this species. What is more, two of 
them are located in the three western provinces where the largest pressure of landscape 
clutter, especially due to urbanization, occurs. 

Up until recently, measures to stop declines in meadow bird populations have almost 
invariably focused on the field level, often in areas that are not optimal for meadow birds (thus 
outside the five core areas identified). My results show that not only conservation of favourable 
conditions on a field level (such as high groundwater levels) is necessary, but also that habitat 
requirements acting on a large landscape level, like openness, should be taken into account. 
Maintaining or reinstating a sufficiently open landscape, and other solutions on a landscape-
ecological level (for instance promoting mosaic management), should be a priority in 
landscape planning and policy making for meadow birds. A loss of landscape openness, for 
instance when reed encroaches ditches or woodlots or tree-lines are erected, is still a huge 
threat for the last open areas and populations of meadow birds in the Netherlands. 

Black-tailed Godwit is listed in Annex II of the EU Bird Directive and member states 
can consequently appoint Special Protection Areas (SPAs) to aid the protection of the relevant 
flyway population. However, the Netherlands did not formally appoint SPAs for the breeding 
population of this species, but only for the period outside the breeding season when the SPAs 
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function as post-breeding staging areas. Thus, large numbers of meadow birds only breed in 
unprotected areas (outside Natura 2000-sites). Connectivity between SPAs and core breeding 
areas was found to be not optimal: both core areas Arkemheen and Eempolders, and Groene 
Hart are not firmly connected with SPAs. Because reaching SPAs from the breeding grounds 
takes energy that is better spent on moulting and fattening up, the malfunctioning of the 
network may provide a bottleneck in the conservation of the Black-tailed Godwit. If this 
forecasting scenario becomes true, the Black-tailed Godwit population may continue to 
decline. 

A sustainable Black-tailed Godwit population can only be maintained if openness of 
the meadow landscape with high water levels is assured. In addition, the connection between 
breeding and pre-migration sites should be improved. This must be accompanied by protective 
measures for the period that meadow birds have eggs and chicks. 
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Een belangrijk deel van Nederland is in gebruik als grasland waar vee kan grazen. Deze 
graslanden zijn, vooral in westelijk Nederland, relatief nat waardoor ze pas laat in het voorjaar 
bewerkt kunnen worden. Ze vormen het broedgebied voor een groep van circa 20 
vogelsoorten die tezamen weidevogels worden genoemd. Deze worden gedefinieerd als 
‘vogelsoorten waarvan de Nederlandse broedpopulatie afhangt van graslanden die door de 
landbouw gebruikt worden’. Uit deze definitie komt naar voren dat weidevogels in eerste 
instantie een typisch Nederlands verschijnsel zijn, die evenzeer bij Nederland horen als 
klompen en molens. Omdat de soorten die de groep weidevogels vormen in verschillende 
natuurlijke habitats zijn geëvolueerd, is het bijzonder dat zij in Nederland in de door de mens 
gecreëerde weiden door elkaar heen broeden. Met name van de Grutto Limosa limosa broedt 
een belangrijk deel van de Europese populatie in de Nederlandse weilanden: circa 50 %. 

Weidevogels nemen gestaag af gedurende de laatste 40 jaar. Omdat Nederland een 
grote internationale verantwoordelijkheid draagt voor (een aantal van) deze soorten, is het van 
belang om de redenen van deze achteruitgang te kennen. Alleen dan kunnen passende 
maatregelen genomen worden die deze achteruitgang tot stoppen brengen. Eerder onderzoek 
heeft uitgewezen dat de oorzaken niet in de overwinteringsgebieden of tijdens de trek gezocht 
moeten worden, maar in de broedgebieden. De intensivering van de landbouw is als 
belangrijkste oorzaak aangewezen. Door het eerder in het seizoen maaien, mestinjectie, 
waterpeilverlaging en verdichting van de aantallen stuks vee per perceel, gaan nesten verloren 
of worden kuikens gedood. Waterpeilverlaging leidt tot een dichtere bodem die het zoeken 
naar voedsel bemoeilijkt. Maatregelen ten gunste van weidevogels zullen in ieder geval op dit 
vlak van intensivering moeten worden genomen, en bovendien op de schaal van percelen. 

Dan nog is echter de vraag of de weidevogels behouden kunnen worden in ons 
veranderende landschap. Wegenbouw, urbanisatie en ook natuurontwikkeling hebben een 
verdicht landschap gecreëerd waarin uitgestrekte vergezichten zijn verdwenen, waardoor 
steeds meer graslanden een gesloten karakter krijgen. Hierdoor verliezen weidevogels de 
mogelijkheid om hun potentiële predatoren aan te zien komen. Als strategie om met de 
gevaren van predatie om te gaan, vertrouwen weidevogels op hun vermogen om potentiële 
predatoren weg te jagen uit hun territoria. Er geldt: hoe sneller zij de predator zien, hoe 
succesvoller zij hierin zullen zijn. Een open landschap is hierin belangrijk. Naast deze 
mogelijkheid om binnen het landschap naderende predatoren te zien, meetbaar via de 
variabele openheid van het landschap, zijn twee andere factoren van belang voor weidevogels 
in de vestigingsfase. Dit zijn voedselbeschikbaarheid en structuur van vegetatie. In dit 
proefschrift worden deze benaderd via de gemakkelijk te bepalen variabelen grondwaterstand 
en landgebruik. Gezamenlijk bepalen deze drie factoren of een weidevogel zich vestigt op een 
bepaalde plek of niet. En vestiging is natuurlijk de eerste stap naar nakomelingen. Omdat 
openheid van het landschap tot nu toe minder goed is onderzocht, ligt de nadruk in dit 
proefschrift op het relatieve belang van deze variabele. Mijn proefschrift kent dus een 
landschaps-ecologische benadering. Ik heb niet overwogen om predatie als een belangrijke 
ecologische factor te behandelen: ik beschouw deze namelijk als een product van het 
landschap. Hoe meer landschapselementen in het landschap aanwezig zijn, hoe meer ruimte 
dit biedt aan potentiële predatoren. Daarmee is de factor predatie dus gekoppeld aan de mate 
van landschappelijke openheid. 

De belangrijkste soorten in dit proefschrift zijn vier soorten die nog relatief algemeen 
zijn in Nederland, en waarvan de ecologie goed bekend is. Naast de Grutto, gaat het dan om 
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de Scholekster Haematopus ostralegus, Kievit Vanellus vanellus en Tureluur Tringa totanus. 
Voor andere weidevogelsoorten als Veldleeuwerik Alauda arvensis en Graspieper Anthus 
pratensis kunnen de conclusies echter ook van toepassing zijn. 

Een centrale hypothese in dit proefschrift is dat, bij het kiezen van een broedplaats, 
weidevogels een bepaalde afstand aanhouden tot landschapselementen die hun uitzicht 
belemmeren. Deze elementen kunnen zowel opgaand zijn, zoals bewoning en begroeiing, als 
vlak, zoals wegen. In hoofdstuk 2 toon ik aan dat weidevogels inderdaad nestplaatsen 
selecteren op een afstand van elementen in het landschap. Niet alleen veroorzaken uitzicht-
belemmerende elementen (zoals bos of gebouwen) een vermijdingsafstand, maar ook vlakke 
elementen (zoals wegen). Ik vond dat de grootste afstanden werden aangehouden tot 
elementen die intensief door de mens werden gebruikt (zoals een eenzame boerderij, een 
stadsrand of een weg), maar dat ook elementen die niet worden gebruikt door de mens (zoals 
een bosrand of rietkraag) leiden tot verstoringsafstanden. Weidevogelsoorten verschilden in 
tolerantie voor landschapselementen: Scholekster bleek het meest tolerant en Grutto het 
minst. Dat ook vlakke elementen tot een verstoringsafstand leiden is misschien te wijten aan 
de achtergrondbeweging in vlakke objecten die de onrust vergroot waardoor kansen op 
ontdekking van mogelijke predatoren verkleind worden. Ik verwacht dat, vanwege de voorkeur 
van weidevogels om landschapselementen te mijden, gesloten delen van het Nederlandse 
weidelandschap ongeschikt zullen zijn als broedplaats voor weidevogels. Omdat afhankelijk 
van de methode verschillende of tegenstrijdige afstanden worden gevonden, is nader 
onderzoek naar de grootte van deze afstanden gewenst. In hoofdstuk 3 stel ik vast dat ook de 
daadwerkelijke aanwezigheid van predatoren een belangrijke reden is voor de 
nestplaatskeuze. Bezette nesten van predatoren resulteerden in de directe omgeving daarvan 
in een verlaagde dichtheid van weidevogels, ongeacht of het nest van de predator was 
gelegen in een open of gesloten landschap. 

Deze resultaten kunnen ook een bredere geldigheid hebben. Immers, niet alleen 
graslanden worden gekenmerkt door openheid, maar ook habitats zoals woestijnen, toendra's, 
kusten, venen en moerassen. Hiermee kunnen de resultaten van dit proefschrift ook van 
toepassing zijn op een groot scala van broedvogels van deze habitats in de wereld. Inderdaad 
zijn er veel voorbeelden van onderzoek aan vogelsoorten waar openheid van het landschap 
belangrijk bleek. Het mechanisme achter deze voorkeur voor een open habitat lijkt in eerste 
instantie de angst voor predatie te zijn, maar ook het kunnen waarnemen van soortgenoten 
speelt mogelijk een rol. Een voorkeur voor open gebieden kan ook verklaren waarom de 
regelmatig besproken gevoeligheid voor kleine habitatplekken ('area sensitivity') van vooral 
grotere vogelsoorten van graslanden optreedt. Deze gevoeligheid blijkt uit het afwezig zijn, of 
het in lagere dichtheden voorkomen van een soort in kleinere habitatplekken dan in grotere, 
terwijl de kleine habitatplekken op zich groot genoeg zijn voor een territorium van die soort. 
Mijn hypothese is dat de kleine habitatplekken niet worden bezet omdat zij een gebrek aan 
openheid kennen. Predatoren worden er daardoor minder snel opgemerkt. 

Met het vastgestelde belang van de variabele openheid van het landschap, is het 
interessant ook het relatieve belang van deze variabele te kennen ten opzichte van de 
variabelen grondwaterstand en landgebruik. Daarom presenteert hoofdstuk 4 de resultaten 
van een GIS-studie naar het relatieve belang van deze drie variabelen op de relatieve 
dichtheden van vier weidevogelsoorten (Scholekster, Kievit, Grutto en Tureluur) in Nederland. 
Openheid van het landschap bleek het meest belangrijk, gevolgd door landgebruik en 
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grondwaterstand. Voor de Grutto, een bedreigde soort op wereldschaal, zijn deze resultaten 
gebruikt in hoofdstuk 5 om te voorspellen waar de soort zal broeden in Nederland in 2020, 
gegeven de te verwachten veranderingen in het landschap gedurende die tijdsperiode. Bij 
optimale combinaties van openheid van het landschap, grondwaterstand en landgebruik 
komen Grutto’s in 2020 in vijf kerngebieden in Nederland voor, namelijk Zuidwest Friesland, 
Waterland, IJsseldelta, Arkemheen en Eempolders, en het Groene Hart. Deze gebieden zijn 
allen open weidegebied in laag Nederland waar waterstanden heersen die resulteren in een 
type landbouw die een gezonde populatie van Grutto’s kan ondersteunen. Deze gebieden 
zullen moeten dienen als brongebied voor de overige gebieden in Nederland. De grootschalige 
openheid van deze gebieden moet via een gericht omgevingsbeleid behouden blijven, terwijl 
ook de andere belangrijke voorwaarden voor weidevogels, namelijk grasland met hoge 
grondwaterpeilen, aanwezig moeten zijn. Dit dient direct de bescherming van de bijbehorende 
weidevogels. Echter, de vijf kerngebieden zijn niet als een officieel beschermd gebied 
aangewezen. Bovendien bevinden twee ervan zich in de drie westelijke provincies waar de 
grootste druk van verrommeling van het landschap, vooral als gevolg van verstedelijking, 
optreedt. 

Tot voor kort waren maatregelen om afnames in weidevogelpopulaties te stoppen 
vooral gericht op het perceelsniveau, en vaak ook in gebieden die niet optimaal zijn ingericht 
op weidevogels (dus buiten de hierboven geïdentificeerde kerngebieden). Mijn resultaten laten 
zien dat niet alleen het behoud van gunstige omstandigheden op perceelsniveau noodzakelijk 
is (zoals hoge grondwaterstanden), maar dat ook rekening moet worden gehouden met de 
habitateisen op een grotere landschapsschaal, zoals openheid. Behoud of herstel van een 
voldoende open landschap, alsmede andere oplossingen op een landschaps-ecologisch 
niveau (zoals het bevorderen van mozaïekbeheer), moet dus een prioriteit zijn binnen 
ruimtelijke ordening en weidevogelbeleid. Een verlies van openheid van het landschap, die 
behalve door verstedlijking ook door bijvoorbeeld rietgroei in sloten of aanplant van 
bospercelen of bomenrijen in het landschap kan worden veroorzaakt, is nog steeds een grote 
bedreiging voor de laatste open gebieden van Nederland, en voor de populaties van 
weidevogels hierin. 

De Grutto is een soort die is opgenomen in bijlage II van de Europese Habitatrichtlijn. 
EU-lidstaten kunnen speciale beschermingszones (SBZ’s) aanwijzen die de desbetreffende 
‘flyway’-populatie van een soort moet beschermen. Nederland heeft echter geen specifieke 
SBZ’s aangewezen voor de broedpopulatie van de Grutto maar alleen voor de periode buiten 
het broedseizoen. De SBZ’s dienen voor de Grutto als plaats waar ze ruien en opvetten voor 
de trek naar de overwinteringsgebieden ten zuiden van Nederland. Zo broeden dus de 
grootste aantallen Grutto’s onbeschermd buiten de SBZ’s! In hoofdstuk 5 is de verbinding van 
de vijf kerngebieden en de SBZ’s nader onderzocht. Deze blijkt niet optimaal te zijn: zowel 
kerngebieden Arkemheen en Eempolders als het Groene Hart zijn niet goed verbonden met 
de SBZ’s. Dit is om twee redenen ongunstig. Het bereiken van SBZ’s vanaf de broedplaatsen 
kost ten eerste energie die beter besteed kan worden aan rui en opvetten, en ten tweede zijn 
er risico’s verbonden aan de verplaatsing door een landschap met landschapselementen 
(zoals windmolens). Het slecht functioneren van het netwerk is dus een knelpunt voor de 
bescherming van de Grutto. Bij een dergelijke ontwikkeling is de verwachting dat de 
gruttopopulatie zal blijven dalen. 
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Een duurzame gruttopopulatie kan dus alleen worden behouden als de openheid van 
het weidelandschap met hoge waterpeilen wordt geborgd. Bovendien moeten de verbindingen 
tussen broed- en ruigebieden worden verbeterd. Dit moet wel samengaan met 
beschermingsmaatregelen voor de periode dat weidevogels hun eieren en opgroeiende 
jongen hebben. 
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Het is (op drie dagen na) op de kop af 13 jaar geleden dat ik startte met mijn proefschrift over 
weidevogels in een veranderend Nederlands landschap. De wereld zag er heel anders uit 
toen: zo hoorde ik in 2001 pas na een vergadering van de vakgroep over de ingestorte Twin 
Towers van New York. In Nederland betaalden we nog met de gulden, en ik had net een jaar 
een emailadres en (modern aandoende) mobiele telefoon. Er broedden veel meer 
weidevogels in de Nederlandse weiden dan nu het geval is terwijl de meest recente 
broedvogelatlas van Sovon Vogelonderzoek Nederland nog moest worden uitgegeven. Ook 
in mijn persoonlijke leven is er sindsdien veel veranderd: in 2000 waren Ilaniek, Noa of Kyo 
bijvoorbeeld niet in beeld. Aan een hypotheek dacht ik nog helemaal niet. Wat echter 
gedurende lange tijd niet zou veranderen, was dat ik een proefschrift moest afronden. 

Begeleiding en mijn proefschrift 

Als eerste wil ik mijn promotor Martin bedanken. Hoewel we elkaar in 2000 al heel wat jaren 
kenden, was het voor mij toch een verrassing dat jij aan mij dacht voor deze positie. Ik wil je 
bedanken voor het in mij gestelde vertrouwen. Gedurende het project vond ik het mooi om te 
zien dat jij groeide in jouw rol, eerst als co-promotor en daarna als promotor. Jouw 
commentaar heeft de teksten aanzienlijk aangescherpt. Daarnaast kennen wij elkaar ook van 
buiten de universiteit. Huize Overveen is een gastvrije plek om zo nu en dan langs te mogen 
komen. Ik herinner mij als een gedenkwaardig hoogtepunt de voetbalwedstrijd Nederland 
tegen Argentinië in 1998. Ook hebben wij menig concert bezocht, zoals Eels in 013 in Tilburg 
in 2005 (nog prejoep!). 
 Peter, jij was de gehele periode mijn tweede promotor: eerst prominent aanwezig 
maar wat meer op de achtergrond nadat jij een nieuwe positie had aanvaard in Wageningen. 
Toch is jouw rol groot geweest bij de concept-ontwikkeling van de studie. Jouw scherpe vragen 
bij een eerste versie van de inleiding hebben de toon gezet voor de rest van de inhoud van 
het proefschrift. Dank je wel voor deze theoretische inkadering. Verder ook bedankt dat je in 
de laatste maanden ook enkele van mijn laatste twijfels hebt weggenomen over de inhoud van 
de synthese. Ik wil je daarnaast bedanken voor het feit dat je nooit vroeg naar mijn 
vorderingen, als we elkaar weer eens troffen bij een of andere gelegenheid. Op een of andere 
manier vond ik dat heel verfrissend. Wij konden op die manier regelmatig kletsen over de 
muziek en gitaar die je had (her-)ontdekt. Ik heb altijd gedacht dat jij op deze manier 
vertrouwen in een goede afloop liet blijken. Uiteindelijk bleek dat vertrouwen terecht. 
 En dan Jerry, jij bent mijn enige co-promotor. Opmerkelijk genoeg ben je pas begin 
2011 officieel bij mijn proefschrift betrokken geraakt, nadat je het najaar ervoor had geholpen 
met de statistiek van hoofdstuk 2 (en daarom ook co-auteur van dit hoofdstuk bent). Het tekent 
jouw betrokkenheid dat jij in die bijna drie jaar co-auteur bent geworden van twee van de drie 
andere inhoudelijke hoofdstukken. Gelukkig kon ik goed gebruik maken van jouw kennis van 
het landelijke gebied. 

Een van de onverwachte dingen die ik in afgelopen periode leerde over mezelf was 
dat ik het begeleiden van studenten enorm leuk vond. De bijdragen van Edwin Schuller en 
Imanol Oquiñena Valluerca kon ik zelfs vrij snel omwerken tot een hoofdstuk van het 
proefschrift. Jullie zijn er dus co-auteur van geworden. Onno Prevo en Kiran Janki: dit betekent 
niet dat ik niet dankbaar ben voor het werk dat jullie hebben verzet. Integendeel: jullie hebben 
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beiden een onderwerp tot in detail uitgezocht wat voor mij zeer waardevol was. Het leende 
zich echter minder als basis voor een hoofdstuk.  
 De figuren en kaarten van dit proefschrift zijn prachtig opgemaakt door Ton Markus 
en Margot Stoete van de Cartografische vormgeving van de Faculteit Geowetenschappen. 
Rien Rabbers (inmiddels werkzaam bij SMQ Hengelo) maakte echter de figuren van hoofdstuk 
4. De hoofdstukken worden gesierd door foto’s van weidevogels die Herman Bouman gratis 
beschikbaar stelde. Dank je wel dat je de moeite hebt genomen de originelen te achterhalen! 
Eugenie Römer (www.eusdesign.nl) en Guido Goudswaard hebben ervoor gezorgd dat ik een 
goede versie kreeg van het schilderij van Jan van Goyen dat op de omslag.prijkt. Dank jullie 
wel. 

Ik wil graag mijn dataleveranciers bedanken omdat zonder deze data dit proefschrift 
niet geschreven had kunnen worden: de provincie Gelderland (Jan van Diermen en Teun 
Spek), Alterra Wageningen (tegenwoordig Wageningen UR; Harry Dijkstra, Jaco van der 
Gaast en Jetty van Lith-Kranendonk), MNP (tegenwoordig PBL; Bas van Bemmel, Mariëtte 
van Esbroek en Arjen van Hinsberg) en Sovon Vogelonderzoek Nederland (Wolf Teunissen). 
 Chris J. and Jyl J. Leininger from Seattle, USA, took a great interest in chapter 4 when 
on a trip to the Marquesas with us in 2012. Although not familiar with meadow birds, your 
comments and questions out of sheer interest considerably changed my thinking about its 
presentation. 

De Breedtestrategie en de milieuwetenschappers 

Ik startte op 1 december 2000 aan mijn proefschrift binnen het programma van de 
Breedtestrategie die vanuit de faculteit werd gefinancierd. Officieel heette het programma 
trouwens ‘Networks in the Delta’. Paul Schot en Martin Dijst coördineerden namens de faculteit 
dit programma. Ik herinner mij nog het sollicitatiegesprek dat mij destijds wat overbodig leek 
maar naarmate de jaren vorderden toch heel zinvol is geweest. Volgens mij was het ook Martin 
die mij op het pad heeft gezet naar onderzoek van de factor openheid. 
 De breedtestrategie-AIO’s startte als een aparte groep op de 4e verdieping van het 
W.C. van Unnikgebouw. Collega-AIO’s in het programma waren onder meer Michel Hagoort, 
Ivo Thonon en Marc Vissers. Marc was ook mijn eerste kamergenoot op de universiteit voor 
onze wegen scheidden. Via de Breedtestrategie kwam ik bovendien in contact met AIO’s van 
andere vakgroepen. Van deze AIO’s wil ik hier graag Sendy Farag en Grishja van der Veer 
noemen. 

Ik moet toegeven dat ik destijds wat overdonderd was door het aanbod van Martin. 
Wie beter, dacht ik, dan de milieuwetenschappelijke AIO’s van dat moment vragen of 
promoveren ook leuk is? Harry Olde Venterink en Ana Bio, jullie overtuigden me direct om het 
te gaan doen, en ik ben jullie, na 13 jaar, nog altijd (of beter: opnieuw) dankbaar voor dat 
advies. 
 Ik wil de andere leden van de staf bedanken voor de mooie tijd aan de universiteit 
waarop ik terug kijk: Aat Barendregt, Margien Bootsma, Stefan Dekker, Carel Dieperink, Karin 
Rebel, Max Rietkerk en Paul Schot. Wilma Peeters, Ton Rijken en Ton Verkroost hebben 
inmiddels de vakgroep verlaten maar ook hun bijdragen aan die mooie tijd ben ik niet vergeten. 
De meeste tijd heb ik echter doorgebracht achter de computer. Door de vele interne 
verhuizingen heb ik op veel plekken in het gebouw gezeten, en heb ik ook een kamer gedeeld 
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met een flink aantal mensen. In het bijzonder wil ik Pieter Louwman, Jasper van Belle, Marieke 
Schouten, Remko Holtkamp en Vincent Balk bedanken voor hun gezelligheid, discussies en 
muziek. Pieter, nogmaals bedankt voor ‘De Lijst’: ik lees hem nog wel eens maar ben het 
uiteraard niet eens met zowel de keuze als de volgorde! Jasper, bedankt dat jij mijn paranimf 
wil zijn. De herinneringen aan the White Stripes, Massive Attack, poolbiljart en natuurlijk Ekko 
gaan nooit verloren. 
 Maar ook de andere AIO’s wil ik natuurlijk bedanken voor de gezelligheid, zowel 
binnen als buiten de universiteit (tijdens onze regelmatige etentjes bijvoorbeeld): Hugo den 
Boer, Maarten Eppinga, Yuki Fujita, Sonia Kéfi, Frank van Kouwen, Arnaut van Loon, Arnoud 
Smit, Hester Soomers, Sara Steyn en Roos den Uijl. Het blijft een vreemde gedachte dat ik 
een aantal van jullie eerst college heb gegeven maar dat mijn promotie na die van jullie 
plaatsvindt. 
 Met name in de laatste fase van mijn proefschrift heeft het secretariaat veel werk voor 
mij verzet, waarvoor ik Ineke Bakker en Hermina IJben-Wolters wil bedanken. Jullie hadden 
overigens in Paula van Duivenvoorde, Anneke van der Loo en Thea Schouten-van Regteren 
illustere voorgangers, die mij eerder al af en toe uit de brand hielpen met diverse zaken. 

Buiten de universiteit 

Hoewel ik veel plezier heb gehaald uit de dagen op de Uithof, is af en toe een geheel andere 
omgeving ook wel eens fijn. Allereerst wil ik Caja van der Woude bedanken omdat ik met jou 
zo vaak en gedurende het gehele promotie-traject over geheel andere dingen dan 
weidevogels kon praten. Als dank heb ik jou gevraagd om paranimf te worden. 

Ik kan onmogelijk zeggen dat ik de afgelopen 13 jaar geen kans heb gezien om te 
ontspannen. Zowel het luisteren naar goede muziek als het zoeken naar (en vervolgens, voor 
de volledige ontspanning, het kijken naar) een goede vogelsoort hebben mij die ontspanning 
geboden. Ik prijs mij gelukkig met een grote vriendenkring om deze twee passies te delen. Het 
luisteren naar goede muziek speelde zich vooral af in Café Flitz (tegenwoordig Eetcafé 
Stathe), Ekko en de Tivoli’s. Dank aan jullie voor het opzetten of bediscussiëren van net dat 
ene goede plaatje of bandje. De vogelaars dank ik voor het mij vergezellen op tochten door 
binnenland en/of, vooral de laatste jaren, ver weg in het buitenland. Hopelijk volgt er nog veel 
meer van dat goeds, maar de herinneringen aan mooie avonden, dagen en weken koester ik 
nu al. 
 Familie en schoonfamilie, jullie zijn, en waren, altijd de gewaardeerde stille kracht op 
de achtergrond. Ook al ben ik voor jullie al 13 jaar aan het afstuderen dan nog is het fijn dat 
jullie er altijd voor mij zijn. En tenslotte, en natuurlijk, Ilaniek, Noa en Kyo. Ilaniek, jouw 
interesses liggen niet echt bij de natuur of vogels (en dat is prima!), maar toch vormen wij een 
prima team. In de laatste fase van het traject heb je mij toch maar mooi (een beetje) achter de 
vodden gezeten en bovendien nog veel dingen geregeld voor proefschrift en promotiedatum: 
heel fijn! Bovendien heb jij de o zo belangrijke opmaak van het binnenwerk op je genomen, 
overigens na een uitstekende opzet van Taco Nieuwenhuis. En verder heb jij de omslag 
gemaakt. Ilaniek, super dat jij je zo hiervoor hebt ingezet op het laatst. Het is echt heel mooi 
geworden! Precies zoals ik wilde. Enne, natuurlijk heb ik vanaf nu weer meer tijd voor jou en 
thuis om leuke dingen te doen. Ilaniek, Noa en Kyo, jullie brengen gewoon kleur in mijn leven. 
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Curriculum vitae 

Roland van der Vliet was born in Heemskerk, the Netherlands, on 30 January 1970. He 
graduated from secondary school (VWO-Gymnasium) at Johan van Oldenbarnevelt-
gymnasium at Amersfoort in 1988 after which he started the study chemistry at Utrecht 
University (Bachelor degree in 1990). After three years he switched to environmental sciences 
at the Faculty of Geosciences (then Geographical Sciences), also at Utrecht University, and 
obtained his Master degree in 1994. During his study he graduated on nutrient limitation (by 
nitrogen, phosphate and / or potassium) of fen vegetation types in the Biebrza-valley in north-
eastern Poland. This study resulted in a publication in Acta Botanica Neerlandica. He 
furthermore studied the effects of PCBs and related chemicals on the growth of waterbird 
embryos at the Canadian Wildlife Service, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. Results of this study 
were presented as a poster at the 39th conference of the International Association for Great 
Lakes Research in 1996. 
 After graduation, he had several jobs, at the province of Noord-Holland and at Sovon 
Vogelonderzoek Nederland, before conducting a full-year GIS-course in 1999. After 
completing the course, he returned to work at the department of environmental sciences at 
Utrecht University in 2000 as a junior researcher. On 1 December 2000, he started working 
on his PhD-thesis, in which he researched the importance of openness of the landscape for 
meadow birds. During this period he supervised four master students. 
 Currently, he works as a specialist in ecology for Tauw bv engineering consultancy 
where he focuses on projects concerning bird-ecology and landscape-ecology. He develops 
and supervises research (in part innovative) for environmental impact assessment studies and 
studies of effects of disturbance on Special Protection Areas (SPAs). In this research, the 
network functioning of nature areas is the leading concept (as well as the resulting migration 
of flora and fauna within this network). Examples of his recent innovative research include 1. 
a GIS-based tool to determine occurrence and landscape usage by bats on a landscape-
ecological basis; and 2. a simulation tool to determine flight paths of non-breeding waterbirds 
within the network of SPAs. He supervised one master student in the process. 
 In his free time, he is an avid birder who likes to travel to far-flung places to watch 
birds. He is co-editor of the journal Dutch Birding since 1996 and a former member of the 
Dutch committee for rare birds (CDNA) in the period 2000-2008 (archivist in the period 2000-
2004, and chairman in the period 2004-2008). In 1997-1998, he had an active voluntary role 
in the compilation of ‘Rare birds of the Netherlands. Avifauna of the Netherlands 1’. 
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